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PREFACE

The impetus to this work occurred in November 1998 when Mrs. 
Mercy Isikeh, then Producer, Children's Debates., Edo Broadcasting 
Service (EBS), Radio, Benin City, Nigeria, requested students of 
Helping Hand Group of Schools, Benin City, to prepare and present a 
quiz on “The Birth of Jesus” for broadcast on EBS Radio.

At the same time, Mrs. Genevieve Obadan, then Controller, 
Programmes, Independent Television (ITV), Benin City, requested 
the pupils to prepare a drama on “The Birth of Jesus”. This was aired 
on ITV in December 1998.

Based on the above, the students also presented a quiz to a gathering 
of parents and guests at the school's End of Year Ceremony on 
December 9, 1998. Mr. R. I. Ohikhokha (late) who was then of the 
Department of History at the University of Benin, Benin City, also 
presented an illuminating lecture on “The Message of Christmas” at 
the ceremony. It fell upon me, in my capacity as Director of Studies at 
Helping Hand Group of Schools to direct and co-ordinate these 
activities.

The interest shown on the topic of the Quiz by pupils and parents led 
me to prepare the first edition of this book which was published in 
1998. This also explains why the book appears in a rather unusual 
Question and Answer format. An expanded version was published in 
2002. Since that time, readers have raised more questions and 
criticisms. These have given rise to the present edition.

Chris O. O. Biose,
November 2019.
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INTRODUCTION

This humble book is about one of the most momentous events in 
human history: the birth of Jesus. After over 2,000 years of the event, 
the birth and life of Jesus remains a perennial question of intense 
theological and secular interest.

Christmas season is generally a time of festivities. Throughout the 
world, people of diverse cultural and religious backgrounds look 
forward with great enthusiasm, to Christmas.

Most of us have different expectations of the Christmas season and 
indeed attach different meanings to it. But what are the facts and what 
are the fads regarding Christmas?

How much do we know about this event which seems to galvanize the 
greater part of the entire human race every year? In his first letter of 
encouragement for new Christians at Thessalonica, Apostle Paul 
enjoined then to “prove all things; hold fast that which is good.” (1 
Thes. 5:21)

It behooves us to find out more about Christmas by systematic 
enquiry, investigation and reflection. We can go further to partake 
meaningfully in the spiritual joy of Christmas. Finally, we can look 
up to the great I Am for greater understanding of the true meaning of 
the festival.

This book is borne out to a desire to  improve our understanding of the 
genesis and meaning of Christmas so that our faith may be based on 
sound knowledge and truth. The book also tells us how not to die in 
Christmas but how to truly enjoy this important holiday. It is mainly 
factual rather than doctrinal. It is presented in a conversational, 
questions and answer format.
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Since religious pluralism is an undeniable reality of human society, 
the discussion takes into consideration the way in which Christmas 
appears to outsiders, vis-à-vis strictly Christian accounts. 

Taking an inter-faith perspective, this book explores outer aspects of 
traditional Christmas festivities marking the birth of Jesus  as well as 
philosophical and esoteric dimensions in terms of re-enactment of 
Christ consciousness or enlighten in the human family.

Chris O. O. Biose,
Benin City, Nigeria.
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1

DIVINE PROMISE OF THE

BIRTH OF JESUS 1
A promise is an assurance that one will do or refrain from 
doing a specified thing while a divine promise is that made by 
God or supernatural being. The notion of the transcendental 
or supernatural is universal. The story of the birth of Jesus 
Christ is based on supernatural factors and is one of numerous 
miracles recorded in the Bible. A miracle may be described as 
an extraordinary event attributed to a divine, supernatural or 
unknown  power or cause and which is inexplicable by known 
laws of nature. 

The Bible is full of miracles, starting with the story of 
creation (Genesis 1: 1) and the creation of man (Gen. 1: 26-
28), both of which are indeed, the first and greatest miracles. 
The Christian religion is founded upon belief in miracles, 
exemplified in the historical experience of the Jews over 
several centuries and the birth and works of Jesus Christ; all 
are embedded on miracles.

This chapter identifies the Jewish ancestry of the Lord and 
Saviour, Jesus Christ, how his birth was foretold by several 
prophets long before it occurred and the nature of his divine 
mission on earth.

1.1 Who is Jesus?
The word Jesus is from Hebrew Ye-shu'a' meaning “Jehovah 



is salvation”. 

Jesus  was born of a Jew, of a daughter of Israel. He was born 
at Bethlehem at the time of King Herod the Great and the 
Emperor Caesar Augustus.

As a young man, he followed the trade of his legal father 
Joseph who was a carpenter. In Mark 6: 3, he was identified by 
his kinsmen as the 'carpenter, the son of Mary, the brother 
of James and Joses, and of Juda and Simon.” 

th
The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15  Edition, Vol. 6, page 
542, states that Jesus was born in 6 BC and died in 30 AD when 
he was crucified in Jerusalem under the procurator Pontius 
Pilate during the reign of Emperor Tiberus. 

But there is one great enigma. Jesus Christ was not only man, 
he was acclaimed as the Eternal Son of God, made man. He 
“came from God.” (John 3:2), “came down from heaven” 
(John 3: 13; 6: 33) and “became  flesh” (John 4: 2).

He was known by various names in the Holy Scriptures: 
Immanuel (Isaiah: 7:14), Wonderful Counsellor, Mighty God 
(Isaiah 9:6), Son of the Most High (Luke: 1:32), The Word 
(John 1:1); the Messiah (John 1:41). He was also known as the 
Nazarene.

1.2 What is Christmas?
The word “Christmas” means exactly what it says, the Mass of 
Christ or Christ-Mass. It is the name given to the annual feast 
which commemorates the birth of Jesus Christ and a time to 
remember some remarkable aspects of his life. It is a 
Christian festival as well as a popular secular holiday 
celebrated on December 25 each year.
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The word “Christmas” is derived from Old English 'Cristes 
thmaesses' (Christ's mass) and was first used in the 11  

century. (Collier's Encyclopaedia, page  403).

The letter X is often used with the suffix mas to abbreviate 
the word Christmas (Xmas). The X in this use is actually the 
Greek letter Chi, long used by the Greeks to symbolise Christ. 
The monogram of Christ is a large X with a P through the 

centre of it . The two letters are of the Greek alphabets, 
Chi and Rho.

However, the word Christmas is not in the Bible. For this and 
other reasons, some people say that those who observe the 
celebration are doing something contrary to the Bible.

Those who believe in Christmas however respond that they 
are not doing something contrary to the Bible because they 
observe it in honour of the Lord, who provides the basis of 
Christian life.

1.3 Why is Jesus also called Christ?
The word “Christ” is a title which was given to Jesus after his 
death. It is from Greek “Christus”, which is from the 
Septuagint, Greek translation of ancient Hebrew texts. In 
Hebrew, Christ means Meshiah,  leader and deliver of the 
Jews as prophesied in the Hebrew Bible or Tanalch (Old 
Testament). It means anointed one.

The masses of his days called him Rabbi, a title for one who is 
wise and venerated by the people. He often referred to 
himself as “Son of Man” which was the usual designation for 
“man” in Aramaic.

His disciples referred to him in Aramaic as Maran, meaning 
Master. He spoke and taught in his mother tongue which was 
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Aramaic, the vernacular of the people of Galilee. The Greeks 
referred to him as Kyrios, meaning Lord.

1.4 How was the birth of Jesus foretold?
The standard Christian view is that several prophets foretold 
the birth of the Messiah, notably Daniel, Isaiah and Micah. 
The prophet Isaiah foretold the manner of the birth of a 
Messiah 740 years before it took place.

Therefore, the Lord Himself shall give you a sign: 
Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and 
shall call his name Immanuel. (Isaiah 7:14)

He further announced far in advance:

For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and 
the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his 
name shall be called Wonderful Counsellor, The 
Mighty God, The everlasting Father, the Prince of 
Peace. (Isaiah 9:6)

Seven hundred years before the birth of Jesus, the prophet 
Micah named the place where he would be born.

But thou, Bethlehem, Ephratah, though thou be 
little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee 
shall he come forth unto me that is to be ruler in 
Israel; whose goings forth have been from of old, 
from everlasting. (Micah 5:2).

Moreover, in spite of his troubles, Job was inspired to declare:

For I know that my redeemer liveth, and that he 
shall stand at the latter day upon the earth. (Job 
19:25)

4



However, for centuries after the prophecy of Isaiah, Micah 
and others, nothing new happened. The Prophets fell silent. 
Nevertheless, the Jews patiently but eagerly awaited the 
Messiah. His coming would change the entire history of the 
world, they believed.

When it was time for Jesus to be born, the name Jesus was 
revealed to his earthly father, Joseph in a dream.

…..Behold, the angel of the Lord appeared unto him 
in a dream, saying, Joseph, thou son of David, fear 
not to take unto thee Mary, thy wife, for that which 
is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost.

And she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his 
name JESUS for he shall save his people from their 
sins. (Matthew 1: 20-21)

And when eight days were accomplished for the 
circumcising of the child, his name was called 
JESUS, which was so named of the angel before he 
was conceived in the womb. (Luke 2:21)

In due time, John the Baptist identified Jesus. As people were 
wondering in their hearts whether John the Baptist was the 
expected Messiah,

John answered them saying, I baptise you with 
water; but there standeth one among you whom ye 
know not;

He it is, who coming after me is preferred before 
me, whose shoe's latchet I am not worthy to 
unloose. (John 1: 26-27)
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One mightier than I cometh, the latchet of whose 
shoes I am not worthy to unloose: he shall baptise 
you with the Holy Ghost and with fire.

The next day, John saw Jesus coming to him and finally 
identified him saying: 

“Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the sins 
of the world.” (John 1:29)

1.5 What is the Annunciation of Mary?
This is the announcement by Angel Gabriel to the Virgin Mary 
that she would conceive a Son of the Holy Spirit to be named 
Jesus. (Luke 1: 26-38)

And in the sixth month, the angel Gabriel was sent 
from God unto a city of Galilee, named Nazareth, to 
a virgin espoused to a man whose name was Joseph, 
of the house of David; and the virgin's name was 
Mary.

And the angel came in unto her, and said, Hail, thou 
that art highly favoured, the Lord is with thee: 
blessed art thou among women, and when she saw 
him, she was troubled at his saying, and cast in her 
mind what manner of salutation this should be.

And the angel said unto her, Fear not, Mary: for thou 
hast found favour with God. And, behold, thou shalt 
conceive in thy womb, and bring forth a son, and 
shalt call his name JESUS. He shall be great, and 
shall be called the Son of the Highest: and the Lord 
God shall give unto him the throne of his father 
David: And he shall reign over the house of Jacob for 
ever; and of his kingdom there shall be no end.
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Then said Mary unto the angel, How shall this be, 
seeing I know not a man? And the angel answered 
and said unto her, The Holy Ghost shall come upon 
thee, and the power of the Highest shall 
overshadow thee: therefore also that holy thing 
which shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of 
God. And behold, thy cousin Elizabeth, she hath also 
conceived a son in her old age: and this is the sixth 
month with her, who was called barren. For with 
God nothing shall be impossible. And Mary said, 
Behold the handmaid of the Lord; be it unto me 
according to thy word. And the angel departed from 
her.

The Annunciation to Mary inaugurated “the fullness of 
time”, the time of the fulfilment of God's promises and 
preparations. Mary was invited to conceive him in whom the 
“fullness of deity” would dwell “bodily”. The divine 
response to her question, “How shall this be, seeing I know 
not man?” was given by the power of the Holy Spirit: “The 
Holy Ghost will come upon thee...”  (Luke 1: 35).

To buttress the fact that this birth is going to be divine, there 
is no record that the angel visited Elizabeth. So how would 
she have known that Mary was also with a child? There must 
have been a string of divinity that passed through the 
greetings of Mary to Elizabeth. John the Baptist also 
recognised the Messiah even in the womb.

The same angel had, six months earlier, visited Zacharias, to 
tell him that his elderly wife, Elizabeth, would bear his 
elderly self, a son.

The Feast of Annunciation is celebrated on March 25, i.e., 
nine months before the nativity on December 25. It is 
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believed that the conception of Jesus in His mother's womb 
belong together with Angel Gabriel's announcement.

In the early history of the Church, authoritative decisions and 
orders were made by Councils, synods and occasionally by 
individual bishops. The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. 1, 
15th Edition, p 43, states that “the first authentic allusions 
to the feast…are in acts of the Council of Toledo (856 AD) 
and of the Trulian Council (692 AD).”
 

1.6 What is the Visitation?
This is the visit of the Virgin Mary to Elizabeth (Luke 1:39-40). 
The feast commemorating this event is held on July 2.

Christian faithful believe that this was not merely a meeting 
of two mothers-to-be. Rather, it was a meeting of two great 
sons in the spirit. This is because, after the visit of the angel, 
Mary decided to visit her elder cousin, Elizabeth, then 
mother-to-be of John the Baptist.

And it came to pass, that, when Elizabeth heard the 
salutation of Mary, the babe leaped in her womb and 
Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Ghost. And she 
spake out with a low voice, and said:

Blessed art thou among women, and blessed is the 
fruit of thy womb.

And whence is this to me, that the mother of my 
Lord should come to me? (Luke 1: 41-43).

The “Holy Ghost” mentioned by Angel Gabriel in the above 
passage is understood within the context of the belief that 
the spirit of God permeates the entire cosmos. God is 
conceptualised as manifesting in Three Persons in One Divine 
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Being or Godhead. This is the concept of the Holy Trinity, 
consisting of three distinct persons namely, God the Father, 
God the Son and God the Holy Ghost. 

The First Council of Nicaea held in 325 AD defined the true 
God for all Christians and eliminated areas of confusion. The 
Council established the official definition of Trinity, the deity 
of The Father, Son and Holy Spirit under one Godhead, three 
co-equal and co-eternal Persons.

However, the idea of God as duality or Trinity is rejected in 
Judaism and some Christian sects, including the Jehovah's 
Witnesses.

1.7 What is the Magnificat?
This is the “song of Mary” or hymn of praise uttered by Mary 
after Elizabeth had welcomed her to her home as recorded in 
Luke 1: 46-55.

My soul doth magnify the Lord.

And my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour.

For He hath regarded the low estate of
His handmaiden: for, behold, from henceforth all 
generations shall call me blessed.

For He that is mighty hath done to me great things;
And holy is his name.

And his mercy is on them that fear him
From generation to generation.

He hath showed strength with his arm:
he hath scattered the proud in the 
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Imagination of their hearts.

He hath put down the mighty from their seats,
and exalted them of low degree.

He hath filled the hungry with good things;
and the rich he hath sent away.

He hath holpen his servant Israel,
In remembrance of His mercy;

As He spake to our fathers, to Abraham,
and to his seed for ever.

The canticle is named after the first word in its first line in 
Latin “Magnificat anima mea Dominium” translated as “My 
soul doth magnify the Lord”.

1.8 How was the name Jesus revealed to Joseph 
in a dream?
Now the birth of Jesus was on this wise: When as his 
mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before they came 
together, she was found with child of the Holy Ghost. Then 
Joseph her husband, being a just man, and not willing to 
make her a public example, was minded to put her away 
privately.

But while he thought on these things, behold, the angel of 
the Lord appeared unto him in a dream, saying, Joseph, 
thou son of David, fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife: 
for that which is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost. And 
she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name 
JESUS: for he shall save his people from their sins. 
(Matthew 1: 18-21)
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1.9 Is Jesus the promised Messiah?
Messiah means 'anointed'. The Hebrew custom of anointing 
was inherited from ancient Egyptians and Babylonians. By 
means of liturgies and prayer, the oil used was thought to 
endow spiritual powers and unique virtues on anointed ones. 
Traditionally, a Messiah performed priestly functions and was 
expected to be ruler or destined to liberate men from 
oppression or bondage.

For thousands of years, the Jewish nation had been situated 
in an area of tension between great empires of the ancient 
world, Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia and Syria. 
 
They were relatively few in numbers and came under 
changing foreign domination. 

Indeed, the messianic hope of the Jews spanned a period of 
over 1,000 years before the birth of Jesus. Both during the 
period of Babylonian exile and Roman rule (dates), the Jews 
intensely expected a Messiah. This prophetic view of a future 
national restoration and the universal establishment of God's 
kingdom were firmly associated with their return to Israel 
after the Babylonian exile. The expected kind of the Davidic 
line would deliver Israel from foreign bondage and resort its 
past glories.

This continued until the time of Jesus when Palestine was 
passing through great distress under the rule of three sons of 
Herod and oppressive Roman procurators.

Jesus is the focal point of Bible prophecy. 

To him give all the prophets witness, that through his name 
whosoever believeth in him shall receive remission of sins. 
(Acts 10: 43).
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This continued until the time of Jesus when Palestine was 
passing through great distress under the rule of three sons of 
Herod and oppressive Roman procurators.

Jesus is the focal point of Bible prophecy. 

To him give all the prophets witness, that through his 
name whosoever believeth in him shall receive 
remission of sins. (Acts 10: 43).
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Since Jesus was a Jew, it is relevant to ask the question: Who 
are the Jews? The word “Jew” is derived from Judah, one of 
the twelve tribes of Israel (formerly Jacob) son of Isaac, 
grandson of Abraham (Genesis 25). As time went on, the word 
Jew was applied to all Israelites including descendants of 
Judah.

The population of Jews in the world (Diaspora) according to 
the Berman Jewish DataBank Stanford University (2018) 
report is estimated to be 8,452,500. The population of Jews 
in Israel according to the National Official Statistics (Israel) is 
estimated to be 6,697,00 (2019).

2.1 Early Roots in Sumeria
It is necessary first to situate the great ancestors of the Jews 
as the Semites. Referred to as the early dynastic age, the 
classic Sumerian civilisation (2850-2360 BC) is said to be fixed 
in classical form, meaning that we might not be able to trace 
the development beyond this period. There was an organised 
system of city states which were theocratic. 

The Semites took over everything about the Sumerians 
including the cultural, religious, educational, economic and 
political systems. Though they spoke the Semitic language, 
which was quite different from that of the Sumerians, they 
borrowed a Cuneiform syllabic script from the Sumerians as 
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well as the Sumerian pantheon of deities. 

th
In the 24  century BCE, a dynasty of Semitic rulers seized 
power and created the first true empire in World History. The 
founder of the empire was Sargon. This story is of mythical 
origin. He rose to power in Kish and overthrew Lugal Zaggisi of 
Erech and subdued all of Sumeria as far as the Persian Gulf. He 
transferred his residence to Akkad which became the name of 
the empire. Akkad was later known to be Babylon. He went on 
a series of conquests but Akkad later fell with the 
reawakening of the Sumerian cultures under the Kings of Ur. It 
was a free-for-all for nomadic invaders, especially in 
Palestine and Egypt. As time went on, in spite of nomadic life, 
they began to settle in villages destroyed by war. These 
Semitic are Israel's ancestors.

Historians have dated the biblical story of God’s instruction to 
Abraham as told in Genesis 12-50 to fall between the periods 
of 2,000-1550 BCE. About 2000 years BCE, their forefather 
Abram immigrated from Ur Chaldeans in Sumeria to the land 
of Canaan. 

The period began with Abraham and his family setting out 
from Haran to seek a land that God was to show him – from Ur 
in Akkad and moving southwards. Migration of these semi-
nomadic people would be the group that became the 
ancestral tribe of Israel. Hence, he is called “Abram the 
Jew”.

In Israel's ancestry, three main people are involved namely, 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. There are also twelve sons of 
Jacob who later became the twelve tribes of Israel, whose 
link is through one son of Jacob called Joseph.

About 2,000 years BCE, their forefather Abraham emigrated 
from Ur of Chaldeans in Sumeria to the land of Canaan. 
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Hence, he is called “Abraham te Jew”.

Abraham was called to a special relationship with God and 
special divine promise was attached to the call. He gave birth 
to Isaac who in turn gave birth to Esau and Jacob. Joseph, the 

th
11  child later rose to become a Vizier, a prime minister in 
Egypt. Not forgetting from where he came, he brought his 
family into Egypt and there they kept increasing until Jacob 
and later, Joseph died. Due to the increase in number, there 
arose a Pharaoh who knew not Joseph and subjected his 
people to hard labour. 

At this time, the people were not called Israelites. They were 
Hebrews. Many historians would say that the i b r Î (Hebrews) 
came from the Apirus and Apiru came from a Semitic tribe. 

Moses was of Hebrew blood but became an Egyptian prince. 
Due to the events surrounding his birth, he got into trouble, 
fled into the desert and became a shepherd of sheep until God 
called him to become Shepherd of God's people. At the 
theophany, (a burning bush where there was no fire), he went 
forward to meet God and God told him that He had seen the 
affliction of his people in Egypt, He had heard their cry and He 
would deliver them. 

God then sent Moses to Pharaoh in Egypt to tell him to release 
his people from bondage and servitude. God sent Moses as the 
God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob. Here, 
we see Patriarchal history being reflected. Moses then saw 
why God had seen and heard the cry of the Hebrews and would 
deliver them. With Moses back in Egypt, meeting the stubborn 
Pharaoh, after some plagues, the Hebrews were allowed to 
leave Egypt. Having crossed the Red Sea (or Sea of Reeds), 
God made a covenant with them on Mount Sinai; no longer as 
Hebrews but as a people: “I will take you to me for a  people, 
and I will be to you a God: and you shall know that I am the 
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Lord your God, which bringeth you from under the burdens 
of the Egyptians.” (Exodus 6: 7).”

2.2 Birth of the Israeli Nation
It was at that point that the people, the twelve tribes (sons of 
Jacob) could be referred to as a nation, Israel, because they 
needed to come together to have a sense of nationhood. At 
that point, they had the Assembly at Shechem. God had 
earlier changed the name of Jacob to Israel. 

With multiplicity, conquest and division, exile and reunions, 
Israel would be the Judean (one of twelve sons of Jacob) 
territory and would be later known as Jews. At the time of the 
monarchy and exile, they were not Jews until the time of 
Jesus, as identity of a tribe of Israel.

Semitic Tribes

       Apiru

Ibri - Hebrew

Jacob

Israelites

    Israel Samaria

     Judea

      Jews

From the above, it is clear that the Jews are descendants of 
the ancient Hebrew-speaking branch of the Semitic race. 

Ancestry of Jews
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Semite is from Greek Sem, Shem, Noah's eldest son, 
eponymous ancestor of Semites. 

2.3 How did Jews define their relationship with 
God?
The Jews believe that they are “God's chosen people” and 
that God was directing their history, deriving from God's 
covenant with Abraham. 

And Moses said unto God, Behold, when I come unto 
the children of Israel, and shall say unto them, The 
God of your fathers hath sent me unto you; and they 
shall say to me, What is his name? What shall I say 
unto them?

And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and he said, 
Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, I AM 
hath sent me unto you.

And God said moreover unto Moses, Thus shalt thou 
say unto the children of Israel, The LORD God of your 
fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and 
the God of Jacob hath sent me unto you: this is my 
name for ever, and this is my memorial 

2.4 Who are the Israelites?
The story of the people of Israel as told in the Holy Bible has a 
strong sense of tradition, that is, a story handed down through 
several generations. It is a string of events that formed them 
into a people with a special identity and vocation. It is 
primarily the story of the interaction between the people and 
their God and it is this interaction that gives the story a sense 
of identity and vocation, a people called to a covenant 
relationship with their God. Hence, for some, the bible is the 
story of the people of Israel.
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The Encyclopaedia Judaica (Jerusalem, 1971, Vol. 5, col. 
498), defines Jews as “CHOSEN PEOPLE, a common 
designation for the people of Israel, expressing the idea 
that the people of Israel stands in a special and unique 
relationship to the universal deity. This idea has been a 
central one throughout the history of Jewish thought.”

The Hebrew Scripture (Old Testament) is seen as Israel's 
witness to its encounter with its God – the working out of God's 
purpose in the career of Israel. The Bible book of Matthew is 
subtitled: “The Book of the history of Jesus Christ, son of 
David, son of Abraham”.

Now the LORD said unto Abram, Get thee out of thy 
country, and from thy kindred, and from thy father's 
house, unto a land that I will show thee.

And I will make thee a great nation, and I will bless 
thee, and make thy name great; and thou shalt be a 
blessing.

And I will bless them that bless thee, and curse them 
that curseth thee; and in thee shall all families of the 
earth be blessed. (Genesis 12: 1-3)

God further assured Abram's seed thus:
For thou art an holy people unto the LORD thy God: 
the LORD thy God hath chosen thee to be a special 
people unto himself, above all people that are upon 
the face of the earth.

The LORD did not set his love upon you, nor choose 
you, because ye were more in number than any 
people: for ye were the fewest of all people.

But because the LORD loved you, and because he 
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would keep the oath which he had sworn unto your 
fathers, hath the LORD brought you out with a 
mighty hand, and redeemed you of the house of 
bondmen, from the hand of Pharaoh, king of Egypt. 
(Deuteronomy 7: 6-8). 

2.5 Why were the Israelites expecting a Messiah?
It is often thought that once the Israelites arrived at Canaan, 
they settled and confederated. The fact is that they had to 
struggle. This involved conquests, taking over fortified cities 
such as Jericho, through wars. It was not until the time of 
David (1010-970 BCE) that Israel would be said to have settled 
down. After Moses, who had been there as leader, prophet, 
priest, lawgiver, judge and mediator, the Israelites had judges 
who were charismatic leaders chosen by God to deliver Israel 
in time of trouble. They had no dynasty like in Mesopotamia 
and Egypt; hence they had no kings. They were like a tribal 
confederacy. Later, the judges missed their usefulness and 
Israel would cry that they wanted a king and nationhood like 
other nations. God showed Saul to Samuel to anoint him and 
become Israel's first king. Yet his success was dependent on 
his realisation that it was actually God who is king. He, Saul 
was only a servant of God and servant of God's people. 

This is the beginning of the monarchy in the history of Israel.  
Again, the terms of the covenant were not kept. Saul, the first 
king of the Judah in late 11th centuary BCE, misbehaved and 
the Spirit of God departed from him and Israel was in a state 
of anarchy, until the Spirit of God dwelt with David in Hebron 
and David became king. David did what Saul could not do. He 
wished to build a house for God, and God promised: “I will 
build for you an everlasting dynasty.” 

And from there, David's line will continue to rule but as God 
chooses. He became a King after God's heart but never the 
ideal or real king. Solomon succeeded him and became a wise 
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king, a   successful warrior, building the empire and marrying 
wives as well as having concubines. At Solomon's death, God 
promised that he will not forget the house of David. Jeroboam 
succeeded Solomon, maltreated the people and then they 
divided the nationhood which resulted in the Southern and 
Northern Israel. 

In 723 BCE, the Assyrians became a world power and swept the 
Syrian part of Israel with ten tribes. About 587 BC, the 
Babylonians swept through the Assyrian empire; the entire 
community in Jerusalem and Judea were carried into exile in 
Babylon. The exile was the beginning of the Jewish Diaspora. 
Hence today, they are scattered all over the world such that 
the Jews outside Israel are 20 times more than the Jews in 
Israel.

For about 587-400 BC, Cyprus from Persia swept Babylonia 
and created an edict that those who wished could return to 
their land while others who wished otherwise could remain in 
Israel. 

The Greeks came and swept the empires but were eventually 
subdued about 120-164 BC by the Romans who became a 
world power. While in exile, God who was directly their 
history never ceased to raise up prophets and priests who 
were usually “counter-cultural” to continue to remind the 
Israelites that they are a chosen people, and that a redeemer 
or saviour, one who would free them from their distress was 
coming. This was a prophecy, and usually, prophesies in 
Israel's community were “today” and “for the people to obey 
it today”. The Prophets were not necessarily fortune-tellers. 
Their message carried a high accent of urgency. 

It was the immediate future that was their concern, not the 
long term future. Even the Emmanuel or Messianic prophecy 
was meant for the immediate future of Israel, seeing that 
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they were subjugated. They were not conscious that it was 
going to be a long-term prophecy.

2.6 What is the religion of the Jews?
The religion of the Jews is Judaism. It started with the 
covenant between God and Abraham about 1812 BCE. It is also 
traceable to Moses. The religion  is rooted in the history of the 
Jews. The story of the people is well documented in the Old 
Testament of the Holy Bible. In Judaism, the prophetic 
interpretation of life and history is more total and unique 
than that of any other nation on earth. 

Interest in Judaism is not on account of the great number of 
its adherents but because it is the root source of major 
religious and philosophical ideas ranging from Christianity to 
Kabalism.

2.7 Some Notable Jews  in World History
Jews have played 
imperishable role 
a n d  g r e a t l y  
influenced world 
history. 

As far back as 1800 
BCE, Joseph, son of 
Jacob, had been 
Prime Minister of 
Egypt at the height 
of its power (Gen. 
45: 7-13). 

M o s e s  i s  t h e  
acclaimed author of 
the five books of the 
O l d  Te s t a m e n t  
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(Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy) 
known as the Pentateuch,

thIn the 19  century AD, Benjamin Disraeli was Prime Minister of 
Britain (1868 and 1874-80), then the greatest world empire. 
It was Disraeli who had bought the Suez Canal for Britain in 
1875.

Other great men of Jewish descent who broke new grounds 
and tremendously influenced human history include Sigmund 
Freud (1856-1939), psycho-analyst and founder of psycho-
analysis, Karl Marx (1818-1883), economist and social 
philosopher, Albert Einstein (1879-1955), the man who laid 
the foundation of second millennium technologies (TIME 

thPerson of the 20  Century).

There are numerous others of Jewish descent who have made 
and are still making remarkable contributions in various 
sectors such as the Portuguese-Jewish philosopher, Baruch de 
Spinoza (1632-1677), Jewish-Danish physicist who won Nobel 
Prize in Physics in 1922, Niels Bohr (1885-1962), and Sergey 
Brin, founder of Google, who is of Russian–Jewish parents.

2.7 Why are Jews not Christians, seeing that 
Jesus was a Jew?
It is surprising to many people to find that the Jews (Hebrews) 
are not Christians. They practice their ancient form of 
religion known as Judaism which is based on the Torah as 
denoted in the first five books of the Bible, namely, Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy. It predates 
Jesus by over 1,500 years and includes written and unwritten 
laws revealed to Moses at Mount Sinai. 

Adherents of Judaism reject the divinity of Jesus. They regard 
worship of an individual as idolatry and therefore view Jesus 
as the most influential and damaging false messiah in history. 
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Jews believe in the existence of God and Jesus but deny that 
Jesus came back to life after death or that he was the 
Messiah.
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The Nativity of Jesus has to do with accounts of his birth. The 
major sources of the story are the Gospels of Matthew and 
Luke, and is undoubtedly one of the most momentous events 
in history. 

This Chapter also touches on issues about his divinity and 
humanity based on teachings in the canonical gospels and The 
New Testament. 

Nativity scenes have inspired artists for thousands of years.

3.1 Where was Jesus born?
Jesus Christ was born in a stable, a place where animals are 
kept. After that, he was placed in a manger – where food is 
kept for donkeys and other animals. The story of the birth of 
Jesus Christ is  recorded by St. Luke.

AND it came to pass in those days, that there went 
out a decree from Caesar Augustus, that all the 
world should be taxed.

(And this taxing was first made when Cyrenius was 
governor of Syria.)

And all went to be taxed, every one into his own city.
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And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the city 
of Nazareth, into Judaea, unto the city of David, 
which is called Bethlehem (because he was of the 
house and lineage of David).

To be taxed with Mary his espoused wife, being great 
with child.

And so it was that, while they were there, the days 
were accomplished that she should be delivered.

And she brought forth her firstborn son and wrapped 
him in swaddling clothes and laid him in a manger 
because there was no room for them in the inn. 
(Luke 2: 1-7)

 3.2 To whom did the angel of the Lord first reveal 
the birth of Jesus?
According to St. Luke, the birth of Jesus was first revealed to 
shepherds tending their sheep in the fields.

And there were in the same country shepherds 
abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock 
by night.

And lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and 
the glory of the Lord shone around about them: and 
they were sore afraid:

And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I 
bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to 
all people.

For unto you is born this day in the city of David a 
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Saviour, which is Christ the Lord.

And this shall be a sign unto you: Ye shall find the 
babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a 
manger.

And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude 
of the heavenly host praising God, and saying,

Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, 
good will toward men. (Luke 2: 8-14).

“I bring you tidings of great joy” declared the angel to the 
shepherds
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3.3 After over 2,000 years, how can we be sure 
today of the actual place where Jesus was born?
St. Luke stated in his account that when Jesus was born, he 
was “wrapped in swaddling clothes” and laid in “a manger” 
attached to “the inn”. According to W. L. Emmerson 
(Footprints of Jesus, p 23), “the inn has long since gone, but 
upon the spot where it stood rises the oldest Christian 
church in the world.”

There is little doubt that since there was only one “inn” in 
Bethlehem at the time of the birth of Jesus, most of the early 
Christians  knew it. It is said that the Empress Helena, (272 - 
337 AD) mother of the first Christian emperor, Constantine the 
Great, learnt of the spot and built a little sanctuary there 
between 327 and 333 AD.

Later, the Emperor himself built a beautiful church over it to 
keep forever the memory of the place of the Incarnation, the 
Union of God and man in the person of Jesus the Christ.

The Church of Nativity
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3.4 Who were the Magi?
It is related in the book of Matthew 2: 1-11, that when Jesus 
was born, three wise men from the East or Magi saw a star and 
followed the Star to the place where Jesus was born. 

The early Magi were a sacerdotal or priestly caste of Medes, a 
Persian tribe. In comparison with the superstitious masses, 
they were the sages, wise ones or scientists of their age.

The Magi were learned in the causes and effects of natural 
phenomena as well as astronomy, astrology, mathematics and 
philosophy. Hence, they were often called to interprete 
seemingly strange phenomena which terrified the unlearned. 
They were particularly renowned as prophets and reliable 
interpreters of dreams. The public viewed them as magicians. 

They word “magic” originates from the name Magi. But in 
ancient times, magic meant understanding and applying of 
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the laws of nature.

The Magi eventually formed themselves into a religio-
political group and intellectual priestly caste to preserve 
their accumulated wisdom which was passed to one another 
by word of mouth.

The Magi specialised in studying the stars and foretold events 
by watching the stars. This included heliacal stars, the type 
seen by the Magi at the time of the birth of Jesus.

This explains why they were able to know that someone great 
had been born on that night. Perhaps, they had all been in 
expectation of such birth.
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  In the modern world of science, the ancient art of astrology 
continues to fascinate and excite popular imagination. The 
ancient Chaldeans (present day - Southern Iraq) were able to 
chart the motions of the planets and this capability gave 
them great value in the eyes of ancient Babylonian society. 
Indeed, they perpetuated the seven-planet system of 
astrology, still used today.

It must be said that it requires not only many years of 
painstaking work and mathematical calculations of a high 
order, but also psychic insight and mystical intuition to 
practise the art of astrology. Those who attempt to study it 
would however discover how easy it is to fall into error and 
how difficult it is to arrive at certainty in prediction of future 
events. Based on enquiries into this aspect of study, it is 
necessary to warn that most of the astrological predictions 
advertised in the media are absolutely worthless and 
misleading.

3.5 What was the significance of the gifts of the 
Magi to baby Jesus?
When they found the saviour, the three wise men from the 
East made gifts to Jesus in accordance with traditions of 
Eastern nations of the time. The gifts made to baby Jesus, 
were however a bit out of the ordinary namely, gold, 
frankincense and myrrh to Jesus (Matthew 2: 11).

Gold was a gift suitable  for the baby, born King of the Jews.

Incense was offered to gods. The Jews used it in temple 
services. Some authorities say that frankincense symbolised 
priestly office. Others say it symbolised His being God for in 
ancient times, people honoured God with the smoke of 
incense.
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Myrrh is a fragrant resin with bitter taste used in making 
perfumes, medicines and pentrifices. The Egyptians used it 
for embalming while Jews sprinkled it on dead bodies. It was 
generally associated with death rather than birth. So, it was 
an odd present to make to baby Jesus. Matthew Henry's 
Commentary on the Whole Bible (page 1615) states that it 
symbolised “a man that should die, for it is used in 
embalming dead bodies”.

In summary, the gifts symbolised kingship (gold) suffering 
(frankincense) and death (myrrh). 

3.6 What was the mysterious Star of the East that 
appeared at the time of the birth of Jesus as 
recorded in Matthew 2: 2, 9?
According to St. Matthew, “Now when Jesus was born in 
Bethlehem of Judea in the days of Herod the King, behold, 
there came wise men from the east to Jerusalem, Saying, 
Where is he that is born King of the Jews? For we have seen 
his star in the east and are come to worship him....

And lo, the star, which they saw in the east, went before 
them, till it came and stood over where the young child 
was.” (Matthew 2: 1, 2, 9)

There are three views regarding this unusual phenomenon. 
One is scientific or astronomical. The next is the view that it 
was Satan's design to hurt baby Jesus. Finally, it could be seen 
as part of God's arrangement that attended the birth of His 
Son.

From the astronomical point of view, it probably belongs to a 
group known as heliacal stars. They are seen to rise in the 
heavens just before sunrise. This is because they are situated 
on the sun's meridian, on the same plane as the sun, for a brief 
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time. As a result, during the time they are on the sun's 
meridian, the beams of the sun submerge the weaker light of 
the star. Just after sunset or just before sunrise, the star 
suddenly becomes visible because the meridian of the sun has 
passed.

The ancient Egyptians often oriented their temples by means 
of such heliacal stars in such a way that when the star would 
periodically arise, it would appear off one end of the 
colonnaded hall, the hypostyle, as viewed from the opposite 
end when one gazed towards the east. Each year, a priest 
would observe the phenomenon of the rising star, as it seemed 
to appear at the centre of the long hypostyle, and then, with 
due ceremony, he would predict events.

From this point of view, the three Magi referred to in the Bible 
might have made an astrological interpretation to form their 
famous prediction.

On the other hand, the Jehovah's Witnesses and God's 
Kingdom Society (GKS) hold the view that since the Magi were 
“astrologers”, they could not be of God. They reason that 
“the three wise men from the East” had sinister motives, 
inspired by Satan. This motive, it is claimed, made them to 
pay a prior visit to wicked King Herod before proceeding to 
Bethlehem.

In response to this view, it could be argued that if the 
Jehovah's Witnesses and GKS hold that the Magi were 
astrologers and could not be of God for visiting Herod before 
proceeding to Bethlehem, they (Jehovah's Witnesses and 
GKS) would have as well rejected the entire passage of 
Scripture that recorded these events. To select which part of 
the story to accept may be viewed as unfair to the recorders 
of these historical events.
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History is no more intelligible through isolated events which 
generate it or which it generates than through the 
circumstances that link these particular events together. To 
fully understand history, events must be considered, not only 
as isolated elements but parts of a greater whole within the 
entire context. The biblical account never recorded that Magi 
paid the visit to Herod because of evil inclinations, but for the 
very fact that the King is the owner of the land, therefore he, 
with the help of his aides, would be able to assist them in their 
journey.

It should also be borne in mind that it was the tradition in 
those days that whenever important dignitaries visited a new 
country, they would first pay courtesy visit to the King of that 
land. Hence, the visit of the Magi to King Herod might have 
been in that tradition.

However, the more conventional view is that the seemingly 
mysterious star was part of divine design of miracles that 
attended the birth of Jesus and a sign of the saviourship of 
Jesus, though a Jew, to the Gentile world. 

These series of miraculous signs were later consummated by 
the tearing of the temple veil in Jerusalem at his death (Luke 
23: 45, Mark 15: 38, Matthew 27: 51).

3.7 What is the Epiphany?
Epiphany is manifestation to man, in visible form, of a divine 
or supernatural being.

It is the Christian feast held on January 6 in memory of the 
coming of the three wise men from the east to see baby Jesus. 
It was a manifesting of the divinity of Jesus to the Gentiles 
(non-Jews) represented by the Magi.
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3.8 What led to the massacre of innocents by 
King Herod?
When King Herod learnt of the baby that “is born King of the 
Jews”, (Matthew 2:2), he was greatly disturbed. He quickly 
contrived to kill the baby. The visit of the three wise men from 
the East presented him an opportunity to confirm his fears 
and further his murderous designs.

And he sent them to Bethlehem, and said, Go and 
search diligently for the young child; and when ye 
have found him, bring me word again, that I may 
come and worship him also. (Matthew 2: 8)

Baby Jesus was saved because the Magi failed to report back 
to Herod. 

“And being warned of God in a dream, that they 
should not return to Herod, they departed into their 
own country another way.” (Matthew 2:12)

King Herod was so enraged that he ordered the killing of all 
infants less than two years of age in Bethlehem.

Then Herod, when he saw that he was mocked of the 
wise men, was exceeding wroth, and sent forth, and 
slew all the children that were in Bethlehem, and in 
all the coasts thereof, from two years old and under, 
according to the time which he had diligently 
enquired of the wise men. (Matthew 2: 16)

Herod was notorious for using murder as an instrument to 
sustain himself in power. For example, soon after, he was 
made a king, he murdered 50 of the leading men in Palestine, 
including members of the Sanhedrin itself. The Sanhedrin was 
an assembly of 23 judges appointed in every city in Biblical 
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Land of Israel which convened every day except festivals and 
Sabbath while the Great Sanhedrin was the Supreme Court of 
ancient Israel and consisted of 71 members. 

King Herod also murdered his father-in-law, King Hyracanus, 
as well as his mother-in-law, Alexandria. Other people he 
murdered were his first wife, Mariamne and two of his sons, 
among others. Hence, the massacre of innocents was 
nothing unusual to him.

December 28 is the feast of the slain children as martyrs. It is 
also called the Feast of Holy Innocents.

3.9 Since Persia played an important part in the 
early history of Christianity, how far does 
Christmas flourish in that part of the world today?
Today's Iran is the good old Persia, one of the first great 
empires of the world of which much is written in the Bible. 
Persia became Iran on March 21, 1935, when Reza Shah 
Pahlavi asked the international community to call the country 
Iran (meaning noble or “Land of Aryans”) which had been the 
native name of the region. 

The people of Iran have always called their country Iran but 
the name Persia was used by some foreign countries including 
the Greeks who recognised the area as “Parse” or “Persis”, 
province of Pars tribe, later changed to Persia. 

Christianity flourished in Persia. The three wise men who 
followed the star to worship and pay homage to baby Jesus 
came from Persia. 

A Christian is one who believes in and follows the teachings of 
Jesus the Christ. In this regard, what a believer believes is 
paramount, not what might have been.
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Peter founded the church in Antioch (Acts 11:26).  Apostle 
Paul travelled widely to such cities as Macedonia, Greece, 
Syria, Asia Sopater, Thessalonica, Phillipi, Troas, Samos, 
Miletus, Rhodes, Phenicia, Tyre, Caesaria, among several 
other cities. In the New Testament, at least ten epistles were 
addressed to Christians in Asia Minor where most early, non-
Jewish Christians dwelled, including Galatia, Ephesus, 
Collosia.

At the time of King Sassiens in 224 AD up to 642 AD, 
Christianity was at its peak in Persia. It existed side by side 
with Zoroatrianism, the first organised religion in human 
history founded in Persia by Zarathustra (also called 
Zoroaster) about 1,500 years before Christ. 

These were all before the Islamic Mongol Monarch, Ghandis 
Khan marched through Persia in 1,200 AD and eliminated 
Christianity there.

The largest group of Christians in present day Iran are the 
Armenians, less than 200,000 in number in a country of over 
76 million people (July 2010 estimates of CIA World 
Factbook). However, after the 1979 Islamic Revolution in the 
country, many Iranian-Armenians emigrated to the United 
States of America. 
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This chapter discusses two issues that have engendered 
considerable controversy over the past two thousand years, 
namely, the virgin birth with its related issue of Immaculate 
Conception and the actual date of the birth of Jesus.

4.1 What is the origin of the idea of virgin birth?
The idea of virgin birth is encountered in both sacred and 
mundane traditions of non-Christian cultures both before the 
birth of Jesus and after.

About 1,500 years before Christ, Zoroaster (Zarathustra), 
founder of the first organised religion in human history, was 
said to have been born of a virgin who became impregnated 
when a divine light descended into her. Zoroaster is credited 
with assigning the appellation of Light to goodness, purity and 
righteousness as opposed to the forces of darkness 
represented by all that is evil. At about the age of 30, 
Zarathustra had a mystical experience and thereafter 
preached a monotheistic faith in contradistinction to belief in 
many gods which was current in his time. All that was 
antithetic to Good he termed Ahriman (the lie, evil or 
darkness), while Ahura Mazda, representing truth and Light, 
was the epitome of Good, worthy to be worshipped.

The ancient Egyptians worshipped their Pharaoh as God-
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incarnate, the living son of Ra, incarnation of the divine 
falcon who ruled the heavens and the intermediary between 
God and man.

In Indian tradition, the divine messenger Krishna or Chrishna 
the Saviour, was said to have been born of a virgin called 
Devaki.

th
Siddhartta Gautama, (the Buddha) who lived in the 5  century 
BC was said to have been born by a virgin called Moya while 
Thailand had a God-saviour called Codom who was born of a 
virgin.

The Greek philosopher, Plato (428-348 BC) and the first 
Roman Emperor, Augustus (27 BC to 14 AD) were said to be 
sons of the Greek god Apollo.

However, none of these and numerous other accounts of virgin 
births can compare with the unique spiritual antecedents and 
authentic historicity of the life of Jesus.

4.2 What is the truth of the virgin birth of Jesus?
The story of the birth of Jesus as told by Matthew and Luke 
constitutes the most remarkable story ever told. The 
summary is that “he was conceived by the Holy Spirit and 
born of the Virgin Mary” (The Apostles Creed).

According to Matthew,

…The birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise: When as 
his mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before 
they came together, she was found with child of the 
Holy Ghost.

Then Joseph her husband, being a just man, and not 
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willing to make her a public example, was minded to 
put her away privily.

But while he thought on these things, behold, the 
angel of the Lord appeared unto him in a dream, 
saying, Joseph, thou son of David, fear not to take 
unto thee Mary thy wife: for that which is conceived 
in her is of the Holy Ghost.

And she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his 
name JESUS: for he shall save his people from their 
sins.

Now all this was done, that it might be fulfilled which 
was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying.

Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring 
forth a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel, 
which being interpreted, is, “God with us”.

Then Joseph being raised from sleep did as the angel 
of the Lord had bidden him, and took unto him his 
wife.

And knew her not till she had brought forth her 
firstborn son: and he called his name JESUS. 
(Matthew 1: 18-25)

St. Luke corroborates Matthew's story:

And in the sixth month the angel Gabriel was sent 
from God unto a city of Galilee, named Nazareth,

To a virgin espoused to a man whose name was 
Joseph, of the house of David; and the virgin's name 
was Mary.
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And the angel came in unto her, and said, Hail, thou 
that art highly favoured, the Lord is with thee: 
blessed art thou among women.

And when she saw him, she was troubled at his 
saying, and cast in her mind what manner of 
salutation this should be.

And the angel said unto her. Fear not, Mary; for thou 
hast found favour with God.

And behold, thou shalt conceive in thy womb, and 
bring forth a son, and shalt call his name JESUS.

He shall be great, and shall be called the Son of the 
Highest: and the Lord God shall give unto him the 
throne of his father David:

And he shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever: 
and of his kingdom there shall be no end.

Then said Mary unto the angel, How shall this be, 
seeing I know not a man?

And the angel answered and said unto her. The Holy 
Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of the 
Highest shall overshadow thee: therefore also that 
holy thing which shall be born of thee shall be called 
the Son of God. (Luke 1: 26-35)

These were indeed wonderful signs. The mission of the Holy 
Spirit is always conjoined and ordered to that of the Son. The 
Holy Spirit was sent to sanctify the womb of Mary, who was a 
virgin and fecundate it, causing her to conceive the eternal 
Son of the Father in a humanity drawn from her own. To 
prepare a body for his Son, God wanted the free cooperation 
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of a creature. God chose for the mother of his Son a daughter 
in Israel, a young Jewish woman of Nazareth in Galilee, “a 
virgin betrothed to a man whose name was Joseph, of the 
house of David, and the virgin's name was Mary”.

4.3 Other Interpretations
The foundation of the story of virgin birth is the prophecy at 
Isaiah 7: 14, rendered in the King James Version as follows:

Therefore, the Lord himself shall give you a sign; 
Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and 
shall call his name, Immanuel.

The New Testament gospels built the story of virgin birth on 
the prophecy of Isaiah. (Matthew 1:25).

Some Bible scholars however pointed to what they consider as 
inaccuracies, contradictions and inconsistencies in the 
translation and interpretation of some words in the original 
Hebrew texts. For instance, American Catholic priest and 
biblical scholar, Professor Raymond E. Brown (1928-1998) 
posited that the word almah used in Isaiah 7: 14 could be more 
accurately translated as “young woman” and that the writer 
did not use the word bethulah which means “virgin”.

He further suggested that the interpretation of Isaiah 7:14 
was taken out of its historical context. Old Testament 
prophets were concerned with their own time and not with a 
distant future; the more correct interpretation of Isaiah's 
prophecy is that the expected child was to be born as a sign to 
Ahaz, King of Judah and would not be defeated by Rezin, King 
of Syria or Pekah, son of King of Israel. 

The New Jerome Biblical Commentary, 1993, (Students 
Edition, page 235) on Isaiah 7:14, seems to place the 
prophecy in context.
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 “7.14 The sign now to be given is no longer to 
persuade Ahaz but will, in the future, confirm the 
truth of what the prophet has spoken. the young 
woman: Hâˆalmâ is not the technical term for a 
virgin (betûlâ). This is best understood as a wife of 
Ahaz; the child promised will guarantee the 
dynasty's future (note again “the house of David” in 
v 13; cf. v 2) and for this reason can be called 
Immanuel (“with us is God”)  

In addition, the prophecy by Isaiah was made 700 years before 
the birth of Jesus and so could not have referred to Mary, 
mother of Jesus.

Indeed, some modern translations of the Bible have differed 
from conservative Christians in this regard. For example, the 
Revised Standard Version (RSV) of the Holy Bible published in 
1952 renders the word almah as “young woman”. Also, the 
New World Translation of the Holy Scriptures published in 
1961 renders Isaiah 7:14 as follows:

Therefore, Jehovah himself will give YOU men a 
sign: Look, the maiden herself will actually become 
pregnant and she is giving birth to a son, and she will 
certainly call his name Immanuel.

It is difficult for an unbeliever to accept the account. The 
Jews scorned at the idea 2,000 years ago. In the same way, 
biologists today would not accept it because it is not 
biologically demonstrable.

Modernists, including some theologians reject the doctrine of 
virgin birth. They point out that St. Paul did not teach the 
virgin birth of Jesus. Furthermore, Jesus never personally 
claimed to be a virgin born. But he infers it in John 6: 51 when 
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he declared: “I am the living bread which came down from 
heaven”.

There is no gainsaying the fact that absolute truth of divine 
manifestation cannot be scientifically demonstrated. From a 
purely analytical standpoint, the divine birth raises many 
unanswered questions.

Whatever questions are raised, however, do not detract one 
iota from Christian belief in a special case. Virgin birth is a 
miracle. And so is life itself. It is a mystery hidden in God.

Therefore, the nativity story is not out of place for a believer. 
As Pope John Paul 11, Crossing the Threshold of Hope, p 45, 
puts it, “in the context of world history, Christ is totally 
original and unique”. 

It requires a gift of understanding through inspiration of the 
Holy Spirit for one to agree. Mere reliance on logical  
reasoning cannot bridge this gap. There is no logical or proof. 
Man has free will to accept or reject. It is based on belief and 
faith.

Belief in Jesus Christ is based on faith, not on verifiable 
historical data or demonstrable scientific truth. The basic 
truth is that Jesus was born and wrapped in a piece of cloth 
and put in a manger. 

4.4  What is the Immaculate Conception?
Closely related to the virgin birth is the Immaculate 
Conception, a Roman Catholic doctrine that the Virgin Mary 
was free of original sin from the moment of her conception by 
St. Anne. She was sin-proof. She could not sin. Her body was 
preserved from all stain of sin such that she could not commit 
sin. This was purely by the grace of God.
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It is worthy of note that there were virgins who were 
preparing themselves expectantly to become the mother of a 
messiah that would deliver the people. Hence, Matthew 
begins his record of Jesus' life starting with Jesus' roots, but 
he also contrasts Jesus with the traditional Jewish picture of 
the Messiah. 

To become the mother of the Saviour, Mary was enriched by 
God with gifts appropriate to such a role. Mary, through God, 
was redeemed from the very moment of her conception; it 
was necessary that she be wholly born by God's grace. She was 
preserved, immune from all stain of original sin. 

The Council of Ephesus proclaimed in 431 AD that Mary truly 
became the Mother of God by the human conception of the 
Son of God in her womb. The dogma of Immaculate 
Conception was infallibly defined by Pope Pius IX in 1854 and 
Pope Pius XII in 1950 respectively. 

The feast of Immaculate Conception is celebrated on 
December 8.

4.5 Was Jesus actually born on December 25?
Most times, people are surprised to learn that the feast was 
not always celebrated on December 25.

The actual date of the birth of Jesus is disputed. Bible 
authorities are agreed that the date of birth of Jesus Christ is 
unknown. Two historians, Matthew and Luke wrote separate 
accounts of Christ's birth.

St. Matthew only stated that,

Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea in the days of 
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Herod the King… (Matthew 2: 1)

Luke recorded that Jesus was born at the time when Augustus 
was Emperor and Quirinius was governor of Syria and the 
Emperor sent an order that all people in countries under 
Roman rule must list their names in a register. (Luke 2: 1-7)

From the above, the early Christians had a good idea of the 
year and clues about the time in which Jesus was born, but 
they did not know the actual date.  Hence, the Collier's 
Encycloapedia, 1982, Vol. 6, page 403-5 states:

It is impossible to determine the exact date of the 
birth of Christ, either from the evidence of the 
gospels or from any sound tradition.

Bible authorities suggest that since the days of Herod ended in 
4 BC and Cyrenius was Governor of Syria from 4 BC to 1 BC, and  
again in 6 AD, the birth of Christ might have taken place six 
years earlier than our present calendar implies, i.e., between 
6 BC and 4 AD.

The day or year of Christ's birth was never recorded or agreed 
upon. Yet, to honour the Lord, December, 25 was set aside in 
remembrance of his birthday. Because Jesus is called the 
Rising Sun in the Gospel (Luke 2:18), the church picked the 
day of the year when day light begins to become longer than 
night time, to celebrate the victory of light, as the birthday of 
Jesus.

Early Christians began to observe the memory of the birth of 
Jesus Christ on January 6 each year, being the date that the 
three wise men were thought to have visited baby Jesus.

It was only later (when) that this feast day was called 
Christmas.
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4.6 What is the Madonna?
Based on reverence of Mary, Mother of Jesus, painted or 
sculptured images of Mary, either alone or with the infant 
Jesus became one of the most common works of art.  These 
works of art later assumed special significance as objects of 
religious veneration and in some other cases for their intrinsic 
artistic value.

4.7 Why is it that Jews do not celebrate 
Christmas?
The religion of the Jews is Judaism. It is based on the Torah 
which is denoted in the first five books of the Bible, namely, 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy. It 
predates Jesus by over 1,500 years and includes written and 
unwritten laws revealed to Moses at Mount Sinai. Adherents of 
Judaism reject the divinity of Jesus. They regard worship of 
an individual as idolatry and therefore view Jesus as the most 
influential and damaging false messiah in history.

Jews believe in the existence of God and Jesus but deny that 
Jesus came back to life after death or that he was the 
Messiah.
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One of the enduring puzzles during the lifetime of Jesus, 
which continued after his death, is to identify his true 
spiritual nature. This is an aspect of Theology that studies 
Jesus as Man and God. This chapter discusses the miraculous 
birth of Jesus,  his personality, attributes and deeds in his life 
time. 

Even though this book is primarily about celebration of the 
birth of Jesus, it is impossible to ignore key issues in 
Christology pertaining to the nature of Jesus the Christ, what 
he did in his life time and his key teachings. 

Christology derived from Christus, meaning Christ and logos 
meaning “word, reason and study of Christ”. The process of 
establishing the personality, divinity, attributes and deeds of 
Jesus inevitably takes any systematic enquirer far afield into 
historiography and the manner in which he addressed the 
challenges of human life. Over the past two thousand years, 
the true Jesus as defined by Trinitarian Christians, his life and 
deeds, have gone beyond purely theological quest and has 
engaged the attention of practical men in all fields of human 
endeavour. 

There is also the factual question of the historicity of Jesus 
and the veracity of miracles attributed to him in the Holy 
Bible. 
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Apocrypha means “things put away or “things hidden”. This 
includes books considered by the Church to be useful but not 
divinely inspired.

5.1  Did Jesus Christ actually live here on earth?
The Bible attests by clear evidence that Jesus Christ was a 
real historical person. The first three books of the New 
Testament (Matthew, Mark and Luke) as well as the Acts of the 
Apostles and the letters of Apostle Paul to the various 
Christian groups provide irrefutable historical evidence of 
Christ's sojourn on earth.

Aside strictly canonical sources, there are authoritative 
Christian texts by influential theologians of the first three 
centuries of the Christian era that are not canonical. These 
are in the form of non-Christian, Gnostic and other credible 
apocryphal sources such as Gospel According to the Hebrews 
which gave an account of the life and ministry of Jesus, 
including his Baptism. Indeed, St. Jerome, (c 347 AD – 
September 30 AD, 420 AD), theologian, historian and Roman 
Catholic priest, known for his extensive writings, most 
notable of which is his translation of Bible into Latin (The 
Vulgate Bible), received a copy of the Hebrew Gospel from 
the Nazarene Group between 373 AD and 376 AD.

In addition to strictly Christian sources, other religious 
literature of the early Christian period, the as well as 
Encyclopaedia Britannica points to early non-Christian 
references to Jesus.

The Roman historian Tacitus and the Roman man of 
letters Pliny the Younger make mention of Jesus in 
discussing the treatment of the early Christians. 
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1971, Vol. 12, p 1016)
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In the first century AD, Pliny the Younger (c 61- c 112) as 
provincial Governor of Pontus and Bithynia wrote to Emperor 
Trcyan, complaining about Christians, who worshipped 
“Christus” and refused to worship the Emperor. In this regard, 
it is pertinent to point out that this was the period when 
Romans worshipped their emperors as deities or demigods. 
The deification of Roman emperors could be traced to the 
“Founder of Rome”, Romulus, who was heroized into 
“Quirnnus”, the “undefeated god”. Emperor worship 
assumed the status of state religion as later Caesars 
considered themselves to be incarnations of that god. This 
mode of worship was however gradually abandoned when 
Emperor Constantine I started supporting Christianity.

Titus Flavius Josephus (37 c 100 AD), Roman-Jewish historian 
and hagiographer of priestly and royal ancestry of the first 
century AD, in his Antiquities, (20: 9.1), made reference to 
the stoning of “James, the brother of Jesus who was called 
the Christ.” (The Jewish Antiquities, Josephus, Book XX, sec. 
200).

Also, Publius (or Gaius) Cornelius Tacitus (AD 56 – 117 AD), who 
was a senator and historian of the Roman Empire, in his Annals 
made critical references to Christians. For example, writing 
about riots in Rome under Emperor Gaius Suettonius, Claudius 
Tranquilas (c 69-140), he referred to “disturbances at the 
instigation of Chrestus” in Rome for which the Emperor 
expelled them. It should be noted that the Annals is a history 
of the regimes of four Roman Emperors, succeeding Caesar 
Augustus. His works are important to Christian history 
because they also refer to the execution of Jesus by Pontius 
Pilate, who was the fifth Prefect of the Province of Judea from 
26 AD – 36 AD.

From the above, it is clear that even the critics or opponents 
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of Christianity never doubted the historicity of Jesus. 

If Christian gospels are primarily theological documents and 
only derivatively historical chronicles,

5.2 How was Jesus baptized?
Baptism is the first of seven sacraments in Christianity. 
Sacraments of the Roman Catholic and Greek Orthodox 
Churches are Baptism, Confirmation, Eucharist or Lord's 
Super, Penance, Anointing of the sick, Marriage and Holy 
Orders. Dictinary.com defines Sacrament as “a visible sign of 
an inward grace.” Jesus was baptised by John the Baptist at 
River Jordan when he was 31 years of age. The event stands 
out as one among several unique events of his life, as 
described in the Gospel of Matthew 3: 13-17, Mark 1: 9-11 and 
Luke 3: 21-23.

“Then cometh Jesus from Galilee to Jordan unto 
John to be baptised of him. But John forbade him 
saying, I have need to be baptized of thee, and 
cometh thou to me?. Then he suffered him.

And Jesus answering said unto him, suffer it to be so 
now: for thus it becometh us to fulfill all 
righteousness.

And Jesus when he was baptized, went up 
straightway out of the water: and, lo, the heavens 
were opened unto him, and he saw the Spirit of God 
descending like a dove, and lighting upon him:

And lo, a voice from heaven saying, This is my 
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.” (Matthew 
3: 13-17) 

It turned out that the baptism of Jesus marked the beginning 
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of his ministry. For this and other reasons, baptism is the first 
sign of admission of any individual into Christianity. It is a 
sacrament of initiation and one of the “luminous mysteries” 
in Catholicism. In practice, it is done by sprinkling or pouring 
water on the head of an individual while a priest says: “I 
baptize you in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and 
of the Holy Spirit.” Some churches however insist on 
complete immersion of the candidate, usually in a stream or 
river. Whether it is carried out by sprinkling, pouring of water 
or complete immersion, it is a sacred and formal religious 
ceremony which is generally recognised as outward or visible 
sign of divine grace. The symbolism of immersion baptism is 
that a person placed under water, is presumed dead or buried 
and is again taken out of water, presumed brought back to 
life. 

The baptism of Jesus is commemorated by the Roman 
Catholic Church on January 6 and by the Eastern Orthodox 
Church on January 19.

5.3 What is the Transfiguration of Jesus?
The Bible story of the Transfiguration states that Jesus took 
Peter, James and John into a high mountain and began to pray. 
After a time, the Apostles saw that he was transfigured. The 
story is told in the Gospels of Matthew 17: 1-8, Mark 9: 2-8, 
Luke 9: 28-36, among other places. According to St. Mark:

And after six days Jesus taketh with him Peter, and 
James, and John, and leadeth them up into a high 
mountain apart by themselves: and he was 
transfigured before them.

And his raiment became shining; exceeding white as 
snow; so as no fuller on earth can white them.

And there appeared unto them E-li'-as with Moses: 
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and they were talking to Jesus.

And Peter answered and said to Jesus, Master, it is 
good for us to make three tabernacles; one for thee, 
and one for Moses, and one for E-li'-as.

For he wish not what to say for they were are afraid.

And there was a cloud that overshadowed them: and 
a voice came out of the cloud, saying, this is my 
beloved Son: hear him. 

And suddenly, when they had looked round about, 
they saw no man any more, save Jesus only with 
themselves. (Mark 9: 2-8)

The event was interpreted by his disciples as another 
evidence of his divinity. It served to prepare them to 
withstand the trauma of his impending ordeal in the hands of 
the authorities.  

5.4 What is the Crucifixion of Jesus?
Jewish leaders accused Jesus of violating the law of Sabbath 
by healing people on Sabbath day; they accused him of 
sorcery, saying that he healed people by the power of 
demons. They further accused him of blasphemy by claiming 
to be the Son of God. They alleged that he claimed to be King 
of the Jews and thereby constituted a threat to the authority 
of the Roman Empire. He was brought before Pontius Pilate, 
who was then Governor of Judea, tried and convicted. He was 
made to carry a huge cross and flogged while carrying the 
object. He was eventually tied to the cross; his hands and feet 
were nailed to it and left to die.
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The passion and crucifixion of Jesus is commemorated by 
Christians as Good Friday.

5.5 What is Resurrection of Jesus?
According to Bible accounts, Jesus died and was buried. He 
was aged 33 years when he was killed. The third day, he rose 
from the dead. St. Luke records the episode thus:

Now upon the first day of the week, very early in the 
morning, they (women) came unto the sepulcher, 
bringing the spices which they had prepared and 
certain others with them. 

And they found the stone rolled away from the 
sepulchre.

And they entered in, and found not the body of the 
Lord Jesus.

And it came to pass as they were much perplexed 
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thereabout, behold, two men stood by them in 
shining garments.

And as they were afraid and bowed their faces to the 
earth, they said unto them, why seek ye the living 
among the dead? 

He is not here, but is risen. (Luke 24: 1-6)

The story is recorded in Matthew 28: 1-6.

5.6 What is the Ascension of Jesus?
After rising from the dead on the third day of his death, he 
ascended into heaven. The story of the ascension is told by 
Luke and Mark.
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The event is commemorated on the 40th day of Easter but 
some Protestants do not. Majority of those who identify 
themselves as Christians, believe in the Bible story of the 
resurrection and ascension of Jesus. However, a survey of 
adults commissioned by the British Broadcasting Corporation 
(BBC) local radio in 2010  found that about one quarter of 
respondents who identified themselves as Christianity in the 
UK do not believe in the story.  It boils down to the faith of 
believers.

5.7  Who are the Nazarenes?
Prior to the birth of Jesus, several Jewish sects vied for 
attention in Judea. The most prominent were Pharisees 
whose liturgies and rituals formed the foundation of Rabbinic 
Judaism. The Sadducees on the other hand strictly accepted 
the written Law only and rejected oral traditions and other 
doctrines such as resurrection of the dead and belief in 
spirits. 

There were also other movements such as  Nazarites and 
Nazarenes.

Nazarite comes from a Hebrew word which means 
“consecrated” or “separated”.  They lived apart from other 
Jews on grounds of ethical purity and religious vows. 
Wikipedia online describes Nazarite as “one who voluntarily 
took a vow described in Numbers 6: 21”.

“This is the law of the Nazarite who hath vowed, and 
of his offering unto the Lord for his separation, 
beside that that his hand shall get; according to the 
vow which he vowed, so he must do after the law of 
his separation.”

The Nazarites are also mentioned in Lamentations 4:7.
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The Nazarenes on the other hand, were a set of Jews who 
lived around the shores of the Sea of Galilee and were quite 
distinct from Nazarites. The Nazarenes believed in the 
coming of a Messiah and at the same time adhered to ancient 
Jewish texts. The Pharisees disliked them intensely.

During the first century AD, it is recorded that Tertullian 
accused Apostle Paul of being a Nazarene.

“For we have found this man a pestilent fellow, and a 
mover of sedition among all the Jews throughout the 
world, and a ring leader of the sect of the 
Nazarenes.” (Acts 24: 5)

James, brother of Jesus was also a Nazarene, according to an 
Italian chronicler Bishop of Genoa, Blessed Jacobus de 
Voragine, who was one of the greatest saints of the medieval 
church.

Harvey Spencer Lewis noted at page 45 of his book Mystical 
Life of Jesus (1929) that the description Jesus Nazarenus 
which is found in the Douai version of the Bible and translated 
to mean Jesus of Nazareth is a mistake. He pointed out that at 
the time of the birth of Jesus, there was no city in existence 
known as Nazareth. He further noted that the word Nazareth 
is not mentioned anywhere in the Old Testament or historical 
writings of renowned first century Jewish historian, 
Josephus, who lived in and around Jerusalem and was a 
member of the Pharisaic group.  

The word Nazareth only occurred three centuries after the 
death of Jesus as early Christians were trying to find a place to 
suit some references to Nazarenes. According to Spencer-
Lewis, a great deal of difficulty was experienced in finding a 
place that would answer to the name Nazareth. He said that 
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in the third century after Jesus Christ, “a very small 
settlement, however, called El-Nasira was found far from the 
Sea of Galilee, and this was immediately renamed Nazareth 
and associated with the early life of the boy Jesus.” 

th
In spite of this, the Nazarenes were still known in the 4  
century AD. Jerome in his Epistle 75 to Augustine described 
them as “those who accept Messiah in such a way that they 
do not cease to observe the old Law.”

According to Wikipedia online, “Nazarenes” are 
referenced past the fourth century AD as well. Jacobus de 
Voragine (1230-98) described James as a “Nazarene” in 
The Golden Legend, Vol. 7. Thomas Acquinas (1225-74) 
quotes Augustine of Hippo, who was given an apocryphal 
book called Hieremias (Jeremiah in Latin) by a “Hebrew of 
the Nazarene Sect”, in Catena Aurea – Gospel of Matthew, 
chapter 27, So, this terminology seems to have remained at 

theast through the 13  century in European discussions.”

5.8 Is Jesus Christ the Son or God or merely one 
of the prophets?
One of the key issues of Christology revolves around the 
metaphysical question of how Jesus could be both Man and 
God. During the early centuries of the Christian era, diverse 
interpretations arose as to the true nature of Jesus.

Docetism took the view that Jesus did not have a natural body 
as a human being but was purely a spirit being and only 
appeared to be human and to suffer. They also denied that the 
story of Resurrection and Ascension were real events. The 
fundamental spiritual basis of this view involves a clear 
separation between material and spiritual worlds. 

Then there is the adoptionist view which states that Jesus is 
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human and the Holy Ghost descended upon him at baptism.

The subordinationist view, attributed to Arius (c. 250-336) 
denies the pre-existence of Jesus and states that Jesus is 
subordinate to God the Father.

The doctrine of creation is radically different from theory of 
divine immanence.

In the midst of these controversies, the Catholic Church rose 
to defend and clarify the faith against what it regarded as 
heresies. The official doctrine of Jesus as Logos, God 
Incarnate or God the Son “true God and true man” as 
propagated by Trinitarian Christians was formally adopted by 
the Catholic Church at the Council of Nicaea. This was a 
council of Christian bishops, convened in Nicaea in Bithynia 
(present-day Iznik in Turkey) by the Roman Emperor 
Constantine in 325 AD. It was the first ecumenical council 
aimed at attaining consensus in the Church through an 
assembly representing the entire Christendom. 

The main accomplishment of the Council was the affirmation 
of the Divinity of Jesus. The Church confessed that the Son of 
God is “begotten, not made, of the same substance 
(homoousios) as the Father”. It summarised the fundamental 
doctrines of the Church in what became known as the Nicene 
Creed. 

“We believe in One God, the Father Almighty, Maker 
of all things, visible and invisible.

And in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the son of God, 
begotten of the Father (the only begotten, that is, of 
the essence of the Father, God of God) Light of Light, 
Very God of Very God, begotten, not made, being of 
one substance with the Father,
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By whom all things were made (both in heaven and 
on earth).......

And in the Holy Ghost.....”

The Creed established the orthodox Christian view that Jesus 
Christ is not one of the Prophets. He is inseparably true God 
and true man. He is truly the Son of God, who, without ceasing 
to be God and Lord, became a man and brother to all. He is 
the Word through whom the Universe was made, the Saviour 
who was sent to redeem humanity. 

By the power of the Holy Spirit, he took flesh and was born of 
the Virgin Mary. His coming was proclaimed by the prophets. 
The Virgin Mother bore him in womb with love beyond all 
telling. 

John the Baptist was his herald and made him known when at 
last he came. In the wonder of the incarnation, Jesus brought 
to the eyes of faith a new and radiant vision of the glory of 
God. In Jesus, humans saw God made visible and caught up in 
the love of the Almighty God they cannot see. In Christ, God's 
promise to Israel, and by prime instantiation to all humanity, 
came true.

The unique and altogether singular event of the incarnation 
of God in Jesus Christ had been an issue even in his life time. 
Among various incidents that exemplified the controversy 
was this particular encounter between Jesus and his 
disciples:

When Jesus came into the coasts of Casaerea 
Philippi, he asked his disciples, saying, Whom do 
men say that I the Son of Man am?
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And they said, Some say that thou art John the 
Baptist: some, Elias: and other Jeremias, or one of 
the prophets.

He saith unto them, But who say ye that I am?

And Simon Peter answered and said: Thou art the 
Christ, the Son of the living God.

And Jesus answered and said unto him. Blessed art 
thou, Simon Bar- jona: for flesh and blood hath not 
revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in 
heaven. (Matthew 16: 13-17).

Jesus existed in heaven before the Incarnation. Hence, St. 
John was inspired to write:

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was 
with God, and the Word was God.

The same was in the beginning with God.

All things were made by him: and without him was 
not anything made that was made. (John 1: 1-3)

Jesus is the bridge between man and God through which man 
may reach God. In his epistle to the Colossians, Apostle Paul 
described Jesus as:

…The Image of the Invisible God, the firstborn of 
every creature:

For by him were all things created, that are in 
heaven and that are in earth, visible and invisible, 
whether they be thrones, or dominions, or 
principalities, or powers: all things were created by 
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him, and for him:

And he is before all things, and by him all things 
consist. (Col. 1: 15-17).

The Church condemned non-conformist views such as those of 
Arius and Docetists as blasphemous and dubbed those who 
held such views as heretics and agents of Satan. A heretic is 
someone viewed by the Church as a promoter or follower of 
“false doctrine” or who engaged in any form of “divisive 
teaching”. In this respect, any form of teaching involving 
denial or modification of any of the core beliefs held by the 
Church such as doctrine of Trinity, deity of Jesus, salvation by 
Grace through faith in Jesus as the only path to salvation, or 
other departure from Christian orthodoxy was viewed as 
heresy, and therefore intolerable.

That Jesus is God and Man at the same time is difficult to 
grasp intellectually. However, the Nicene Creed settled the 
Christological issue of Jesus to God, God the Father and is 
regarded as the symbol of the Christian faith. The Creed was 
further adopted by the First Council of Constantinople in 361 
AD while the Ecumenical Council in 431 confessed “that the 
Word, uniting to himself in his person the flesh animated by 
a rational soul, became man.” 

5.9  In what other ways is Jesus different from 
the other great religious leaders? 
In the history of human civilisation, there have been many 
great personalities, warriors, conquerors, writers, artists, 
scientists, inventors, social reformers and statesmen. The 
world has also known great religions from Zoroastrianism, 
Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism through 
Shinto, various African religions to Christianity and Islam.
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In terms of influence on men and nations since his sojourn on 
earth, there is none to compare with Jesus. 

His birth literally split history into two parts. Men began to 
record time from his birth and memorialise the event 
whenever people write a date BC (Before Christ) and AD (Anno 
Domini – In The year of Our Lord).  More recently however, 
some intellectuals have tried to detach Jesus Christ from 
Christianity by replacing BC with BCE (Before Christian Era or 
Before Common Era). 

In terms of the ultimate human destiny, Jesus defined a 
purpose and a hope for human life.

Given the number of Christian adherents, the influence of 
Jesus is unrivalled. By April 2019, adherents of Christianity 
numbered over 2.4 billion people, which is about 33 per cent 
of the world's population of 7 billion (Wikipedia online). 

Jesus Christ was not merely a master in one line of human 
activity. He was a philosopher par excellence, the greatest 
teacher ever. He had an excellent grasp of the history and 
traditions of his people. He was a great advocate and 
defender of the weak and oppressed. He was the ultimate 
physician who healed all manner of afflictions, whether 
physical or spiritual.

He spoke the word of life. He had command over life and 
death. 

Lazarus, come forth. (John 11: 43)

Young man, I say unto thee, Arise. (Luke 7: 14)

His teachings are panacea for the human soul. He was the 
great Comforter. 
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Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy 
laden and I will give you rest. (Matthew 11:28)

He mastered nature; he could rebuke the storm to be still 
(Luke 8:24). He was in command of all forces of the universe, 
seen and unseen, e.g., evil spirit forces.

Come out of the man, thou unclean spirit. (Mark 5: 8)

The angels and heavenly hosts ministered unto him (Mark 1: 
13). Unlike other great men who mastered one or more lines 
of activity, Jesus was a master over all circumstances, over 
life, over the universe. But like today, a lot of people at that 
time were still sceptical. They were not sure who Jesus truly 
was.

Another unique aspect of his life was his methods. He was a 
personification of peaceful co-existence in human society. His 
life and works were characterised by absolute harmony and 
complete absence of violent conflict. Hence, he is rightly 
called the Prince of Peace.

In this regard, Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821), emperor of 
the French (1804-1815), had this to say.

Alexander, Caesar, Charlemagne and I myself have 
founded empires; but upon what do these creations 
of our genius depend? Upon force. Jesus alone 
founded his empire upon love, and to this very day 
millions would die for him.

- Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821)

From the above, it could therefore reasonably be stated that 
Jesus was in a special class of His own.
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He alone was foretold in detail in the Old Testament, 
centuries before He was born. (Isaiah 7: 14, 9:6, Micah 5: 2).

He alone said He came from outside this world. (John 3: 13)

He alone said that He was without flaw of character. (John 8: 
46)

He alone believed that He was God. “...Before Abraham was, 
I am.” (John 8: 58)

He alone died for the sin of the world; other men just died but 
Jesus was born to die for the sins of mankind. (Mark 10: 45)

He alone rose from the grave. (Luke 24: 33-35). 

One could visit 
the tombs of 
o t h e r  g r e a t  
r e l i g i o u s  
founders but the 
tomb of Jesus in 
Jerusalem does 
not contain his 
remains. The 
s p o t  i s  
venerated as 
Golgotha (the 
Hill of Calvary) 
where Jesus was 
crucified. It is 
marked by a 
church known as 
Church of the 
Holy Sepulchre, 
also called The 
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Church of the Resurrection, located in the walled Old City of 
Jerusalem, a few steps away from the Muristan (“a complex 
made up of streets and shops in the old City of Jerusalem” 
Wikipedia online) consecrated on September 13, 335AD. It is 
also believed to be the site of the Resurrection of Jesus and 
therefore became an important Christian pilgrimage site 

th
since the 4  century AD.

Whatever seeming irresolvable historical disputations 
continue to trail the birth, life  and death of Jesus, it is 
indisputable that he occupies the number one position in 
world history. His influence on human hearts remain 
unparalleled and his words mightier than that of any military 
general.

5.10  Why are images of Jesus white? What was he 
like?
There is a booming trade in 
painted images of Jesus, 
Mary, angels and saints, 
mostly depicted as white. 
Many deeply religious 
people lavish their devotion 
on these and other religious 
images.

Dr. A. C. Bouquet (1943) in 
his book Comparative 
Religion, states at page 
243:

Physically, we know 
little about Jesus. 
The gospels refer to 
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his commanding presence and to the effect of his 
eyes, when fixed upon people. But it is impossible to 
feel sure that the various reputed likenesses have 
any resemblance to the original.

It is reasoned in some quarters that since Jesus was a Jew, he 
could not have been black.  Dr. Philip Emeagwali however, 
debunked the notion that Jesus was white. 

According to the celebrated Nigerian-American computer 
Scientist:

“Five hundred years ago, Leonardo da Vinci was 
commissioned to paint his masterpiece “The Lord's 
Super”. Before the Renaissance period, many 
paintings of the Madonna depicted a b lack woman. 
The infant God or Christ-child was depicted as black. 
But Leonardo da Vinci was searching for himself in 
Jesus Christ. He re-depicted Jesus as white.

“The Bible did not tell us what Jesus looked like. But 
we know that he lived in the Middle East or an 
eastern extension of Africa. We know that the 
Hebrews sojourned into Egypt and Africa. We know 
that Moses had a Cushite (Ethiopian) wife. When we 
put the facts together, we know that Jesus likely 
looked like a dark-skinned Palestinian, Yeminite or 
Egyptian.

“Michelangelo used his family to pose for Jesus 
Christ. During the Renaissance, the mother of Christ 
became a white woman.”

“.....We are afraid of the truth that the real Jesus 
Christ is dark-skinned...”
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In reaction to the above, one of Emeagwali's critics stated in 
an article posted on the Internet:

“As seen by Fayum portraits appearances 
fluctuated, so making a claim of dark skin is flawed. 
We definitely know that Jesus did not look 
European, and we do not know what exactly the 
Greeks looked like, but Mediterranean peoples have 
been pretty  cons istent  and constant ly  
intermingling.” 

The plain truth however is that no true image of Jesus exists. 
All are based on imagination of those who created the images. 
But bearing in mind that the fundamental pivot of Jesus is His 
saviourship, and hence salvation, the controversy about his 
colour and likeness dim into relative irrelevance.
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Due to the central role of Mary, Mother of Jesus in the 
emergence of the Christian faith, theologians have devoted a 
great deal of time and effort into systematic study of her life 
and works and embodied this into a body of teachings about 
her. Through the centuries, Mariology or the veneration of 
Mary in daily life has proceeded through prayers, the Rosary, 
Hail Mary, among other devotional processes. 

6.1 What is the Madonna?
The New Lexicon Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary of the 
English Language (Deluxe edition), 1992, at page.597 defines 
Madonna as “a statue or picture of the Virgin Mary.” The 
Religious Encyclopedia.com states that the word is of Italian 
origin and means “our lady”.

Based on reverence of Mary Mother of Jesus, painted or 
sculptured images of Mary, either alone or with the infant 
Jesus became one of the most common works of art.  These 
works of art later assumed special significance as objects of 
religious veneration and in some other cases for their intrinsic 
artistic value.

6.2  What are Marian Dogmas?
These are basic beliefs, doctrines and precepts about the 
relationship of Mary to God and humanity. They are four in 
number, namely: 
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·Mary is the Mother of God (Theotokus, proclaimed at 
the Council of Ephesus in 431 AD). Theotokus is the 
Greek title of Mary, meaning God-bearer or one who 
gives birth to God.

·Mary Ever Virgin, before, during and after the birth of 
Jesus, proclaimed in 649AD;

·Mary was immaculately conceived, proclaimed by Pope 
Pius IX on December 8, 1854;

·Mary was assumed into heaven, body and soul, 
proclaimed by Pope Pius XII on November 1, 1950.

The Virgin Mary is also affectionately called Our Lady. Hence 
Marian sites are often referred to as Our Lady of Lourdes, Our 
Lady of Fatima and Our Lady of Guadalupe and the Shrine of 

Our Lady of Good Hope in 
Wisconsin, USA. There are 
also liturgical Marian feasts 
such as Queen of Heaven, 
Mother of the Church by 
giving birth to Jesus and 
spiritual Mother of the 
Body of Christ, 

Mariology has given rise to 
Marian art, music and 
inspired architectural 
designs.

The re  i s  a  g row ing  
movement within the 
Catholic Church for a fifth 
and final Marian Dogma to 
be proclaimed, that Mary is 
Co-Redemptrix, Mediatrix 
of all Graces and Advocate.
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6. 3  What are Marian apparitions
It is claimed that the Blessed Virgin Mary has appeared as 
apparitions in some places. Apparitions may be conceived as 
incorporeal, ethereal beings or representations of such 
beings.

The first ever appearance of the Blessed Virgin Mary to her 
devotees is believed to have occurred during her lifetime. 
Before he was executed in Jerusalem by Herod Agrippa in 44 
AD, James (the Greater) Apostle spent some time in 
Saragossa, North East Spain. While in deep prayer, the Blessed 
Virgin Mary appeared and instructed him to build a church 
there. She also presented him with a column of jasper and a 
small wooden statue of herself. The statue is displayed on 
special occasions at the Compostella Cathedral in Saragossa 
in Northern Spain.

In 1531, a 37-year old Aztec Indian named Juan Diego living in 
Guadalupe, Central Mexico, reported to the Bishop-elect, 
Fray Juan de Zumarraga, that as he was walking year Tepayac 
Hill, he saw a beautiful woman surrounded by a brilliant ball 
of light. The lady directed him to pray fervently and to build a 
church at a designated area. The lady appeared and spoke to 
him on several occasions thereafter and later revealed 
herself as “Santa Maria de Guadalupe.” It is reported that 
within six years of Mary's appearance to Juan, over six million 
Aztecs converted to Christianity.

One of the most notable apparitions of Mary was said to have 
occurred at Lourdes, in Hautes-Pyrenees, South West France 
on February 11, 1858. A peasant girl, Bernadette Sourbirous, 
then 14 years old, reported to her mother that while she was 
gathering firewood with her sister and friend near the town of 
Lourdes, she saw a “lady” in the cave of Massabielle. In that 
same year, seventeen similar appearances of the lady were 
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reported on separate occasions by various individuals. After 
due investigation, Pope Pius IX in 1862, approved veneration 
of Blessed Virgin Mary in Lourdes, which thereafter became 
widely accepted as a holy site. Consequently, the Shrine at 
Our Lady of Lourdes is a major Roman Catholic pilgrimage site 
by Catholic devotees.

Another notable apparition was the experience of three 
shepherd children, Lucia dos Santos (10) and her cousins 
Blessed Jacinta (7) and Francisco Marto (9), near Fatima in 
Portugal. Lucia, who was then ten years old, reported seeing 
“a woman brighter than the sun, shedding rays of light, 
clearer and stronger than a crystal ball, filled with the most 
sparkling water and pierced by the burning rays of the 
sun.” The lady, according to Lucia, asked them to pray the 
Rosary every day, as key to world peace.  

The children reported seeing the apparition on six 
consecutive months in 1917, starting from May 13, 1917 
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during which time, the lady revealed three secrets to them, 
namely, a vision of hell, prediction of war if people do not stop 
offending God and some details of persecution of Christians in 

th
the 20  century. In 1930, the Holy See gave approval for the 
Shrine known as Sanctuary of Our Lady of Fatima, Fatima, 
Portugal.

Other Marian holy sites include that of Virgin of the patron 
saint on Guadalupe, for all Spanish America since 1910, whose 
Basilica is located at Tepeyac on the outskirts of Mexico City 

The Missionaries of Africa (White Fathers) also reported that 
in 1968, a Muslim mechanic was working in a garage across the 
street from St. Mark's Coptic Church in Zeitun, Egypt. He 
thought he saw a woman in white on the roof of the church 
attempting to commit suicide. The police came and so did a 
crowd of people. The woman stayed on the roof for several 
minutes looking at the crowd, then disappeared. The crowds 
continued to come daily despite attempts by the police to 
disperse them, and the lady came to meet them two or three 
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times a week. These apparitions continued until 1971. The 
lady in white looked down on all the people, Muslims and 
Christians and never said a word. Her presence was the 
message.

According to Coptic tradition, the site where the white 
woman appeared is one of the places where Holy Family 
stayed during their flight into Egypt while escaping the 
Massacre of Innocents by King Herod. (Missionaries of Africa 
Bulletin, No. 431, August 2016). 

There is also a reported case of Maryan apparitions at Aokpe, 
Middle Belt, Nigeria.

Christiana Inehu Agbo claimed in 1992 that she saw a beautiful 
woman appear and spoke to her on several occasions in 
several places including her room and in the church, St. 
Patrick's Church Aokpe. She gave her name as “Mediatrix of all 
Graces”.

Several Marian apparitions have been reported in several 
parts of the world including Vietnam, Mexico, Yugoslavia, 
Rwanda, among others. The apparitions usually occurred 
within a globe of light. She is at times seen wearing a dress 
and scarf, her feet in cloud. These miracles are associated 
with diverse miracles. About 300 reported Marian apparitions 

th
in the 20  century

6.4 What are the benefits of the Catholic Rosary?
The rosary in simplest term is a tool used to aid prayer and 
meditation. The beads of a rosary, count the prayers as they 
are recited aloud or in the mind. Relying on the rosary beads 
to keep track of how many times a person has said a particular 
prayer, enables the individual to clear one's mind and 
meditate on one's prayer more effectively. 
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The word “rosary” is believed to have its origins in the travels 
of Romans to India many centuries ago. The term “bead” 
seems to be derived from the Saxon word “bede,” meaning 
prayer. In the Roman Catholic tradition, the term rosary 
refers to both the string of beads and the prayer said using 
that string of beads.

The earliest records of the practice of counting prayers 
among religions of Western culture can be traced to the 11th 
and 12th centuries. It is believed that people carried small 
stones or pebbles in their pockets with which to count 
prayers. However, there is evidence that Buddhism, Hinduism 
and Islam all had traditions of prayer counting that predate 
this pebble counting, and these faiths had incorporated a 
string of beads for this counting. 

The origin of the rosary dates back to the use of "prayer beads" 
and the repeated recitation of prayers to aid in meditation 
stem from the earliest days of the Church and has roots in pre-
Christian times. Evidence exists from the Middle Ages that 
strings of beads were used to count Our Fathers and Hail 
Marys. These strings of beads became known as 
"Paternosters," the Latin for "Our Father." (Fr. D. Sander 
William, 2003)

The rosary gained greater popularity in the 1500s, when 
Muslim Turks were ravaging Eastern Europe. In 1453, 
Constantinople had fallen to the Muslims, leaving the Balkans 
and Hungary open to conquest. With Muslims, raiding even 
the coast of Italy, the control of the Mediterranean was now at 
stake.

In 1571, Pope Pius V organized a fleet under the command of 
Don Juan of Austria, the half-brother of King Philip II of Spain. 
While preparations were underway, the Holy Father asked all 
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of the faithful to say the rosary and implore our Blessed 
Mother's prayers, under the title Our Lady of Victory, that our 
Lord would grant victory to the Christians. Although the 
Muslim fleet outnumbered that of the Christians in both 
vessels and sailors, the forces were ready to meet in battle. 
The Christian flagship flew a blue banner depicting Christ 
crucified. On October 7, 1571, the fleets of the Ottoman 
Empire were defeated at the Battle of Lepanto in the Gulf of 
Dultras in the Ionian Sea. The following year, Pope Pius V 
established the Feast of the Holy Rosary on October 7, where 
the faithful would not only remember this victory, but also 
give thanks to the Lord for all of His benefits and remember 
the powerful intercession of our Blessed Mother. According to 
Fr. William, 2003 “the fact that the Roman Catholic Church 
continues to include the Feast of the Holy Rosary on the 
liturgical calendar testifies to the importance and 
goodness of this form of prayer”. 

 "The rosary is the book of the blind, where souls see and there 
enact the greatest drama of love the world has ever known; it 
is the book of the simple, which initiates them into mysteries 
and knowledge more satisfying than the education of other 
men; it is the book of the aged, whose eyes close upon the 
shadow of this world, and open on the substance of the next. 
The power of the rosary is beyond description." Archbishop 
Fulton Sheen

The rosary is one of the most cherished prayers of the Catholic 
Church. Introduced by the Creed, the Our Father, three Hail 
Marys and the Doxology (“Glory Be”), and concluded with the 
Salve Regina, the rosary involves the recitation of five 
decades consisting of the Our Father, 10 Hail Marys, and the 
Doxology. During this recitation, the individual meditates on 
the saving mysteries of our Lord's life and the faithful witness 
of our Blessed Mother. Journeying through the Joyful, 
Luminous, Sorrowful and Glorious mysteries of the rosary, the 
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individual brings to mind our Lord's incarnation, His public 
ministry, His passion and death, and His resurrection from the 
dead. In so doing, the rosary assists us in growing in a deeper 
appreciation of these mysteries, in uniting our lives more 
closely to our Lord and in imploring His graced assistance to 
live the faith. We also ask for the prayers of our Blessed 
Mother, the exemplar of faith, who leads all believers to her 
Son.

According to Catholic tradition, the rosary was instituted by 
the Blessed Virgin Mary herself. In the 13th century, she is said 
to have appeared to St. Dominic (founder of the Dominicans), 
given him a rosary, and asked that Christians pray the Hail 
Mary, Our Father and Glory Be prayers instead of the Psalms. 
The original rosary of St. Dominic had 15 decades (Irish Store, 
2014). Due to the introduction of the Luminous Mysteries by 
Pope John Paul II on October 16, 2002, the Catholic rosary now 
has 20 decades.

"The Most Holy Virgin in these last times in which we live has 
given a new efficacy to the recitation of the Rosary to such an 
extent that there is no problem, no matter how difficult it is, 
whether temporal or above all spiritual, in the personal life of 
each one of us, of our families...that cannot be solved by the 
Rosary. There is no problem, I tell you, no matter how difficult 
it is, that we cannot resolve by the prayer of the Holy Rosary." 
Sister Lucia de Jesu Rosa dos Santos (1907-2005)

To pray the rosary is to recite specific prayers corresponding 
with particular beads on the string. A rosary is made up of a 
crucifix, one larger bead, three small beads, another larger 
bead and then a medal. After the medal comes a larger bead 
again, followed by a group of 10 smaller beads.

Around the rosary chain there are five sets of each of these 
beads one large, 10 small. The larger bead is separated from 
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the smaller beads, signifying the different prayers recited 
while holding the bead. These sets – one bead followed by a 
group of 10 – are called decades.

The promises of the rosary are as follows
(i) Whoever shall faithfully serve me by the recitation of 

the Rosary, shall receive powerful graces.

(ii) I promise my special protection and the greatest 

graces to all those who shall recite the Rosary.

(iii) The Rosary shall be a powerful armour against hell, it 

will destroy vice, decrease sin, and defeat heresies

(iv) It will cause virtue and good works to flourish; it will 

obtain for souls the abundant mercy of God; it will 

withdraw the hearts of people from the love of the 

world and its vanities, and will lift them to the desire 

of eternal things. Oh, that souls would sanctify 

themselves by this means.

(v) The soul which recommends itself to me by the 

recitation of the Rosary, shall not perish.

(vi) Whoever shall recite the Rosary devoutly, applying 

Himself to the consideration of its Sacred Mysteries 

shall never be conquered by misfortune. God will not 

chastise Him in His justice, he shall not perish by an 

unprovided death; if he be just, he shall remain in 

the grace of God, and become worthy of eternal life.

(vii) Whoever shall have a true devotion for the Rosary 

shall not die without the Sacraments of the Church.

(viii) Those who are faithful to recite the Rosary shall have 

during their life and at their death the light of God 

and the plentitude of His graces; at the moment of 
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death they shall participate in the merits of the 

Saints in Paradise.

(ix) I shall deliver from purgatory those who have been 

devoted to the Rosary.

(x) The faithful children of the Rosary shall merit a high 

degree of glory in Heaven.

(xi) You shall obtain all you ask of me by the recitation of 

the Rosary.

(xii) All those who propagate the Holy Rosary shall be 

aided by me in their necessities.

(xiii) I have obtained from my Divine Son that all the 

advocates of the Rosary shall have for intercessors 

the entire celestial court during their life and at the 

hour of death.

(xiv) All who recite the Rosary are my children, and 

brothers and sisters of my only Son, Jesus Christ.

(xv) Devotion of my Rosary is a great sign of 

predestination.

 St. Dominic and Blessed Alan de la Roche

6.5 What is the Role of Pontifical International 
Marian Academy in Mariology?
The International Marian Academy was founded in 1946 by Fr. 
P. Carlo Balic, OFM, with the aim of promoting scientific, 
speculative and historical critical studies of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary and to promote Marian devotion. From the beginning, 
the Academy was connected with the Congregation for the 
Doctrine of the Faith which is one of the nine congregations of 
the Roman Curia, a central body through which all affairs of 
the Catholic Church are conducted. The task of the Academy 
is carried out through the celebration of periodic Marian 
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Congresses, publication of the respective Acts and other 
Mariological editions. It also coordintes retraining of teachers 
of Mariology. The Academy became internationally 
recognized in 1950 when it organized its first international 
Marian Congress in Rome.

On December 8, 1959, Pope John XXIII (1881-1963) awarded it 
the title of “Pontifical”, with the task of coordinating Marian 
studies promoted by various Mariological groups around the 
world and being vigilant against any Marian extremeties. The 
statutes were approved by Pope Paul VI (1897-1978) and  
revised in 1995. In accordance with the wish of Pope John Paul 
II (1920-2005), the Academy extends its cooperation to all 
Academies and Marian societies in the world. The Academy is 
made up of members, men and women, Ordinary and Co-
Opted. The number of Ordinary members may not exceed 80, 
of which at least 10 must live in Rome or Lazio. The President 
and the Secretary are appointed “ad quinquennium” (a 
period or cycle of five years) renewable by the Supreme 
Pontiff and are presented by the Secretary of State who is also 
known as Prime Minister of the Holy See. 
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Christmas has not always been celebrated as it is done today. 
Although the celebration is rooted in the birth of Jesus, it 
took root centuries afterwards and during the process, it was 
also greatly influenced by social and political forces of the 
time which were far and beyond the actual birth of Jesus.

7.1 When did Christmas celebration start?
Available historical records indicate that the birth of Christ 
was not celebrated during the first three centuries of the 
Christian Church. Furthermore, early Christian usage in 
general was to celebrate the death of remarkable persons 
rather than their birth.

For nearly three hundred years after the death of Jesus, 
Christians formed small communities who were persecuted 
and often killed because of their faith. Throughout the pagan 
Roman Empire, they were not allowed to build churches or to 
publicly declare their faith. They gathered in catacombs and 
other hidden places for their worship and celebrations. It was 
not until Constantine became Emperor of Rome that the 
Christians received their freedom in the year 313 AD.

Christmas was not among the earliest festivals of the 
church. Irenaeus and Tertullian omit it from their list 
of feasts. (The Catholic Encylopedia, New York, 
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1908, Vol. 111, 724).

nd
In this regard, it is worthy of mention that St. Irenaeus (2  
century AD c.202) and Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus 
(anglicised as Tertullian), (c. 160- c 220 AD) were among early 
Church Fathers whose writings were formative in early 
development of Christian Theology. Irenaeus was Bishop of 
Lugdunumin in Gaul (now Lyon, France), then part of the 
Roman Empire while Tertullian, who was versed in Roman 
Law, became a priest, and affectionately remembered in 
some Christian circles as “Father of Western Theology”. 

It is well established that the celebration of the feast of 
th

nativity of Christ started in the 4  century AD.

There is no evidence of the existence of a feast of 
th

nativity before the 4  century. (Encyclopaedia of 
Religion and Ethics, Vol. 111, p 601.

Even when the celebration of the feast started, it was not an 
official holiday. Concerning Imperial Legal Ordinances, 
Valentianus in 389 AD issued a list of legal holidays among 
which only Sunday and Easter week were reckoned.  

Christmas holidays were however inserted in the Justinian 
Code in 534 AD. The Justinian Code was the legal code of 
ancient Rome which was codified under Emperor Justinian 
(Flavius Anicius Justinianus, c 482-565).

7.2 Why is it that some Christian bodies do not 
celebrate Christmas?
Christian refers to persons and communities, believing, 
professing or belonging to the religion of Jesus, the Christ.

The word Christian first applied to the followers of Jesus in 
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Antioch after his death. In Acts 11: 25-26, it is recorded:

Then departed Barnabas to Tarsus, for to seek Saul. 
And when he had found him, he brought him unto 
Antioch. 

And it came to pass that a whole year, they 
assembled themselves with the church and taught 
many people. And the disciples were called 
Christians first in Antioch.

The best known Christian organisation in Nigeria that does not 
celebrate Christmas is the Watchtower Bible and Tract 
Society, also known as Jehovah's Witnesses (Headquarters). 
Their reasons include the following:

(i) The exact date of the birth of Jesus Christ is not 
known.

(ii) Jesus Christ did not command celebration of his 
birth. In contrast, he specifically commanded 
his followers to commemorate his death. (Luke 
22: 19-20). Their clarion call seems to be 
“detach from anything that Jesus did not 
command”.

(iii) The manner of celebration of Christmas derives 
from non-Christian cultures.

In brief, they think that Christmas is un-Christian because, 
according to them, there is no Biblical support for the 
celebration of Christmas as it relates to December 25. 

7.3 How was the December 25 date decided 
upon?
The selection of December 25 date for the celebration of the 
birth of Jesus is attributable to a number of social, cultural 
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and political factors which prevailed during the first three or 
four centuries of the Christian era. It must be noted, as J. 
Milton Yinger (1957, 291) pointed out, that in its very 
beginnings, Christianity “was a complicated hybrid, building 
not only on Judaism but on classic Greek humanism, and on 
the very different mystery cults.” Bible authorities however 
point to the following factors:

(i) The overriding desire of the Roman Emperor to 
entrench Christianity as state religion at the 
expense of existing and more popular 
indigenous systems of worship.

(ii) Mithra, the ancient Roman god of light was said 
to have been born on December 25. In 274 BCE, 
the Roman Emperor had declared Sol Invictus 
(unconquered sun), the principal patron of the 
empire. The analogy of the sun and God as 
sustainers of life was important to the ancient 
Romans. So, this date was highly revered by 
most Romans who celebrated the Mithraic feast 
of Sol Invictus (Sun Invincible) on that day.

(iii) Mithraism showed striking similarities to 
Christianity such as partaking of symbolic meal 
of communion including consecrated wine, 
baptism for the remission of sins, redemption, 
salvation, sacramental grace, rebirth in the 
spirit, confirmation and the promise of eternal 
life.

(iv) The great Roman festival of Saturnalia was also 
held from December 17 to December 24. This 
was a solstice ceremony of the turning of the 
year. Saturn was the God of vegetation and 
husbandry – re-enacting ancient Roman 
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creation myths. During this period, there was 
much merry-making. In point of fact, many of 
the customs of the Saturnalia became 
incorporated into Christmas celebration.

(v) The early Christian Church was eager to divert 
public interest from several popular Roman 
feasts and processions such as Amburall and 
Belecthus and other “pagan” observances that 
took place about December 25. 

(vi) Since the gap created by inadequate knowledge 
regarding the date of the birth of Jesus had to 
be filled, the December 25 date was not only 
historically expedient for the early Church; it 
was also a theological necessity. The choice of 
December 25 date was thus a master stroke to 
make the pagan peoples of ancient Rome to 
convert to the new state religion of the Roman 
empire. In the end, Mithraism, Christianity's 
main rival, lost out to Christianity as the new 
imperial religion.

(vii) The December 25 date was also in line with 
certain archetypal qualities that coincided with 
the universal cosmic rhythm or Plan of the Ages 
as understood by the ancients. Thus, it was most 
fitting and proper that the birth of the Divine 
Child should occur on that date.

(viii) It must also be borne in mind that the New 
Testament itself was not finally decided upon 

thuntil the 4  Century AD. Hence, the opportunity 
for confusion of dates was real.

(ix) In consequence of all the above, one of the 
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famous Christian Councils selected the 
midnight of December 25 as the beginning of 
Christmas. It was Pope Liberius, who gave effect 
to the December 25 date in Rome in 353 AD.

It was in Rome that Christians first began to celebrate 
Christmas on December 25 date. They did so to counteract a 
pagan festival in honour of the Sun-God held on that day. 

It can be seen from the above that originally, December 25 
was an occasion for ancient Romans to worship the sun. 
However, in place of the sun, the Christians regarded Jesus 
Christ as the true light of the world and so they began to 
celebrate the memory of his birth on that day.

With the adoption of Christianity by the Roman Emperor, 
suppression of indigenous Roman religions became the norm 
and continued throughout the Christian era. This occasioned 
destruction of non-Christian temples, notably those of the 
Serapeum in Alexandria, Temple of Appolo in Delphi and 
Vestal Virgins in Rome.

7.4 What other dates have been suggested for 
the feast?
Christmas festival was originally held on January 6. The 
observance of December 25 is still unknown in Armenia where 
both the nativity and the baptism are celebrated on January 
6.

It should be noted that today's Republic of Armenia, a former 
Republic of the Soviet Union, is located in the Caucasian 
Region of Eruasia. It is a mountainous region; about 99 per 
cent of the country's territory is 1,000 m above sea level and 
higher. The Area had been a centre of Christianity from the 

thearliest times 4  century. 301 AD. It was annexed by Russia in 
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1922. The country however declared its independence on 23 
August, 1999 and became the first former Republic of the 
Soviet Union to adopt Christianity as its religion.

Some early traditions posit that May 20 was the correct date. 
April 19-20 has also been suggested in some quarters.

In the Greek and Russian orthodox Churches, Christmas is 
th

celebrated 13 days after the December 25  date. 

In the early history of the United States of America, December 
25 was not a public holiday. Indeed, it is on record that 
Congress was in session on December 25, 1789. It was on June 
26, 1870 that Christmas was declared a federal holiday in the 
USA.

The God's Kingdom Society (GKS) hold that Jesus was born in 
October. In addition to reasons similar to those adduced by 
Jehovah's Witnesses, the GKS state as follows:

(i) John the Baptist, said to have been born in the 
month of April, was about six months older than 
Christ. (See Luke 1: 5-37)

(ii) The Bible states that shepherds were in the 
fields at night taking care of their sheep when a 
bright light shone all around them and an angel 
declared: “Do not be afraid. I have good news 
for you. Today in Bethlehem, Christ the Lord 
was born.” (Luke 2: 8-121)

The GKS argue that shepherds could not have been able to 
come out in the cold winter month of December. So, Jesus 
must have been born before the onset of winter.

In support of this view, W. I. Emmerson writes:
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Although Christmas day is traditionally observed on 
thDecember 25 , the actual time of Christ's birth was 

more probably sometime in early autumn, when the 
sheep still roamed the valley pastures and the nights 
were not unduly chilly. (Footprints of Jesus, Part 1, 
Stranborough Press, Herts, p 26)

(iii) The birth of Jesus took place outside Nazareth, 
the normal place of domicile of Joseph and Mary 
because of a registration ordered by Augustus 
Caesar. This compelled Joseph and Mary to 
travel to their native city, Bethlehem.

Bible students also consider it most unlikely that a discerning 
ruler like Caesar could have ordered the Jews to trek long 
distances to their home cities to be registered during the cold 
winter months. This is because the Jews were viewed in many 
quarters as a very rebellious people.

Coptic Christians, a religious minority that constitutes  about 
10 per cent of the population of Egypt celebrate Christmas on 
January 7th.
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This Chapter briefly explains the origins of some of the most 
popular Christmas customs. The manner of celebrating 
Christmas throughout the world derives largely from non-
Christian cultures imprimatured from the first most popular 
Gentile Church in Rome.

Christianity borrowed heavily from the customs and practices 
of those lands that had great influence on it during the early 
years of its formalisation as a world religion. The early church 
did not hesitate to adapt established practices in various 
lands to make the new religion more acceptable. It is 
therefore a mix of old and new, of Christian and non-Christian 
traditions.

8.1 How has Christmas affected customs in 
several parts of the world  over the past two 
thousand years?
The celebration of Christmas has served to create a whole 
range of customs and practices associated with the event. 

Well known examples include burning of Christmas candle, 
sending of Christmas cards and messages, singing of Christmas 
carols, Christmas trees, Boxing Day and Father Christmas.

The Oxford English Dictionary (Vol. II, page 392) lists other 
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practices associated with Christmas to include the following:

· Christmas book – a book in which people were 
accustomed to keep an account of Christmas 
presents they received.

· Christmas flower – the Christmas Rose.

· Christmas candle – a large candle formerly burnt at 
Christmas.

· Christmas herb – the Christmas Rose.

· Christmas king – Christmas Lord, the Lord of 
Misrule, formerly elected to head the revelries 
about Christmas time.

· Christmas log – a large chump of wood customarily 
burnt at Christmas.

· Christmas pie – a pie eaten at Christmas.

· Christmas pride – the plant Ruella paniculata of 
Jamaica.

· Christmas pudding – the plum pudding at the 
Christmas dinner.

· Christmas tide – the season of Christmas when the 
tempo of business and social activities increases 
remarkably.

· Christmas card – an ornamental card sent by way of 
Christmas greeting.
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· Christmas box – a box usually of earthen-ware, in 
which contributions of money were collected 
ahead of Christmas by apprentices, etc, the box 
being broken when full and contents shared by 
contributors.

8.2 Why is Christmas (Christ's Mass) so merry 
rather than solemn?
The merry customs of Christmas were a very important part of 
the Saturnalia. During the Roman Saturnalia, schools were 
closed during that week, joy and mirth prevailed among the 
people. There was no punishment for minor crimes, no formal 
attire was required, no class distinction was observed. Slaves 
and masters ate together: all classes exchanged gifts with one 
another.

The old Roman Feast (Saturnalia) provided the 
model for most of the merry customs of the 
Christmas time. The old Roman feast was celebrated 
on 17-24 December. (Encyclopaedia of Religion and 
Ethics, 1927, Vol. III, pages 601-609)

8.3 What is Christmas candle?
This is a large candle formerly burnt at Christmas. The 
burning of candles on Christmas day is from early customs of 
All Saints' Day. The feast is celebrated on November 1. It was 
instituted by Gregory III (Pope from 731-741 AD) in honour of 
all saints, i.e., those whose holiness have been attested by 
miracles after their death and who are officially recognised 
(canonised) by the Church as worthy of veneration and to 
intercede for the living.
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8.4 Why do people send Christmas cards?
One of the most exciting chapters in the unfolding story of 
Christmas is the sending of Christmas cards. 

In ancient times, long before the birth of Christ, there existed 
the widespread custom of exchanging some little good-luck 
token during the New Year season. For example, the ancient 
Egyptians gave each other small symbolic gifts bearing wishes 
and expressions of good health and prosperity.

The practice of exchanging presents at Christmas stems from 
ancient Roman customs called strenae. During the 
Saturnalia, Roman citizens used to give “good luck” gifts 
(strenae) of fruits, pastry, or gold to their friends on New 
Year's Day.

Like other Christmas customs, the idea of sending greetings 
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and cards at Christmas had its origin in ancient customs. But 
most popular cards and messages today emphasise the 
spiritual significance of the season, the scenes of nativity and 
other episodes connected therewith. 

It is said that a form of Christmas card first started in England 
when young boys practised their writing skills by creating 
Christmas greetings for their parents. Some authorities 
suggest that the earliest known Christmas cards were sent out 
during the early 1700s in Switzerland.

According to some authorities, William Egley, an English 
artist, designed a card in 1842, and had 100 of them sent to his 
friends. The first printed Christmas card known to exist was 
printed in 1842 and is now in the British Museum. These cards 
express glad tidings as the heavenly host did to the shepherds: 
“Glory to God in the highest, and on earth, peace, good will 
toward men.”

Credit for the first Commercial Christmas Card known to exist 
is given to the artist, John Calcott Horsley (1817-1903), who 
was commissioned by a British civil servant and inventor, Sir 
Henry Cole (1808-1882), to design a Christmas card for him in 
1846. The card featured three panels, with the centre panel 
depicting a family enjoying Christmas festivities and the card 
was inscribed with the message “A Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year to You.” Sir Cole commissioned Horsely for 
the job because in his position as first director of London's 
Victoria and Albert Museum, he was too busy in the Christmas 
season to compose individual Christmas greetings to his 
friends.

From then on, official Christmas cards began with British 
Royal Family Christmas cards during the reign of Queen 
Victoria in the 1840s.
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Governments issued postage stamps during Christmas season. 
Business organisations send Christmas cards to their 
customers to retain awareness and goodwill. 

In 1856, Louis Prang (1824-1909), then a 50-year old 
lithographer and German emigrant printer who settled in 
Boston, opened a printing and lithographer's shop there. In 
1873, he created his Christmas Greeting Cards for the English 
Market and in 1875, he began selling Christmas Cards in the 
USA in 1875. Hence, he is widely regarded as the Father of 
American Christmas Cards

The first official Christmas card by a United States President 
was issued by Dwight D. Eisenhower, 34th President of the 
United States in 1953. In 1975, the United States Postal 
Service issued a Postage Stamp commemorating an early 
Christmas Card by Louis Prang.
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The smallest Christmas card ever sent is believed to be the 
one sent to the Prince of Wales (now called the Duke of 
Windsor) in 1929 by a London pen company. It consisted of a 
single grain of rice fastened to a small card. The Christmas 
greeting, some twenty words long, was inscribed on the grain 
of rice in Indian ink.

Probably the largest card ever sent was that which President 
Coolidge, 30th President of the United State of America in 
1924, received one measuring nearly two by three feet.

In the past twenty years, e-cards and text messages appear to 
come into prominence, thus reducing the popularity of 
printed Christmas cards.
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8.5 Who started Christmas carols and what is its 
relevance to Christmas? 
The earliest known hymn in honour of the nativity is 'Jesus 
refulsis omnium' (Jesus, Light of All Nations) written by St. 

thHilary of Poitiers (d 368). Until the 13  century, hymns in 
honour of the nativity were generally solemn and strictly 
religious.

The true Christmas carol, lighter, informal and jovial was born 
in Italy among the early Franciscans, a religious order 
founded by St. Francis of Assisi, whose members are called 
“friars” or the “Minorities”.

The beloved hymn 'Adeste Fideles' (O Come, All Ye Faithful) 
has been attributed to St. Bonaventure (d. 1274).

Music is a powerful vehicle of praising and worshipping God. 
Carols add a touch of music to the Christmas message.

Elaborate lessons and carols are organised by churches and 
other bodies in most towns and cities of the world to herald 
Christmas. These come in both as entertainment and as 
worship.
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Traditional Christmas celebration would lose much of its 
charm without carols. However, the central meaning of 
Christmas is Jesus, his divine birth, his power, his glory, his 
promise and his message of peace to mankind.

8.6 How did Christmas decorations start?
The custom of trimming and lighting a Christmas tree 
probably had its origin in medieval German mystery plays, 
when a tree, the Paradeishaum (tree of Paradise) was used 
to symbolise the Garden of Eden. 

It is said to have been made popular in Britain by Queen 
Victoria's consort, Prince Francis Albert Augustus Charles 
Emmanuel (1819-1861), best known as  Prince Albert. He 
brought the practice  from his native Germany and from then 
became the pattern of Christmas decorations in England. 

The practice was brought to America by the Pennsylvania 
Germans and to the territory that later became Nigeria by the 
British colonialists and missionaries. 
 
As time went on, Christmas trees began to be adorned with 
special decorations, particularly in Europe. Candles, candy 
sticks and confections were used as ornamentation. 

Some authorities trace its origin to tree worship in ancient 
Rome and Egypt. But it is generally accepted that the use of 
evergreens to decorate homes at Christmas time has an 
unmistakable pre-Christian origin. The Roman Saturnalias, 
the British Druids and German tribes of Northern Europe are 
important sources of this practice.
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Whatever the truth of its origin may be, the Christmas tree 
has received universal acceptance. From Beijing, Hong-Kong, 
Singapore and other Asian cities to the hinterlands of Africa 
and Latin America, Yuletide trees herald the approach of 
Christmas with equal zeal. In most homes and public places in 
Nigeria, the lighted Christmas tree has become a major 
symbol of the celebration. 

8.7 Who is Father Christmas or Santa Claus and 
how did this start?
One of the most popular symbols of the merriment of 
Christmas season is Father Christmas as he is called in the UK 
or Santa Claus as he is called in the USA.

The idea originated from a popular saint of the Roman 
Church, Saint Nicholas, Bishop of Myra in Asia Minor (an area 
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thin present-day Turkey) during the 4  century AD. He was 
persecuted, arrested and tormented for years and was buried 
in Myrna about 340 AD. He is reputed to have taken part in the 
Council of Nicaea in 325 AD.

During his lifetime, he was very generous and kind and a 
protector of children. He was known by his red cape, flowing 
white beard and bishop's mitre. His statues, which may be 
seen in various parts of Europe, show children clinging to his 
robes.

Many miracles were also attributed to him and this impressed 
his importance upon the public mind. His importance in 
Europe was such that in 1047 AD, Italian sailors stole his 
remains and brought them to Bari, Italy. As his image grew, 
thousands of churches were dedicated to him in Europe and in 

ththe 12  century, an official church holiday was dedicated to 
him.  In Greece, he was regarded as special patron of sailors. 
He became the patron saint of Russia, while In France he is 
patron of lawyers and scholars. All over, he was patron of 
children and travellers.

Among other things, it was said that Saint Nicholas had 
bestowed dowries on impoverished peasants' daughters so 
that they could get married. Legend relates that Saint 
Nicholas gave gifts secretly on the eve of Saint Nicholas' Day. 
He is always represented in art as wearing Episcopal robes and 
carrying three purses for gifts. 

The Dutch spelling of his name Saint Nikolaas was eventually 
th

transformed to Sainterklass. In the 17  century, Dutch 
colonists brought the tradition with them to America, that 
Santa Claus or Saint Nicholas give gifts on Christmas and the 
Anglicised name of Santa Claus emerged. It can therefore be 
seen that the words Santa Claus are an American corruption of 
the Dutch name San Nicholas. However, the name Father 
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Christmas is used in the UK and its formal colonies.

Originally, the feast of St. Nicholas was celebrated on 
December 6. However, the nearness of the celebration of the 
Feast of Saint Nicholas to that of Christmas finally resulted in 
the combining of the two.

In 1822, a notable America writer and Professor of Oriental 
and Greek Literature at the General Theological Seminary of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church in New York City, Clement 
Clarke Moore (1779-1863) composed a poem titled A Visit 
from Saint Nicholas, as a gift for his children which was later 
published as The Night Before Christmas. In the poem, 
Moore gave a graphic portrayal of Saint Nicholas, which seems 
to have endured through the centuries:

He had a broad 
face and a little 
round belly,
That shook when 
he laughed, like a 
bowl full of jelly.

He  was chubby 
and plumb, a right 
jolly old elf.

And I  laughed 
when I saw him, in 
spite of myself;

A wink of his eye 
and a twist of his 
head Soon gave me 
to know I had 
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nothing to dread.

The myth of Santa Claus, with huge white beards, has endured 
for centuries. Many children believe it to be real. Some 
children find out that their particular Santa Claus is not from a 
distant land after all. They may feel that their parents lie to 
them. A critic might say that most Christians tell their 
children lies in this regard. On the other hand, one may 
honestly say that it is not a lie. It is a story. The key element is 
joy at the celebration of the birth of  Jesus Christ.

 8.8 What is Boxing Day?
The feast of St. Stephen held on December 26, is called Boxing 
Day. In medieval times, priests used to open the alms boxes on 
this day and distributed the contents among the poor of the 
parish.

Later, it became customary to give Christmas “boxes” to 
servants and public workers. In Germany, gifts are known as 
Christ's bundles. In most European countries, children believe 
that the Christ child brings their gifts to them at Christmas but 
in others, the gifts are traditionally brought by St. Nicholas on 
the eve of the feast day, December 26.
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The birth of Jesus is deemed to result from pre-ordained 
cosmic scheme or plan of the ages rather than a chance event. 
This derives from observed correspondence between the 
spiritual, cosmic and mundane law which manifest at about 

 
December 24-25. At this time, a cosmic change occurs which 
the ancients called Birth of the God Sol.

9.1 What is the Birthday of the Sun or Cosmic 
Birthday?
Long before scientists discovered the solar system and 
planets that orbit round it, the ancients recongnised the 
central importance of the sun in plant, animal and human life. 
It is the star in our solar system which includes Mercury, 
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.

Wikipedia online defines the cosmos as “a concept of the 
universe” as an orderly system as opposed to chaos. 
Cosmology is the scientific study of the cosmos embraching 
scientific, philosophical and religious approaches. 

Indeed, divine birth and divine conceptions were accepted 
among several ancient civilisations, particularly in the 
Orient.

Several ancient feasts and ceremonies were associated with 
the winter solstice in the Northern hemisphere.
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In Great Britain, the Druids, celebrated December 25 as a holy 
day during which they lighted great fires at hill tops.

In ancient times in the Scandinavian countries, yearly 
celebration of winter solstice took the form of the feast of 
mother-night called Jul in honour of Freyr, the holy son of 
their own supreme god and goddess. The period was 
characterised by general demonstration of joy, happiness and 
distribution of gifts to all and sundry.

The celebration of Natalis Solis Invinci (birthday of Sol, the 
Invincible) is characterised by games and general rejoicing in 
the land. Friends make presents to one another while slaves 
were indulged with great liberties. Public spaces are 
illuminated with great fires. Public businesses are suspended 
while declarations of war and executions are postponed.

The Yule feast was a cultural festival of ancient Germans 
celebrated during the winter solstice from late December to 
early January on a date determined by lunar Germanic 
calendar. The people regarded it as a sacred period during 
which a Yule log was kept burning as a symbol of sacred 
illumination, the gods were consulted as to the future while 
sacrifices were also made to the gods. During the period, 
agreements were renewed. 

The word Yule in French is called Noel, Hebrew, Nule. The 
feast was later absorbed into Christmas and the word Yule 
survives as the old name for Christmas. The custom of burning 
Yule log on Christmas eve derives from this ancient feast.

This is the time of the year when the sun is farthest away from 
the centre of the earth and the days are shortest called the 
“Winter Solstice”. 
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9.2 What is the Universal Structure or Plan of the 
Ages alluded to in 6.3 (vii) of this book?
The birth of Jesus has been of intense and enduring interest to 
several schools of thought through the ages. There is an age-
long tradition that sought to resolve the mystery of the birth 
of the Son of God in terms of universal natural phenomena. 
This tradition is shared by certain oriental and western 
philosophies alike.

The wise ones of yore, after centuries of observation, found a 
definite pattern in nature. They observed order, system and 
the constructive unity of opposites. They reasoned that a 
universal law governed all creation.

It was therefore not difficult for the ancients to embrace the 
idea of the unity of Being in the mineral, plant, animal, 
human and angelic kingdoms. They sought to understand how 
this universal structure manifested in human affairs.

In trying to get to grips with cosmic rhythm, the ancients took 
careful note of an unmistakable periodicity in nature, day and 
night, moon cycles, the seasons, regeneration in plant and 
animal life.

Things seem to be born, bloom, wither and die and then are 
reborn. They discovered the great law of cycles. The laws of 
change, transmutation, fertility, transition and renewal were 
manifested in nature which seemed to perpetuate itself. 

Renewal in nature seemed to re-enact the Plan of the Ages. An 
inbuilt immortality was believed to be part of the cosmic 
plan. This archetype or primordial means of apprehending the 
world and relating to the Holy enabled the ancients to adjust 
the visible world with its invisible form. 
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The sages of the early church brought with them the best in 
the learning and philosophy of their age, notably from 
Egyptian, Jewish and Greek thought.

From the time of Memphis which was the capital of ancient 
Egypt about four thousand years ago to the Ptolemaic period 
which lasted for 270 years from 305 to 30 BCE, began their 
New Year on or about the time of the vernal equinox. Vernal 
means new or fresh. This occurs as the sun crosses the 
celestial equator and the “day and night are equal”. This 
fundamental transition in the season always occurs on or 
about March 20 or 21. This was considered the true beginning 
of the New Year in Nature.

In the Gregorian calendar instituted by Pope Gregory XIII in 
1582, December 25 was also reckoned as the nativity of the 
sun. From this date, the days begin to lengthen as the power 
of the sun increases.

It is therefore interesting to see how Christianity adopted and 
made its own, the dominant ideas in Egyptian, Jewish and 
Greek thought for thousands of years. It effected an inspiring 
restatement of these time-honoured truths even though its 
phraseology was often times different.

9.3 How did the Plan of the Ages manifest in 
Several Cultures Before the Birth of Jesus?
There is no gain saying the fact that several ancient peoples 
worshipped various gods. What is significant in this regard is 
that the incarnation or birthday of several notable gods of 
antiquity occurred at the time when the old sun died and the 
new sun was reborn.

By way of illustration of this fact, it is sufficient to take 
examples from pre-Christian Egyptian and Roman religious 
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beliefs and practices.

In Egypt, Osiris, Egyptian god of the after-life and judge and 
Lord of the dead, son of the holy virgin or Neith was born on 
December 25. Kings of Egypt believed that as Osiris rose from 
the dead, they would also inherit eternal life which was 
associated with observed renewal in nature.

The ancient Greeks celebrated the birthday of Hercules on 
December 25. Hercules was the Roman name of the Greek 
demigod Heracles, son of the god Zeus (Father of gods and 
men) and a mortal Alcmene.

Bacchus, the Roman god of revelry, whose secret rites were 
introduced to Rome in the third century BC, was said to have 
been born on December 25. The Bacchus cult was represented 
in art by hairly-curled child drinking wine or a naked young 
man wearing a crown of vine and grapes, heavily drunk.

Adonis, the god of beauty and desire, worshipped in one of 
the mystery religions of ancient Greece, was said to have 
been born on December 25. The word Adonis is a Greek 
variation of the Semetic word Adonai which means “Lord”.

One of those who shed further light on the issue is the great 
Latin Catholic priest, confessor, theologian and historian, 
Jerome (c. 340-420 AD), who translated the Bible into Latin 
and whose extensive commentaries on the Bible.

Another is Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus best known 
as Tertullian (155-240AD) an early Christian who is famous for  
Latin Christian Literature.

Both Jerome and Tertullian says that the ceremony of the 
birthday of Adonis on December 25, took place in a cave in 
Bethlehem. This is a pointer to the fact that cave where 
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Joseph and Mary stayed was not by chance. 

9.4 How does the Plan of the Ages relate to the 
birth date of Jesus?
From the facts stated  in 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3 of this book, it is 
easy to understand how the nativity of the winter solstice and 
the resurrection of the spring equinox are translated to the 
birth of the Divine Child and the message he brought to 
mankind.

Influenced by Egyptian and Greek thought, the early 
Christians believed Creation to have begun at the time of the 
spring equinox, about the 21st of March, when nature bursts 
into new life and day and night are equal. 

Therefore, Jesus, the Paschal Lamb, the New Creation, the 
Messiah, the Son of God, who provides the link between 
the Creator and His Creation who descended to earth to 
point the Way towards the Ultimate, the culmination of the 
spiritual evolution of mankind would have to be conceived 
by the Holy Spirit on that date. From this, it follows that the 
nativity of Jesus would occur nine months later, or in 
December.

The dying and rising sun through the ages was projected unto 
the manifestation of this archetypal truth. But Christianity 
placed emphasis on the spiritual rebirth of man rather than on 
the yearly rebirth of nature, thereby stressing one particular 
facet of the overall or universal  pattern of this archetype.

It is interesting that Jesus, the Dying and Rising God, brings 
the message of immortality in a way that is connected with 
the solar cycle of dying and rising of nature. Jesus referred to 
Himself as “the Light of the World”.
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The Christmas tree of life symbolises the regeneration of the 
cosmos and the physical birth of the Lord, Jesus the Christ.

“I am the true vine, my Father is the Gardener.” (John 15: 
1). Christmas tree hails the great cosmic event of the coming 
of Jesus and decorates itself with festive lights symbolic of 
illumination of consciousness and life everlasting.
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It is indisputable that Jesus was born in Bethlehem. He also 
lived and did his work in and around Judea in present-day 
Israel. It is therefore interesting to find that a little over 300 
years, the religion that was established in his name spread to 
several parts of the world.

For the first 300 years after the death of Jesus,  Christianity 
played second fiddle to extant modes of worship in several 
parts of the ancient world, struggling for space with other 
faiths in several parts of the world. The most significant 
factor that transformed Christianity into a world religion was 
political. The second was the charm and appeal of Christmas 
festival to wide sections of the population across the world.

10.1  How did Christianity spread from Judea to 
other parts of the world?
One of the first things that Jesus did after his baptism by John 
the Baptist was to start assembling a team of trusted aides to 
work with him. They were twelve in number and came to be 
known as the “Disciples”.

“Now, as he walked by the sea of Galilee, he saw 
Simon and Andrew his brother casting a net into the 
sea for they were fishers. And Jesus said unto the, 
Come ye after me, and I will make you to become 
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fishers of men. And straightway they forsook their 
nets, and followed him.

And when he had gone a little farther thence, he saw 
James the son of Zebedee, and John his brother, 
who also were in the ship mending their nets. And 
straightway he called them: and they left their 
father Zebedee in the ship with the hired servants, 
and went after him.” (Mark l: 16-20)

After choosing Simon (whom he named Peter), Andrew, James 
and John, he subsequently chose Phillip, Matthew, Matthias, 
Thomas James son of Alpheus, Simon the Zealot, Jude son of 
James and Judas Iscariot who betrayed Jesus before the 
crucifixion.

He gave them comprehensive training in the mission ahead of 
them and they followed him throughout his ministry.

10.2 What is The Great Commission?
This is the instruction of the resurrected Christ to his disciples 
on the Mountain of Galilee to spread his teachings to all 
nations.

Then the eleven disciples went away into Galilee 
into a mountain where Jesus had appointed them.
And when they saw him, they worshipped him: but 
some doubted.

And Jesus came and spake unto them saying, All 
power is given unto me in heaven and in earth.

Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing 
them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and 
of the Holy Ghost.
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Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I 
have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, 
even unto the end of the world. Amen.

After this, they remained in Jerusalem until they were 
invested with power at Pentecost.

10.3 How did the Apostles Spread the Religion of 
Christ?
Following the instruction given to them by Jesus, the Apostles 
fanned out to several parts of the world, preaching the new 
religion. For example, Paul undertook a number of missionary 
journeys during which he is said to have visited about 50 
cities, mainly non-Jewish (Gentile) nations  including Antioch 
(Syria), Appolonia, Arabia, Athens, Attalia, Caesarea, 
Centherea, Chios, Corinth,  Cyprus, Damascus, Ephesus, 
Hierapolis, Jerusalem, Laodicea, to mention but a few. Paul 
undertook these missionary journeys at a time when there 
were no motor vehicles and no telephones to make contacts. 
In addition, Apostle Paul wrote long letters (scrolls) to 
followers of the faith in several communities and cities, 
encouraging them. Thirteen of these letters are included in 
the Holy Bible, namely, his Epistles to the Romans, 
Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians and 
Thessalonians.  He also wrote to Timothy and Titus.

The missionary activities of Apostle Paul and others during the 
Apostolic Age or the first 100 years of Christianity are 
documented in Acts of the Apostles believed to have been 
authored by St. Luke.

As discussed in Chapter 12 of this book, the Emperors also 
played a key role in translating the religion into a world 
religion.
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10.4  How did Rome become the Headquarters of 
the Catholic Church and not Israel?
Tradition maintains that Apostle Peter went to Rome toward 
the end of his life, albeit for relatively short period in the first 
century and there suffered martyrdom. An article on Peter in 
The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge 
states that he “suffered martyrdom under Nero 54-68 AD”. 
Catholic tradition regards St. Peter as the first Bishop of Rome 
and therefore the first Pope.

10.5  How did Christianity become a World 
Religion?
The emergence of Christianity as a world religion is traceable 
to the First Christian Emperor of Rome known as Emperor 
Constance 1 who ruled from 306 to 337 AD. He was said to 
have converted to Christianity in 312 after he saw a cross in 
the sky along with his army. The next year (313 AD), he issued 
the Edict of Milan, granting freedom of worship to Romans. He 
legalised Christianity and made it the official religion of the 
Roman Empire. 

Needless to say, once Rome took it as a practice to celebrate 
the birth of Jesus on December 25, and since Rome was the 
headquarters of Christianity, other regions gradually followed 
the practice of Rome and so the December 25 date came to be 
celebrated as Christmas in most parts of the world.
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Roman Empire at its Peak

After Emperor Constantine the Great legalized Christianity, 
he summoned the First Ecumenical Council at Nicaea in 325 
AD. The Council formally adopted key doctrines of the Church 
as explained in 5.2 of this book. This was a great achievement 
for the Church. The Achilles heel of this achievement was that 
when the political community (Roman Empire) collapsed, the 
religious community also collapsed. 

On 324 AD, Emperor Constantine moved the capital of the 
Roman Empire to Byzantium, (near resent-day Istanbul). He 
then renamed the city Nova Rome (“New Rome”) which 
became known as Constantinople. He wanted to easy access 
through the sea and Danube River to the vast regions of the 
East which was gainin in importance.

Emperor Flavius Theodosius 1, the Great, along with three 
other reigning Roman Emperors, published the famous Edict 
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of Thessalonica  on February 27, 380 AD, to the effect that all 
Roman subjects should profess the faith of the Bishops of 
Rome and Alexandria as enshrined in the Nicene Creed. 
Christian Theology was backed with legislation and force. 
Variations of official doctrines were punished as heresy and 
chapels of such bodies were not to be called churches and 
were closed.

Emperor Theodosius l convened the Second Ecumenical 
Council (also known as the First Council of Constantinople), at 
the imperial capital of the Eastern Empire in 381 AD to 
support earlier decrees of the church.

Bible Translations
Another factor that greatly contributed to the spread of 
Christianity was the work of learned men and scholars over 
the centuries who painstakingly translated ancient texts into 
several languages. The Bible was originally written in Hebrew 
with some parts of in (such as the Books of Daniel and Ezra) 
Aramaic. Here again, kings and rulers played paramount role.

It is said that Ptolemy ll Philadelphus (308-246 BCE), the 
second king of the Ptolemaic period who ruled Egypt from 
(285-245 BCE) assembled 70 Jewish scholars to translate the 
Torah into Greek. Another version of the story is that the 
translation of the Torah into Greek was carried out by 72 
Jewish scholars, six scholars drawn from each of the Twelve 
Tribes of Israel noted in Wikipedia online, “the largest 
Jewish community of the Ptolemaic period lived in 
Alexandria”  Egypt.

However, the New Testament was written in Greek, which 
became the language of the Eastern Mediterranean from the 

th
4  century BCE. It is also generally agreed by Bible scholars 
that an Aramaic source was used for large parts of the New 
Testament Gospels.
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The credit for translating the Hebrew texts of the Old 
Testament and Greek texts of the New Testament into Latin is 
accorded to St. Jerome (345-420 AD). Latin was the written 
Language of the Roman Republic and Jerome wanted Roman 
citizens to be able to read the Gospels. The Encyclopaedia 
Britannica describes St. Jerome as “biblical translator and 
monastic leader, traditionally regarded as the most learned 
of the Latin fathers. He lived for a time as a hermit, became 
a priest, served as Secretary to Pope Damasus l, and about 
389, established a monastery at Bethlehem. His numerous 
biblical, ascetical, monastic and theological works 
profoundly influenced the early Middle Ages. He is known 
particularly for his Latin translation of the Bible, the 

thVulgate.” The 19  Ecumenical Council of the Catholic Church, 
which held from 1545 to 1563, also known as The Council of 
Trent, declared that the Vulgate (also called Douay version, is 
the “authentic Latin version of the Bible.” 

The next great leap in spreading the Gospel was the 
translation of the Bible from Greek and Latin to the English 
Language. In 1380 AD, the English theologian, scholar and 
religious reformer, John Wycliffe (c.1320s-1384)  undertook 
the first translation of the Bible into English, using Jerome's 
Latin Vulgate as his basis because he was not versed enough in 
Hebrew and Greek. 

During the early 1500s, an English scholar and leading figure 
in the Reformation movement, William Tyndale (c1494-1536), 
took over the work of Wycliffe in collaboration with others 
and completed translation of the New Testament into English. 
The Tyndale Bible became the first translation into English 
from the original Hebrew and Greek texts to be printed in 
England. He embarked on translation of the Old Testament 
and was about half-way through when he was accused of 
heresy, arrested and imprisoned at the Castle of 
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Vilvoorde/Filford outside Brussels. His work was bravely 
taken over by the ecclesiastical reformer and preacher, who 
was briefly Bishop of Exeter, Miles Coverdale (1488-1569), 
who completed Tyndale's work and produced the first 
complete printed English Bible in 1535. This was known as the 
Coverdale Bible.

William Tyndale
Tyndale was imprisoned 
in extremely inhuman 
conditions. He was later 
charged with heresy and 
t r e a s o n ,  H e  w a s  
c o n d e m n e d  f r  
translating the Bible 
i n t o  E n g l i s h  a n d  
strangled to death. 
After the strangulation, 
his body was burnt at 
the stake as a heretic. It 
is related that before his 
execution, he prayed 
God to open the eyes of 
the King to allow the 
Bible to be printed in 
English. 

Authorities say that King 
James (KJV) Version is more than 85% Tyndale. 

Since that time, the Bible has been translated into about 
2,018 languages (excluding numerous partial translations) out 
of 6,700 recognised languages in the world.
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10.6 Christianity in West Africa
Within four hundred years of the death of Jesus in 33 AD, the 
religion which was established in his name, spread from its 
home in Judea to Gentile nations (non-Jews) under the 
jurisdiction of the Roman Empire and beyond. However, it 
took about 1,500 years for the religion to spread to that part 
of the world that later became Nigeria.

The principal source of introduction of Christianity into 
Nigeria was colonial adventurers from Europe, principally 
Portuguese, German, French and British. The first Christians 
to venture into what later became Nigeria were Catholic 
Augustinian and Capuchi monks from Portugal, who visited 
Benin Kingdom in 1486.  . A few decades later, another group 
of Portuguese missionaries and traders again visited Benin 
Kingdom as well as Itsekiri Kingdom, but on both occasions, 
the missionaries did not establish a church. However, a 
notable convert by the Portuguese was the son of the King of 
Itsekiri, who was baptized and christened Sebastian. The 
convert later became a devout Christian . 

In 1842, the first mission of the Church of England was 
established in Badagry by Henry Townsend.
However, Samuel Ajayi Crowther (1807-1893), a Yoruba who 
was captured by Fulani slave raiders at the age of 12 years 
later returned and founded the Niger Mission in 1857, with 
headquarters at Onitsha. In 1864, he became the Bishop of 
the Niger and the first black man to head the Anglican 
Communion as Bishop.
 
Ajayi Crowther contributed immensely towards the 

thChristianisation of  West Africa. Towards the end of the 18  
century, Christianity gained further momentum with the 
return of liberated Christian slaves from Europe. These freed 
slaves were the native people of West Africa that 
spearheaded the Christian Gospel.
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One of the legacies of Ajayi Crowther was his devotion to 
supervising translation of the Bible into Yoruba, a massive 
project which he completed in the 1880s. He was a linguist by 
training and he was also instrumental in translating the bible 
into a Igbo. After Yoruba and Igbo, the Bible has been 
translated into twenty-two other Nigerian languages 
including Tiv, Itsekiri, Efik, Edo, Isoko, Igala, Hausa, 
Nupe,Khana (Ogoni), Urhobo, Fulfide, Iju (in Ogun State), 
Bokyi (in Cross River State), Arabic and Kanuri.

St. Peter's Cathedral, 
Ake, Abeokuta is 
reputedly the first 
Christian church in 
Nigeria. The original 
b u i l d i n g  w a s  
c o m p l e t e d  b y  
Re v e r e n d  A n d r e  
Desau Wilhem in 
1 8 9 8 ,  w a s  
s u b s e q u e n t l y  
r e n o v a t e d  a n d  
rebuilt.

After initial visits by Augustinian and Capuchin monk from 
Portugal, the next phase of Catholicism in Nigeria was 
introduced through priests from Society of African Missions in 
Lyon, France. They established in 1863 and Benin in 1870. 
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Since then the Roman Catholic Church spread rapidly in 
Igboland and overtook the Church Missionary Society (CMS) 
that was the first to take root in that region. 

There were 80 million Christians in Nigeria in 2011, according 
to Pew.
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The unity of the Church which was enforced by imperial 
authority did not last long. First, there were disputes among 
Emperors concerning control of the Church. The split of the 

11.1 How did Christianity break into Eastern and 
Western Branches?
The split of the East from Rome in 1054 AD resulted in the 
schism between Eastern and Western Churches. The Orthodox 
or Eastern Churches rejected primal authority of the Pope. 
The Eastern churches claimed to have been founded by 
Apostles in the first century AD. For example, Apostle Paul is 
generally regarded as founder  of the church at Antioch where 
followers of Jesus were called Christians for the first time 
(Acts 11:25-26). See 7;1 of this book for the Bible story

 Mark founded the church at Alexandria.  India. The Armenian 
Orthodox Church was founded by Apostles Bartholomew and 
Thaddeus while the Orthodox Church of Georgia with 
headquarters at Tibilisi, Georgia, is reputed to have been 
founded by St. Andrew. 

While the Church at Rome claimed a special authority over 
the other churches, the existing documents of that=at era 
yielded no clear-cut claims to primacy. However, the opinion 
of the Bishop of Rome was always sought, especially when the 
patriarchs of the Eastern Mediterranean were locked in 
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dispute.

According to H. Richard Neibuhr (1955, 113-114) “The first 
great schism of the Church which divided East and West 
was clearly due to political and cultural rather than 
religious and theological motives.” 

11.2 What gave rise to several denominations 
within the Western Churches?
Within Western Christianity, another great split occurred with 

ththe Protestant Reformation in the 16  century. The reformists 
strongly objected to some doctrines, rituals and 
ecclesiastical structure of the Roman Catholic Church. Again 
this resulted from reaction against Roman administration. 

The movement was initiated by a German professor of 
Theology and monk, Martin Luther (1483-1546). Another 
major figure in the movement was a French theologian and 
pastor, John Calvin (1509-1564), His approach to theology 
later became known as Calvinism.

It was not long before religious reforms led to series of 
religious wars between Catholic and Protestant nations in 
Europe, that were within the Roman Empire, culminating in 
the Thirty Years War (1618-1648). There were about 8 million 
casualties resulting from military action, famine and disease. 
The war devastated much of Germany, killing more than 25 
per cent of its population. In September 1555, King Charles V 
of England, the Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire and 
Schmalkaldi Leage signed a Peace Treaty at Augsburg on 
September 25, 1555, which officially brought the religious 
war to an end. At the end of the war, nations of Europe felt 
free to adopt national religions.

From this time, national aspirations helped to further 
religious divisions. With the nationalism of Churches, the fall 
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of nations and differences among nations became reflected in 
their religions. As Neiburh further pointed out, “A great deal 
of the 

The political and religious turmoil in Europe also became 
another major source of denominationalism because it gave 
rise to one of the greatest demographic movements in all 
history.  Almost 50 million people, most of them from 'Europe, 
migrated to the USA. Large numbers of people sought political 
and religious freedom in the New World. The slogan was “go 
to America and be free”.

Consequent upon the historical forces briefly described 
above, the following Christian denominations emerged and 
the fission continues unabated.

11.3 Roman Catholic Church
The Roman Catholic Church maintains that it is a continuation 
of the earthly church established by Jesus and his disciples 
and that the head of the church is successor in the unbroken 
chain from Apostle Peter, regarded as the first head of the 
Roman church. 
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ince the time of St. Peter, there have been more than 260 
heads of the Roman Catholic Church according to the 
Annuario Pontificio. The present head, Pope Francis.

Other acclaimed heads of the Catholic Church in some 
jurisdictions include:

·Pope Tawadros II of Alexandria, Pope of Alexandria and 
Patriarch of the See of St. Mark;

·Patriarch Theodore II of Alexandria, His Divine 
Beatitude the Pope and Patriarch of the Great City of 
Alexandria, Libya, All Egypt and All Africa, Fathers of 
Fathers, Pastor of Pastors, Prelate of Prelates, the 
Thirteenth of the Apostles and Judge of the Ecumene';

·Peter III, Pope of the Palmarian Catholic Church.

11.4 Eastern Orthodox Church
The Eastern Orthodox Church which is also known as Catholic 
Orthodox Church is based on the New Testament founded by 
Jesus Christ in 33 AD. The Ecumenical Patriarch is the head of 
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the Eastern Orthodox Church.

Like the Catholic Church based in Rome, the Eastern Catholic 
Church also claim to be Catholic (universal) and Orthodox 
(correct). It has approximately 260 million baptised members 
spread in the Middle East, the Balkam and Russia. About half 
of these member live in Russia.

The organisation has no central head. Each church is governed 
by its bishop in local assembly of clergy and laity. The Patriach 
of Constantinople is primus inter pares, (first among equals) 
among  the bishops

11.5 Oriental Orthodox Church
The Oriental Orthodox Church again broke away from the 
Eastern Orthodox Church during the 4th Ecumenical Council 
in Chalcedon held from October 8 to November 1, 451 AD.

11.6 Anglican Communion
The Anglican Communion consists of 40 independent churches 
in 165 countries of the world, 
with a membership of about 85 
million. It was formed as a 
result of the split of King Henvy 
Vlll of England with the Roman 
Catholic Pontiff in Rome. The 
Communion includes the 
Church of England and the 
Episcopal Church in the USA.  
The current head of the 
Anglican Communion is  Most 
Reverend Justin Welby who 
became the Archbishop of 
Canterbury in February 2013
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11.7 Church of England
The Church of England is the established Church of the state 
in England. It came into being when King Henry VIII asked the 
Pope to annul his marriage to Catherine, who bore him only a 
daughter, to enable him remarry but the Pope refused. So, in 
1534, King Henry VIII passed the Act of Succession and Act of 
Supremacy recognizing the  King as “Supreme Head” of the 
Church in England. The Church is divided into two 
ecclesiastical provinces namely, Canterbury in the South and 
York in the North of England. Each Province is headed by a 
Primate or Archbishop.

11.8 Baptist Convention
The earliest known Baptist movement was formed in 
Amsterdam, Dutch Republic in 1609 with John Smyth as 
Pastor. But it was the religious reformer, Thomas Helwys who 
formulated its basic doctrines of the Church principal among 
which are separation of church and state in matters of law in 
order to advance religious freedom, Baptism of Adults only 
(and not infants) as well as complete immersion. He 
established the first Baptist Church in London in 1612. He died 
in prison as a result of his conflict with Protestant dissenters 
under King James l. The American branch was established by 
Roger Williams in 1638.

11.9 Unity in Jesus
Regarding the place of Christ to non-Jews and their 
relationship with God, there is no doubt that God's people 
have increased immeasurably since the time of Jesus the 
Christ.

For as any of you as have been baptised into Christ 
have put on Christ.

There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither 
bond nor free, there is neither male nor female: for 
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ye are all one in Christ, Jesus.

And if ye be Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed, 
and heirs according to the promise.

Apostle Paul gave expression to the dictum that Christ was 
neither Jew nor Gentile. This implies a certain universalism.
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SATAN ON THE THRONE (LAUGHING) – They are all my 
servants, doing my will.

In many parts of the world, Christmas celebration takes the 
form of a rancorous carnival. This is particularly so in places 
where the elite lead young people to abuse drugs, indigenous 
cultures, borrowed idea of democracy, as well as abusing  
religion especially during Christmas. 

This is generally a time when the lawless culture of the elite is 
extended to wider sections of the population.

One of the most visible signs of the approach of Christmas is 
increased incidence of road accidents due to reckless driving 
and drunkenness. 

Commercial drivers imitate lawless road habits of the 
Nigerian Police Force, military personnel and government 
drivers. This category of people believe themselves to be 
above road traffic regulations of the country.

12.1 What is Lord of Misrule?
This was a British holiday custom whereby an officer, sub-
deacon or Boy Bishop was appointed by lot to preside over 
Christmas revelries or Feast of Fools involving wild partying 
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and  drunkenness. It had its roots in the Saturnalia which was 
celebrated from September 17 to December 24 in ancient 
Rome. The Lord of Misrule had authority to order anyone to 
perform any act that was not accepted in normal times.

When the pilgrims came to America from Europe in 1620, they 
refused to allow Christmas celebration. It is said that 
between 1659 and 1681, Christmas was outlawed in Boston 
and anyone found celebrating it was liable to a fine of five 
shillings. It was however celebrated in some parts of the US 
such as Jamestown.

The Puritans of Britain also refused to accept Christmas 
celebration. Indeed, when Oliver Cromwell and his Puritans 
took over England in 1645, they banned Christmas in an effort 
to rid England of decadence. The celebration was however 
restored with the restoration of the monarchy under Charles II 
in 1660, following the death of Oliver Cromwell in 1658.

12.2 What disturbing social indices herald the 
advent of Christmas in contemporary Nigeria?
Just before and during Christmas, the number of people 
tending towards and indulging in criminal behaviour increases 
dramatically. All indices of crime such as theft, burglary, 
robbery, auto theft, narcotics, illegal selling, illegal 
consumption and official corruption increase at an alarming 
rate.

The underlying factor in most criminal conduct at this time is 
the desire to make more money for Christmas enjoyment. 
These crimes come to a peak during Christmas and seem to 
peter out with the same speed when the New Year 
celebrations are over.

As crime increases, corrupt opportunities to make money 
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increase for agencies of social control, particularly the 
Nigeria Police.

12.3 How does the general social of decadence 
affect adolescents at Christmas time?
Like crime rate, deviant and rule-breaking behaviour among 
adolescents increase at this time. Young people ignore police 
warnings on bangers. Most of them bring these explosive 
devices into the church and actually explode these devices 
inside their churches particularly on the night of December 
24.

Christmas season in Nigeria 
has become a notable point 
of transition in youth 
behaviour from isolated 
deviant action to patterned 
deviant character, leading 
ultimately to adult crime 
career.

Youths learn bad habits 
from their peers. In 
m a t t e r s  o f  a l c o h o l  
consumption,  v io lent  
conduct, nudity, illicit sex, 
smoking and drug use. The 
young child realises that he 
or she can do the wrong 
things and go unpunished 
during this period.

Old commercial sex workers 
have a field day while 
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younger ones are recruited in their thousands in each city. The 
value base of society is badly shaken and weakened at this 
time.

12.4 What role do the elite play in this scenario?
Christmas period records the highest rate of truancy among 
public servants in Nigeria. While some workers take 
legitimate holidays at Christmas time, majority of them play 
all kinds of tricks to abandon their duty posts as Christmas 
approaches. A large number of them take French leave. Some 
say their mothers are dead; others say that their fathers are 
dead – all these are not for the purpose of partaking in any 
kind of worship, prayer or meditation at the birth of Jesus  but 
to indulge in orgies of the flesh.

Christmas season is a time when the economic and political 
elite from cities go home to corrupt villagers with alcohol, 
drugs and sex. Scarcely any of those seen on the highways 
with flashy cars rushing home for Christmas imagines that he 
is going for a spiritual retreat which Christmas demands. 

Plain-minded folk may go home to attend town development 
meetings or vie for new posts but scarcely for 'Christ's mass'.

Sharp practices at the ports increase in geometric proportion. 
Unpatriotic civil servants collude with politicians and 
contractors to defraud the state with maximum dexterity. 
They scheme to expend the remainder of the annual vote by 
hook or crook. Top bureaucrats perfect their crooked 
strategies to retire huge advances and balance accounts 
neatly without performing the jobs for which the monies were 
voted.

Tricksters increase by leaps and bounds in all sectors of the 
society, scheming to dupe and dispossess people of their 
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money and resources. Men, women young and old, seem to be 
possessed by an insatiable quest for more money and yet 
more money for Christmas. It is one grand, intricate and 
vicious cycle of hypocrisy.

At Christmas season, it is “Money First, God Last” for the 
Nigerian elite. 

As far back as 1937, Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe described the 
December 25 date as a “misnomer”. The charge is that peace 
and goodwill should reign among men. But how far do we keep 
that charge? According to the great Zik, “we have 
prostituted it in the name of material glory, destroyed all 
that is best in humanity in order to satiate our greed.”

12.5 How do high government officials and their 
wives demonstrate the spirit of Christmas?
Just before and during Christmas, there are numerous 
symbolic acts of kindness to the poor and under-privileged by 
the great and mighty in society. There are well orchestrated 
visits to hospitals, old peoples' homes and homes for the 
disabled and motherless babies. Although public funds are 
used for these shows, the spirit of Christmas makes them 
commendable.

But the undue publicity that accompanies these symbolic 
display of kindness by government officials betrays them as 
motivated by political self-aggrandisement rather than 
charity. They want to tell the world: “See how kind we are!”

But Jesus had set a standard for his followers in giving charity:

Take heed that ye do not your alms before men to be 
seen of them: otherwise ye have no reward from 
your father which is in heaven.
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Therefore, when thou doeth thine alms, do not 
sound a trumpet before these as the hypocrites do in 
the synagogues and in the streets that they may have 
glory of men. Verily, I say unto you: They have their 
reward.

But when thou doeth alms, do not let thy left hand 
know what thy right had doeth:

That thine alms may be in secret and the Father 
which seeth in secret himself shall reward thee 
openly. (Matthew 6: 1-4)

12.6 What are the positive economic aspects of 
increased business tempo at Christmas time?
Christmas festivity means millions of dollars, pounds, euro 
and naira of revenue for postal departments the world over. It 
provides work for countless people, designing cards, 
composing verses for them and then manufacturing them. 
Transport and entertainment industry have a boom. 
Distributive trade gets to a peak at this time.

Churches are not left out of the business as most of them have 
developed vested economic rather than spiritual interest in 
Christmas.

12.7 Do most people receive good value for their 
high expenditure   at Christmas time?
It is incontestable that distributive and other trades boom at 
Christmas time. What is equally incontestable is that fake, 
counterfeit and 'Belgium' or 'tokunbo' products predominate 
in Nigeria. Imitation wines and other fake drinks flood the 
market. These products are worse than useless in so far as 
most of them are harmful. In any case, they are not what they 
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purport to be. They are mainly fake or adulterated products. 

During the Christmas season, dipsomania, or uncontrollable 
craving for alcohol, resulting in acute conditions, come to a 
peak. More people virtually sleep in the bottle.

May we heed the admonition of Apostle Paul to the Romans, at 
Christmas.

I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of 
God, that ye present your bodies as a living sacrifice, 
holy, acceptable unto God; which is your reasonable 
service. (Romans: 12: 1).

Unfortunately, this is a time for gluttony and over-feeding. 
There is widespread  indulgence in consuming of soft drinks 
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and other harmful and junk foods that add nothing to  
building of a healthy body but everything to poison the temple 
of God.

This is the time when most people dig their own graves 
through what they consume in the name of Christmas 
enjoyment. During the period or soon after, these same 
people resort to drugs to undo the harm which they caused 
themselves during Christmas.

A lot of people ruin their health and sooner or later end up in 
hospital. One way or the other, most people quickly lose the 
value for the money acquired and spend wrongly during the 
mad rush.

12.8 Must Christian traders and businessmen fold 
their hands at Christmas?
There is nothing against a manufacturer or merchant who 
uses Christmas holiday to promote his end-of-year sales. But 
there is everything against fake products and swindlers. 
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Christian traders must not permit profiteering and cheating 
to dictate the conduct of business at Christmas.

Diverse weights are an abomination to the LORD, 
and dishonest scales are not good. (Proverbs: 20: 23)

12.9 As home builders, are Christian mothers 
doing their duties to their children at this period?
There are many devoted women who insist that their children 
should do what is right at all times, including the most 
tempting season of Christmas holiday. Unfortunately, these 
are very  few and far between.

This is the time when some mothers apply noxious substances 
such as bleaches and dyes, hot combs and hot hair-dryers to 
the skin and hair of innocent young females. The young 
females are introduced to bleaching creams by their elder 
siblings while some mothers decorate the young females with 
wigs and other artifices and generally make the young female 
child to feel inadequate in her natural state, without these 
caricatures. The image of these practices is in the streets. 
Just stand by any street side during the Christmas holiday and 
see what happens to adolescents.

Some mothers and elders poison the healthy psycho-spiritual 
growth of their children at this time. They sow seeds of 
inferiority complex and cause children to hate and reject 
their natural state and want “to be like” oyinbo. Most 
parents may do this out of ignorance but this does not make 
the offence less grievous or their consequences less 
catastrophic.

12.10 Does the entertainment industry 
generally cater for true enjoyment at Christmas?
True enjoyment should promote the physical, mental, social 
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and spiritual well-being of a person. The swinish approach to 
enjoyment in most homes is not helped by the entertainment 
industry which provides avenues for noisy sound and earth-
shaking vibrations which go for  music and unholy 
relationships to further corrupt the society. On D-Day, 
drunkenness and disorderly conduct are accepted as the 
norm.

Pornographic, violent and satanic videos sow seeds of evil in 
the psyche of the younger generation. May we heed the 
admonition of Apostle Paul in his letter to the Romans.

Let us work properly as in the day, not in revelry and 
drunkenness, not in lewdness and lust, not in strife 
and envy.

But put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no 
provision for the flesh to fulfil its lusts. (Roman: 13 
13-14)

12.11 How far are religious bodies promoting 
the spirit of Christmas in Nigeria?
In terms of music, carols and sermons from pulpits spread 
across the country, Nigeria must rank as one of the most 
Christian countries in the world. But how far do the behaviour 
and life-style of Nigerians fit with the words that come from 
them? Any attempt to find a “fit” in this regard  fails woefully.

This unfortunate state of affairs in the country is not helped 
by the unrivalled hypocrisy of the religious elite. To be sure, 
the excessive materialism and debauchery characteristic of 
Nigerian society is handsomely replicated in various 
churches. Dubious (419) pastors cajole all categories of dupes 
described above to part with substantial portions of their loot 
at their altars. Christmas is a time for some  big looters in 
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Nigeria to off-load some of their ill-gotten wealth in various 
churches and pastors' residences in search of God's grace.

As the Kenyan-born Anglican priest, Christian philosopher and 
writer, Professor John Samuel Mbiti (1931-2019) famously said 
“Africans are  notoriously religious”. 

12.12 Why are the highways more dangerous 
at Christmas time in Nigeria?
As Christmas approaches, the volume of vehicular traffic 
conveying passengers and goods increases dramatically. This 
goes on throughout the “ember” months. Long distance 
commercial vehicle drivers throw traffic rules and 
precautions to the winds and drive at break-neck speed to 
make several turns, so as to maximise financial returns. In 
order to keep awake, most of them drive under the influence 
of drugs that enable them to stay awake for prolonged hours.

But no one can cheat nature. Sleep and fatigue soon take their 
toll. Road traffic accidents increase, resulting in deaths and 
maiming of more and more people very year.

The month of January is also particularly dangerous for 
travellers. A lot of people get seriously injured or killed on the 
roads annually as they rush back to their stations under the 
combined influence of fatigue and drinks. Relatives and 
survivors then lay the blame squarely on the shoulders of 
presumed  village witch for these self-inflicted mishaps.

Why not take pride in giving your passengers a safe, 
comfortable and smooth ride this Christmas season.

In this regard, it is pertinent to mention the success story of 
the Federal Road Safety Commission (FRSC) in Nigeria during 
the first few years of its existence. It was one of the very few 
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government agencies in Nigeria that was  absolutely 
committed to the explicit goals for which it was established. 
Men of the FRSC were open to the same temptations as the 
Civil Service, the Nigeria Police Force, Customs and Excise, 
Power Holding Company of Nigeria (formerly NEPA) which are 
well known as bastions of corruption. In spite of this, the FRSC 
was substantially free from displacement of goals whereby 
private interests of members of a state service overshadow 
and displace the stated goals of the body.

The initial success story of the FRSC proves beyond doubt that 
given incorruptible leadership, Nigerians can run credible 
organisations.
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There is no other time that Christianity and the name of the 
Holy Child is commercialized for personal gain as Christmas 
period. Christianity is hijacked by gangs of raving rogues, 
posing as prosperity preachers and miracle workers. They 
chant “I believe” but pay homage to false gods. 

What one worships constitutes one's faith rather than what 
one verbally declares. In most cases, neither the purposes of 
the Creator nor the welfare of society is served but the 
desires of faceless groups to further their private profit. They 
exploit credulous and undiscerning persons in order to serve 
their private or vested interests.

13.1 Role of  Prophets
In ancient Greek, the word “prophet” meant interpreter. The 
prophet was a spokesman who spoke the mind of a god or 
deity through revelation. Prophets were those who were 
gifted as interpreters of divine communication. In Christian 
scriptures, a prophet is one who declares the will of Almighty 
God.

Prophets played a central role in the history of the Jews. They 
provided dependable guide for the people, chided them when 
they fell into error and provided comfort when during periods 
of distress. The forefathers of the Jewish nation (Abraham, 
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Isaac and Jacob) were prophets. This class of citizens were 
highly revered, anointed and guided kings ….etc.

According to The Talmud, the principal source of Jewish 
religious law, theology and culture, there were over 
1,2000,000 prophets in Jewish history. However, says The 
Talmud, there were only 48 prophets and 7 prophetesses 
whose prophecies played key role in the history of the people. 

Of these 55 great prophets, Moses is said to be the greatest of 
them all. He spent 40 days in the mountain where God 
dictated and he wrote the Law, the holy book of Judaism 
which also constitutes the first five books of the Holy Bible or 
Pentateuch.

13.2 False Prophets
Much of what goes on as prophecy in and outside places of 
worship in Nigeria cannot represent divine will. Prophecy has 
been corrupted to merely fortune-telling, often for lucre. 
This is accompanied by all kinds of theatrics and jabbering by 
false prophets, presenting their noises as holy names of 
Almighty God.

A well-dressed lady is walking along the road or just stepped 
out of her car; the fake prophet looks at her intently and 
starts:

“I see luck for your face”
“Your star dey shine well well.”
“Ah…, but enemy wan spoil it.”
“I will pray for you now and everything go be okay.”
“Enemy, I banish you…”
“Evil spirit, I rebuke you, depart from her.”

“Quick, go and bring … so so, and so…
“I will pray for you.”
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“7 days prayer”
“Betta go reach your hand.”

Then the credulous woman runs around to gather whatever 
the fake prophet demands.

The intelligent person is advised to ignore such cheats. They 
are hungry dupes and manipulators of inherent human desire 
for greater achievement.

Most Nigerian religious and political leaders are very much 
alike in appropriating to themselves, attributes which they do 
not posses. They profess that they know God, but in their 
works, they deny Him. 

It is written: “By their fruits, ye shall know them.” 
(Matthew 7:20). 

“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-
suffering, kindness, goodness, faith, mildness, self-
control. Against such things, here is no law.” (Gal 
5:13). 

How many of these so-called prophets are prepared to “fight 
the good fight of faith” in their lives? How many are prepared 
to rise against oppression and injustice in the society in which 
they live? How many are truly “the salt of the earth”? (Matt. 5: 
13). How many so truly radiate light, life and love of God? 

Foreign preachers fail to convince their well-informed 
nationals to patronise their churches in their own countries. 
So, they come to Nigeria in large numbers pretending to 
evangelise. As these false prophets loose followers and 
influence in developed countries of the world, they seem to 
make abode in Nigeria. They bring their trash ideas just as 
their business counterparts supply us 'tokunbo' products and 
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obsolete technology, which have been discarded in their own 
counties, and these at cut-throat prices. Both sets of traders 
exploit our intellectual backwardness and spell prolonged 
suffering and pain for citizens of underdeveloped countries.

13.3 You Cannot bamboozle the Chinese
The story is told how some of these false prophets from a 
Western nation sought permission to visit China for the 
purpose of performing miracles in that country. The Chinese 
Government obliged them, provided that they would perform 
the miracles which they claimed they had the ability to do. 
Before their arrival, the Government gathered a few hundred 
lepers, blind and lame from all nooks and crannies of their 
large country. 

When the miracle workers arrived, they were given red carpet 
treatment and sumptuous meals. They were then provided 
with meals to last one week and ushered into a stadium, 
where hundreds of lepers, lame, deaf, dumb had been 
gathered. The Chinese hosts then told the miracle workers 
that those gathered in the stadium were the first batch in 
need of urgent healing. They promised to send more lepers 
and infirm as soon as the first batch was successfully 
cleansed. The officials then locked the gate of the stadium 
and left.

After only 24 hours with the lepers during which time they 
could not cure even one, the foreign miracle workers asked to 
be allowed to leave the Stadium but the Chinese refused, 
insisting on refund of all expenses incurred by the 
Government in hosting them. The Chinese Government could 
not entertain such deceit on religious pretext. It took the 
intervention of the home governments to persuade the 
Chinese Government to release the fake miracle workers and 
allow them to fly back to their home country immediately, 
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never to return. Nobody goes to China to cheat and go free. 
This is unlike Nigeria which is a fertile ground for counterfeit 
foreign evangelists, fake miracle workers and dubious 
“foreign experts” who often receive hefty financial support 
of Government to mislead the citizens.

St. John tells us plainly that “God is spirit and those who 
worship him must worship in spirit and in truth.” (John 
4:24) Nobody needs a fake prophet that operates in the 
streets for salvation. Nobody needs charlatans ringing their 
bells on city lanes or those mounted on open vehicles inviting 
unsuspecting believers to be brainwashed and duped.

thAnd Sankara, Indian sage of the 8  century A.D. had cause to 
pray:

Lord, pardon my three sins,
I have in contemplation clothed Thee,
Who art formless,
I have in praise described Thee,
Who art ineffable,
And in visiting temples,
I have ignored,
Thine omnipresence.

13.3 Fastest Growing Industry in Nigeria
The Jesus industry is the fastest growing enterprise in Nigeria. 
The industry grows at the same jet pace as crime.

13.4 The Holy Merchant
The holy merchant is believed to possess power to solve all 
human problems. For this reason, he is patronized by armed 
robber and fraudster (419) seeking protection from the law, 
pregnant women seeking safe delivery as they lack adequate 
health care, AIDS patients seeking miracle cures and job 
seekers who believe that their inability to secure paying jobs 
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is caused by the evil eye of neighbours and not the anti-people 
policies of their governments.

Like most things Nigerian, the vast majority of these Jesus 
merchants are fake, counterfeit, false prophets, 
personification of Satan, the great deceiver. These charlatans 
in the religious market place constitute a potential danger to 
the body of God's people. But the Good Lord in His infinite 
mercy grants the cheats a long rope. As the Master Jesus 
explained in the parable of the sower in Matthew 13:24-30, 
the weeds (sons of the wicked ones) planted among the wheat 
(sons of the kingdom) were left to grow side by side. At the 
appropriate time, the weeds will be gathered and burnt.

In our day, every Tom, Dick and Harry claims to be a prophet, 
performing miracles on television and bombarding our homes 
with varied interpretations of God. These pastors measure 
their success in terms of naira and hard currency.

Like their counterparts of 2000 years ago whom Jesus drove 
out of the Temple in Jerusalem (Matthew 21:12-13), most of 
these are plain robbers. The difference is that today, they 
have evolved highly glamorous and sophisticated techniques 
of plying their vicious trade through trendy dressing and 
fantastic claims on radio and television. Most of these are 
ravening wolves in sheep's clothing.

These religious and political heads will not miss any 
opportunity to oppress and exploit their neighbours. 

Why do we vehemently condemn the rise of harlotry by 
Nigerian girls in Italy and Belgium? What about more 
prodigious and horrible spiritual harlotry by Nigerian 
potentates, spiritual and temporal, who remorselessly use 
the name of God for lucre.
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The Nigerian situation exemplifies what Professor Isaac Sagay 
once described as “religious schizophrenia - outwardly 
religious but inwardly diabolical.” (Nigeria: Serving God 
and Mammon, Sunday Vanguard, December 17, 2000, Page 
9). 

The Lord Jesus warned the faithful.

Beware of false prophets, which come to you in 
sheep's clothing, but inwardly, are ravening wolves. 
(Matthew 7:15)
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We saw in this book  that most people easily accept the eating 
and merry-making that go along with Christmas. But do they 
accept the spiritual responsibility of the Christmas message 
with the same zeal?

Why do we replace the Holy with material pleasures and idols 
of our imagination? In contemporary Nigeria, men do not 
embrace religion as a means to Almighty God. Men use 
religion to achieve financial and social power. Men worship 
money and the gun using religion as a front.

14.1 Can each one honestly answer these 
questions to himself?
As a police officer or traffic warden, is Christmas time a 
period of boom in bribe-taking business?

As a trader, is it time to rip off frenzy elite anxious to off-load 
part of their loot?

As an entertainment guru, is it time to poison the mental lives 
of  youth with corrupting music and dance styles?

As a publisher or media practitioner, is it time to inundate the 
market with pornographic materials and video tapes?
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As a labourer or technician, is Christmas a period to do a 
shoddy job for your hirer so that he would hire you again to do 
the same job, to increase fraudulent earnings?

As a Customs Officer, is it a time to collude with smugglers to 
earn more for yourself and further destroy the economic base 
of the nation?

Are you one of those administrators who treat people wrongly 
because you regard individuals as mere tools just like a 
hammer or a cutlass – instruments to further your selfish 
interests?

Are you a petroleum product marketer who contrives to cause 
artificial scarcity of petroleum products to hike prices and 
make maximum profits while causing incalculable suffering to 
travellers during the Christmas period?

Are you a pharmacist or patent medicine dealer who 
distributes fake and counterfeit drugs to cause the death of 
those who depend on you to promote their good health?

Are you a medical doctor who feeds on abortion but refuses to 
treat an accident victim until he or his relatives pay you 
N100,000.00?

Are you a professional or scientist led away from God by the 
technological mentality?

Are you a business or political mogul whose family is in 
disarray for pursuit of lucre?

Are you a lecturer or professor, who sells marks for money or 
sex, destroying the intellectual foundation of the Nigeria 
State?
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How will you spend your Christmas this time around? Will you 
spend it in a manner befitting of the company of the Son of 
God?

14.2 Is Satan and his presumed league of demons 
to blame for evils that Nigerians perpetrate at 
Christmas season?
Belief in the existence of evil spirits is universal. The Gospel 
contains many instances of Jesus and his disciples casting out 
demons.

However, the idea has become a ready-made excuse for 
criminals to say that they were pushed by the devil. Good and 
upright judges are however wise enough never to accept such 
lame excuses. Such judges insist that where there is an 
intention to commit an offence (mens rea) and accompanying 
unlawful act (actus reus), the offence is proved and 
punishment follows.

For everything that is good that God has made, the mind of 
man is capable of conceiving a counterfeit. And most people 
go for the counterfeit. The truth is, in most cases, human 
beings are the real Satan.

When Peter tried, from honest intentions, to dissuade Jesus 
from going to Jerusalem to suffer the pangs of torture and 
death before the eventual resurrection, Jesus said to him: 
“Get behind me, Satan”. (Matthew 16: 23). Any person that 
constitutes himself into a stumbling block to God's plan is a 
devil, under the influence of Satan at that particular point in 
time.

14.3 How can we remove the Satanic aspects of 

Christmas celebration from our lives?
When a person chooses evil over good, he becomes Satanic. 
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We use our hands to make ourselves Satan. It takes place in 

the mind first. All lying, cheating, adultery, are Satanic. 

These all take root  in the human mind.

Jesus was holy, loving, compassionate, meek and prayerful. 
These are vitues that we must emulate and put into practice. 
Christmas is a time to take steps to cleanse ourselves of all 
impurities of mind and body. 

Renowned theologian and Catholic Archbishop, Fulton John 
Sheen (1895-1979) beautifully writes: “Unless souls are 
saved, nothing is saved; there can be no world peace unless 
there is soul peace. World wars are only projections of the 
conflicts waged inside the souls of modern men and 
women, for nothing happen in the external world that has 
not first happened within a soul.” (Fulton J. Sheen, Peace 
of Soul, New York: McGraw Hill, 1996)

14.4 What are the duties of parents at Christmas 
time?
In whatever station of life you find yourself, this is the time to 
let Christ guide your life.

One of the most important duties of parents is to give their 
children their time and their love. Let your life be a good 
example to your children. Words and precepts are never 
enough.

Christians must adopt a strict policy of zero tolerance for 
child prostitution and exposure to pornographic material 
through video and the internet which are fast becoming a 
pastime  especially at Christmas time.

14.5 What are the duties of wives?
“Wives submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as it is 
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fit in the Lord.” (Col. 3: 18)

…Teach young women to be sober, to love their husbands, 
to love their children.

To be discreet, chaste, keepers at home, good, obedient to 
their own husband, that the word of God be not 
blasphemed. (Titus 2: 4-5)

14.6 What are the duties of children at Christmas 
time?
It is the same as in ordinary times and it is this.

Children, obey your parents in the Lord: for this is 
right.

Honour thy father and mother: which is the first 
commandment with a promise:

That it may be well with thee and thou mayest live 
long on the earth. (Eph 6: 1-3) See also Col 3: 20

14.7 Are you a worthy ambassador of Christ at 
your work at Christmas time?
According to Pew Research Centre, a US-based, a  non-
partisan, non-advocacy fact-tank, over 180 million of 
Nigeria’s population of 182 million are Christians. Of this 
number, about one quarter are Catholic. The country also has 
the largest number of Christians of any country in Africa.    

If a good number of professed Christians should put the 
teachings of Jesus Christ into practice, Nigeria would be a 
veritable heaven.

Our task is to put Christ back into Christmas and into our daily 
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lives. Let the glory of God radiate through Christians at our 
duty posts at Christmas time and always. We are the vessels to 
do God's work at our stations. We are the representatives of 
God on earth. Christians have a calling, a mandate and 
responsibility to see to the survival and progress of mankind. 
Therefore, be faithful to your charge at Christmas and all  
year round.

In a world plagued by war and strife, where violent men are at 
the helm of affairs in the most powerful countries of the 
world, the life of Jesus is a great message.
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Jesus did not present his message to the world in a social 
vacuum. His message was not abstract or theoretical. He 
came to solve the problem of the world. Therefore, in sending 
a realistic message of Christmas, it is absolutely necessary to 
briefly examine the condition of the society to which such a 
message is  sent.

Nigeria is a conglomeration of over 250 nations brought 
together to form one country in 1914 by British colonialists. 
The vast majority of these nations are good-natured. With 
systematic and persistent onslaught against local tradition by 
two foreign religions of Islam and Christianity, most 
indigenous peoples embrace these two religions with honesty 
of mind.

 15.1 A Country Born and Nurtured in Violence
The major challenge of Christmas in Nigeria is the 
contradiction between palpable desire to be good to 
fellowmen as required by the spirit of Christmas and the 
overwhelming acculturating forces of a decadent society that 
pulls people towards violent behavior and anti-social 
conduct. It is highly inconsistent for somebody to profess the 
religion of Jesus or celebrate Christmas and at the same time 
participate in, or support the well-orchestrated system of 
“force and fraud” that defines Nigerian public affairs.
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Nigeria is a special case of the rule of violence and strife in the 
world. The territory that defines the country was violently 

th
seized by British colonialists in the 19  century. Most of those 
who killed or banished indigenous kings in order to seize their 
kingdoms professed Christianity. On January 1, 1914, the 
invaders constituted a large part of the area (the Niger Area) 
into one country. After 56 years of forced rule, the colonialists 
granted political independence to the country after 
instituting the Westminister model of parliamentary 
democratic system of government.

Democratic rule lasted a little over four years before the 
democratically elected government was seized by soldiers in 
a bloody coup d’etat on January 15, 1966. The soldiers 
instigated a civil war (the Nigeria-Biafra War) which lasted 
from July 6, 1967 to January 15, 1970. The war resulted in 
about 100,000 military casualties while between 500,000 and 
2 million Biafran civillians died of starvation.

 A string of military dictators ruled the country as they pleased 
for 28 years (January 15, 1966 to October 1, 1979 and again 
from December 31, 1983 to May 29, 1999). During this period, 
Nigerian history was dominated by military coups, attempted 
coups, phantom coups and rumours of coups. Soldiers were 
engaged in murdering their colleages to acquire political 
power or retain themselves in power. These military coups are 
documented in Chronicle of Coups in Nigeria – A Fundamental 
Historical Lesson by Nowa Omoigui (2012).

While formally exiting governance in May 1999, the soldiers 
handed over political power to a former military dictator and 
war hero, General Olusegun Obasanjo, who transformed into 
a “civilian” democratically elected president. He bestrode 
the country for eight years with typical military 
authoritarianism. 
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During his vigorous campaign to elect late President Umaru 
Musa Yar'Adua as his successor in 2007, former President 
Obasanjo famously propagated his “do-or-die” electoral 
doctrine. The former President publicly enunciated this 
political doctrine when he declared, with characteristic gusto 
that the “2007 polls is a do-or-die affair for me and the 
Peoples Democratic Party.” The irrepressible retired Army 
General enunciated the doctrine at a meeting with PDP 
members and stakeholders in Abeokuta, Ogun State capital on 
Saturday, February 10, 2007 and thereby added a new 
phraseology (“do-or-die” politics) to the Nigerian political 
dictionary.
.
Former President Obasanjo's “do-or-die” political doctrine 
did not merely imply a determined effort of his party to 
succeed at the polls. His declaration entailed a situation in 
which the PDP had to do something drastic or the game was 
over, a win-or-burst situation. It was either glory or death for 
the PDP. Given the former President's military pedigree and 
his reputation as a hardened military bloke, his statement 
was not taken as a slip of tongue by opposing political parties, 
not even as a Freudian slip or unconscious wish but a 
determined course of political action.

The doctrine of electoral  force and fraud as advertised by the 
then ruling party eventually became an accepted standard of 
conduct that spread uncontrollably and destroyed vital 
organs of society, threatening not only the governmental 
system but also the foundations of, civil society, the family 
and indeed the survival of the Nigerian society.

Two civilian presidents ruled from May 2007 to May 2015 but 
they did little or nothing to erase the culture of violence 
instituted during 28 years of military dictatorship that was 
followed by 8 years of authoritarian civil rule by a former 
military dictator. 
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Some religionists perfectly imbibed the reigning social 
philosophy of violence in Nigeria to the extent of chaining and 
constantly beating mercilessly, those who patronized them as 
a means of “rehabilitation”. Who would blame them when 
violence rules in the society! Evidently, the political leaders 
firmly believe that violence is the panacea that would 
produce a disciplined society. But that is sheer fallacy 
because things produce their kind. Violent rulers produce a 
violent society. 

15.2 Scourge of Terrorism
The violent social philosophy that permeated the Nigerian 
society resulted in free adoption of terrorist tactics among a 
large section of the population. It was not until 2009 that the 
violent activities of one of the Islamist terrorist sects in (the 
country, the Boko Haram sect), compelled public attention. 
By the end of 2014, the atrocities committed by the sect had 
surpassed that of other terrorist organisations in the world, 
going by number of fatalities which they inflicted on the 
country in that year. The US Department of State in its annual 
terrorist report for 2014 states.

Due to atrocities committed by the terrorist sect, Nigeria was 
ranked as the third most dangerous country in the world as at 
March 8, 2015, surpassed only by Iraq and Syria. Global Peace 
however ranked Nigeria as the second most deadly country in 
the world, surpassed only by Iraq. The country also harbours 
the third highest number of displaced persons in the world, 
after Syria and Iraq.

Until the terrorist activities of Mohammed Yusuf came to 
public glare during the Umaru Musa Yar'Adua Presidency in 
2009, terrorism was not officially considered a threat to 
national security in Nigeria. All the senseless massacres in 
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Kano, Kaduna, Bauchi, and Plateau states over the years were 
not considered terrorist enough. No one was allowed to say 
that the perpetrators of religious massacres were terrorists. 

In addition to Boko Haram Islamist terrorist sect and political 
killers, a new terrorist outfit that goes by the intriguing name 
of “herdsmen”, emerged in Nigeria since 2015.

The simmering spate of ferocious attack of Fulani herdsmen 
on farmers across the country is conveniently ignored by state 
governors in various states for reasons that are difficult to 
discern. The violent incursion of Fulani herdsmen into 
Southern states has resulted in hundreds of deaths of 
peaceful villagers over the past five years.

15.3 A  Militarised Democracy
In May 2015, another former military dictator again 
transformed into a “civilian” democratically elected 
President of the country. Since then, the country degenerated 
into unprecedented levels of insecurity, poverty and mass 
human suffering.

After over ten years of former President Obasanjo's “do-or-
die” electoral tutorial in 2007, the country degenerated into 
bare-faced military involvement in electoral duties. A 
situation where well-armed soldiers perform electoral duties 
in a democratic dispensation is the height of 
institutionalization of the rule of force.

It was therefore not at all unexpected when 626 people were 
killed during the presidential and National Assembly elections 
in February and March 2019, according to Nigerian Civil 
Society Situation Room Report. Human Rights Watch also 
reported that “the 2019 election that brought President 
Muhammadu Buhari back into office for a second term was 
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marred by political violence, some of which by soldiers and 
police officers.” 

The observation madeby Robyn Dixon in the Los Angeles Times 
on April 21, 2007 remained even more germane in 2019. She 
said0:

“In Nigeria, power still flows from the barrel of the 
gun…Forget election promises, advertising, 
television debates of even cheap mud-slinging and 
pork-barreling. The first thing you need to win 
election in Nigeria is plenty of guys with guns…. 
Analysts say rigged elections would undercut 
Nigeria's faltering steps to democracy and trigger 
more militancy and violence as people lose faith in 
the process.” Cited by Ngozi Nwozor (The Truth, 
nothing but the truth), THE NATION, Thursday, April 9, 
2009, page 26)

It is also fairly predictable that innocent civilians would be 
killed when they come in contact with soldiers in conflict 
situations because as former President Obasanjo told Dan 
Isaacs of BBC after the massacre of over 200 unarmed civilians 
in Zaki Biam, Benue State, in 2001, “soldiers are trained to 
kill and if they are deployed, that is what they will do.” 
According to the BBC reporter, former President Obasanjo 
“justified the army action as part of a peace-keeping 
operation.” (Dan Isaacs, BBC NEWS, Army 'genocide' says 
Nigerian speaker, 15 November, 2001, 17.25 GMT).

15.4 Group Karma
From the amalgamation of the Northern Protectorate with 
the Colony and Protectorate of Southern Nigeria in 1914, and 
more precisely since political independence in 1960, Nigeria 
became a joint mission. The country became one massive and 
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complex multi-national state. Every action of individuals, the 
public and leaders that undermines the unity of the country 
has implications for national security. Every action is a cause 
unto another.

The social process of acquiring political power through force, 
fraud and terror in Nigeria is not merely a culture of bad 
examples, by the process of action and reaction; it is 
spiritually destructive in a manner that inevitably attracts 
group karma on the entire society if adequate restitution is 
not made  in good time.

Karma is a natural law of compensation, not punishment. It 
means reaping what one has sown. The great danger though is 
that when people continue to co-operate with evil, the arising 
Karma may overwhelm all without discrimination. In this 
sense, those who openly criticize the decadent system are the 
true friends of the society, not those who compromise evil for 
one selfish gain or the other.

The individual acts of the political elite ultimately culminate 
in group karma which may have to be borne by living and 
unborn generations. Group karma may occur in a family 
affecting the entire family, parents, children and siblings. It 
may occur in a village, clan, or country, whenever the social 
experience of a group of people is bound together.

It is therefore imperative for leaders to attune with the led, 
walk in their shoes and share in their sorrows, doubts, fears, 
pains and laughter. A situation where leaders are unable to 
have empathy with the led, is unnatural, inhuman, and recipe 
for disaster.

A father or mother is expected to find out: wWhy is my child 
crying? Is he ill or hungry? Merely beating the child for crying 
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would not remove the cause of crying and would not stop the 
child from crying next time he feels pain of ill health or 
hunger.

Leaders of government in Nigeria want to close their eyes to 
karmic consequences of actions of their predecessors over 
the decades. They look outside their social class for causes of 
problems. They refuse to admit that the present is an 
outgrowth of the past. But whether they realize it or not, the 
law of Karma is inexorable.

The price the country must pay for illiterate, ill-trained, ill-
equipped, religiously biased or criminally minded security 
outfit is failure of the security system which they oversee. 
Criminal action by agents of government against its citizens 
such as wanton violation of civil rights of citizens' right to 
life, the most common example in Nigeria of which is 
rampant extra-judicial killing of civilians by the Nigeria 
Police Force. (See IMPUNITY IN NIGERIA: Report of Extra-
Judicial, Arbitrary and Summary Executions in Nigeria 
2006-2007 by Legal Defence and Assurance Project 
(LEDAP) www.ledapnigeria.org; Killing at Will: Extra-
Judicial Killings by Police and other Unlawful Killings by 
Police in Nigeria by Amnesty International Report, 2009).

To avoid group karma, it behoves leaders at all levels to avoid 
destructive behaviour and seek to heal old wounds. And civil 
society should not allow political impostors to sow further 
seeds of hatred, division, North versus South, Muslim versus 
Christian, Tribe A versus Tribe B, Zone this versus Zone that.

One of the grave errors of Nigerian leaders is the tendency to 
regard social conflagrations in parts of the country as local 
and of no concern to the generality of Nigerians. They seem to 
think that illiterate, the so-called uneducated ones are 
inconsequential in society. In this they deceive themselves. 
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Society is an inter-connected whole and a chain is not 
stronger than its weakest link. Those who pride themselves of 
living in “islands” of their own should call to mind what the 
Islamist terrorist sect, Boko Haram is doing in Borno and 
other North-East states.

For example, the NPC-controlled Federal government bared 
its fangs against the Action Group (AG) in the early 1960s, in 
order to destroy the political power base in then Western 
Region. Instead of taking a patriotic stand, some prominent 
Igbo politicians in the NCNC coalition partners of the NPC, 
were conspiratorial onlookers. As fate would have it, the end 
result of the crisis in the Western Region was the Nigeria-
Biafra war which was fought in the Igbo heartland.

When the Babangida junta annulled the June 12, 1993 
presidential election, won by Chief M.K.O. Abiola from 
Abeokuta in Ogun State, most Nigerians, including the most 
oppressed nationalities in the country, stayed largely aloof, 
regarding the annulment as a Yoruba problem. Eventually, the 
Abacha junta stationed troops in the Niger Delta to decimate 
the people for asking for a fair share of the proceeds of oil 
wealth from their land. The lesson is that when evil seems to 
manifest, all right-thinking persons need to resolutely oppose 
it.

During the administration of President Umaru Musa Yar'Adua, 
military strangulation of the Niger Delta, by the Federal 
Government in May 2009, was viewed as an ethnic issue, to be 
left for the Ijaws, Ogoni and other peoples threatened with 
extermination as the Nigerian state openly visited genocide 
on the people.

Nobody knows who is next. The truth is that no issue is local. 
We are all involved in the Nigerian experiment
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15.5 Pervasive Youth Violence 
Since rulers thrive on violence, where are the younger 
generation expected to get examples in humane and peaceful 
behavior to promote a sane and peaceful society? 

A pertinent parable among the Enuani sub-culture of the 
Anioma people of Nigeria states:

“Ife wa afuna na ike nne ewu, wa aya afua na ike 
nwa.” 

(What one cannot find in the anus of a she-goat, one cannot 
find it in the anus of the kid-goat.)

Every seed that is sown tends to germinate and multiply. 
Hence, fraud begets greater fraud. Electoral violence 
sponsored by political robbers begets even greater violence. 
Indeed, whatever ill seed is sown by the ruling elite, often 
multiplies several folds. Hence, the Scriptures warn that 
“they that sow the wind, shall reap the whirlwind.” (Hosea 
8:7).

In his Epistle, Apostle Paul told the Galatians that “what you 
sow, you also reap”. 

“Be not deceived; for God is not mocked: for 
whatever a man soweth, that shall he also reap.” 
(Galatians t: 7)

If this law still operates, then I fear for my country.

Every generation is a product of the preceding ones. What we 
do today influences how our children will live their lives 
tomorrow, based on results of our activities. What the next 
generation of Nigerians will accomplish is determined by the 
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social, economic and political decisions and actions that are 
taken today.

Every human action is a reaction to some other or previous 
action. Challenges to national security are direct 
consequences of actions of Nigerian leaders over the 
decades, not necessarily of present-day political leaders. 
There is no such condition as action without reaction, 
whether in the physical, social or spiritual world. That would 
be contrary to the natural order.

Meanwhile, millions of homeless children (the Almajiri social 
class) in Northern Nigeria are mercilessly exploited by their 
leaders. The real problem will arise when majority of these 
abandoned children discover the social sources of their 
suffering. Then, they are most likely to redirect their 
grievances to social forces in their environment rather than a 
presumed supernatural realm.

The historic oppression of the Almajiri class in Northern 
Nigeria is surely bound to be consequential. Just as the earth 
is a planet among other planets, so every household is a unit 
among several households that make the village, several 
villages make the LGA, several LGAs make the state. In the 
same manner, several states make up the country which is one 
among several other countries, governed by social 
relationships and natural forces. What is usually isolated as 
the spiritual realm is part and parcel of the natural order. 
Actions and events, bad or good, have their consequences in 
social affairs.

15.6 Nigeria: Poverty Capital of the World
The rule of violence in Nigeria has not only produced 
widespread insecurity in the country, it has made this 
infinitely blessed country, the poverty capital of the world.
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The former British Prime Minister, Mrs. Theresa May, said in 
Cape Town, South Africa, on August 28, 2018, that Africa had 
the highest number of poor people in the world. It is also the 
home of most of the world's fragile states and one quarter of 
the world's displaced people. Specifically, she said that “87 
million Nigerians live below poverty line of $1 dollar and 90 
cents per day, making it the home of more poor people than 
any other nation in the world.” (Seun Opejobi, Nigeria has 
the highest number of world's poor people – Theresa May, 
British Prime Minister, DAIY POST online, August 28,2018).

A few months earlier, in June 2018, the New York-based 
Brooklings Institution reported that Nigeria had overtaken 
India as the country with the highest number of extremely 
poor people in the world. In the same month, the World 
Poverty Clock published by the Vienna-based Data Lab named 
Nigeria as “the poverty capital of the world” as 87 million of 
the country's ,,,,, population lived in extreme poverty. By 
February 2019, the number of extremely poor people in the 
country had risen to 91.6 million. The organization further 
stated that six Nigerians fall into extreme poverty “every 
minute”. (Eniola Akinkuotu, Number of poor Nigerians rises 
to 91 million- World Poverty Clock, PUNCH online, January 15, 
2019)  In the Nigerian poverty map, rural dwellers are worse 
hit.

15.7 Hypocrisy of the Elite
Under this extremely precarious situation in the country, all 
the Nigerian National Assembly could do is how to share oil 
and gas proceeds of the Niger Delta and further oppress the 
masses with Draconian laws such as the proposed Social Media 
Bill and Hate Speech Bill. The Petroleum Industry Bill that is 
designed to ….has been in the National Assembly since 
….while the Presidency….

There is no visible effort to expunge all oppressive laws in the 
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country.

The National Assembly has refused to set into motion the 
process of giving the country a Constitution made by the 
people. It even refused to amend the Constitution to reflect a 
Federal structure as suggested by the name of the country. 
The NASS refused to address critical issues of building a nation 
where no man is oppressed as it prefers to stick its head in the 
sand and pretend that all is well.

The bane of Nigerian political elite is fear of truth founded on 
desire for personal financial gain rather than the good of the 
people. There is so much hypocrisy and holier-than-thou 
approach on critical issues. 

Advocacy for public good is left to a few individuals, such as 
Shehu Sani and human rights lawyer, Femi Falana, SAN. If 
more and more Nigerian leaders would embrace truth over 
falsehood no matter whose ox is gored, the country would be 
a better place for everyone.
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An aspect of the life of Jesus Christ that is not usually 
acknowledged is that he came with a message of radical 
change, designed to transform the world and bring 
everlasting peace to it. Many people might consider it strange 
or inappropriate to associate the birth and life of Jesus with 
the idea of radicalism. 

Having briefly examined the Nigerian condition in the closing 
st

years of the second decade of the 21  century, it is pertinent 
to know those aspects of the personality of Jesus that could 
have brought to address that condition. Would Jesus go along 
to collaborate with those who milk the poor as current 
political, economic and religious leaders in Nigeria do or 
would he take a tough stance in his defence of human rights 
and the wellbeing of the masses?

16.1 Who is a Radical?
The word radical seems to convey unpleasant connotations, 
particularly among ultra-conservative political, economic 
and intellectual elite. The radical is made to appear as a non-
conformist who seeks to depart from customs and 
conventions by turning sharply at right angles or even right 
about turn.

In the common mind, radicalism is associated with protests, 
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strikes and marches. It is therefore essential to distinguish 
radicalism from any form of extremism.  

A radical is someone who seeks to make fundamental or 
drastic changes in society or in the system of government. 
Most great improvements in human society involved radical 
departures from conventional modes and values. For 
example, the horse and carriage undoubtedly had great value 
and they remained reliable form of transportation for 
centuries. However, the combustion engine and the 
automobile were radical departures that struck at the root of 
horse-drawn conveyance and other traditional modes of 
transportation.

The oil lamp and later the candle lamp were soon replaced by 
electricity for illumination.

The efficient and orderly administration of the Roman Empire 
was eventually undermined by its system of slavery and 
monopoly of property by a few large land owners.  This 
created unemployment and restlessness among the 
population, finally resulting in the destruction of the empire.  
Therefore, inefficient administration is not always the cause 
of the downfall of states.

If there were no radicals, man might still be living in the 
relative comfort and security of caves rather than risking far-
reaching change to improve upon his natural habitat by 
fabricating tools of various degrees of sophistication and 
building various categories of structures.

Radicalism entails a willingness to consider means to improve 
the ways in which things can be done for the greater benefit 
and advantage of all.  They are soldiers of the right, fortified 
by inward gallantry and motivated by patriotic zeal..
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Drug-induced bravado of criminal gangs is not radicalism. 
Blood-thirsty rampage such as Mengistu Haile Mariam's Red 
Terror in Ethiopia from 1977-87 is not radicalism. Radical 
creativity has no motive of destruction. The individual who 
merely desires to tear down is more likely to be a fanatic than 
a radical. Such is not the stuff of which radicals are made. In 
such a case, reason suggests that society should rally round 
conservatives to protect society from the wrath of fanatics.

Radicalism has to do with rational action either in support or 
opposition to a given position or cause. It is aimed at bringing 
about social or political change, economic justice or 
environmental well-being.

The true radical has nothing to do with fanaticism anarchy. He 
is a knowing and willing instrument for the removal of the 
debris of the evolutionary schema which he replaces with 
finer and nobler structures. He identifies flaws in the existing 
social order and points out ways to take appropriate action to 
improve things. He demonstrates the advantages of the new 
over the old order. He knows that he cannot change the 
established order on theory and mere words, hence the need 
for praxis.

Great philosophers and religious leaders were considered to 
be radicals in their time.  For example, in the 5th century 
BCE, it was considered extremely radical for Socrates (399-
469) to defy Athenian traditions and preach freedom of 
thought.

Those who left England to establish the new world were 
radical. The authors of the American Declaration of 
Independence were sleek radicals. Americans at that point in 
their history had to be radicals. They said “No” to oppression 
and British colonialism in very emphatic terms.
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When rights activist, Rosa Parks (1913-2005) led African-
Americans to boycott city buses in Montgomery, Alabama, USA 
from December 1956 to December 1957 to protest segregated 
seating in city buses in the state, it was a very radical thing to 
do.

When Nelson Mandela (1918-2013) called for black majority 
rule in Apartheid South Africa in the mid-1950s, it was a most 
radical idea. After about 40 years of struggle, a black man, 
Mandela himself, was inaugurated as democratically elected 
President of South Africa on May 10, 1994 and that again is 
taken for granted.

The meaning of “radical” undergoes change. As Peter Pan 
(l966) noted, in the late 'forties and early 'fifties, “those at 
the forefront of the struggle for Nigerian independence 
were radicals”. For who else other than a radical could dare 
the colonial masters and ask for independence.

16.2 Jesus Was the Ultimate Radical
Unlike the class of radicals mentioned above, the radicalism 
of Jesus was not limited to a single aspect of human activity, 
such as human rights, adventurousness or democratic 
freedoms. His radicalism entailed complete change in the 
direction of human social evolutionary change. He came to 
lead humanity, not on how to achieve wealth on earth but to 
lead them back to the source of all, the Father in Heaven. 

Jesus was viewed as a King who would end thousands of years 
of eager waiting. He came to establish a wholly new kingdom – 
a kingdom different from what anyone expected.

16.3 No Compromise with Mercantile Religionists
The first encounter which Jesus had with some religionists of 
his day soon after he was baptized by John the Baptist took 
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place in the Synagogue in Jerusalem.

And Jesus went into the temple of God, and cast out 
all them that sold and bought in the temple, and 
overthrew the tables of the moneychangers, and the 
seats of them that sold doves. (Matthew 21:12).

This event shows that if Jesus should arrive in Nigeria at the 
present time, he would have to overturn several million 
tables in hundreds of thousands of Christian worship houses 
that are engaged in trading in his name. Jesus would certainly 
not say: “Let me leave them or toast them because they are 
rich or operate in palatial buildings, or because they are 
influential in the society and fly in private jets.”

16.4 Jesus Rebuked Satan
Jesus was humble but tough in the spirit. He could not be 
enticed by material things. For example, he was once 
tempted by Satan and he rebuked the Great Deceiver in no 
uncertain terms. The idea of Satan arises in religious 
literature as a rebellious spirit against Almighty God. He is 
presented as a superhuman who, according to the Scriptures, 
even tried to tempt Jesus to do his bidding.

Satan is conceived in religious literature not merely as an 
inferior deity but the very anti-thesis of the Supreme Being. 
He is the chief devil, demon or rebel angel. He is the 
commander-in-chief of all demons. He is said to be engaged in 
a perpetual struggle to gain supremacy from the Almighty. He 
tries to oppose the will of God by making a counterfeit of 
anything that God makes. With these, he continuously lures 
men to accept him as master of the universe. The counterfeit 
may look attractive and alluring. It is nevertheless false, like 
its maker, because it will be seen to fail to produce the 
satisfaction or efficacy which it holds out to those patronizing 
it.
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According to St. Luke, Satan asked Jesus to command stone to 
become bread”

And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That 
man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word 
of God…. (Luke 4: 3-4)

 Next, Satan took Jesus up to a mountain, showed him the 
riches of and promised to hand these to Jesus if only Jesus 
should worship him. 

And Jesus answered and said unto him, Get thee 
behind me, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt 
worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou 
serve. (Luke 4: 8). 

Then at Jerusalem, Satan tempted Jesus once again. He set 
Jesus on a pinnacle of the temple and dared him to cast 
himself down from that height teasing him that the angels 
shall bear him up in their hands.

And Jesus answering said unto him, It is said, Thou 
shalt not tempt the Lord thy God. (Luke 4: 12)

The Lord Jesus used the word Satan to mean any individual or 
group that tries to dissuade one from the path of 
righteousness. For example, when Jesus was explaining to his 
disciples how he would go to Jerusalem, suffer and be killed 
and raised again, Apostle Peter tried to dissuade Jesus from 
going to Jerusalem to suffer such cruel fate.

But he turned and said unto Peter, Get thee behind 
me, Satan: thou art an offence unto me: for thou 
savourest not the things that be of God, but those 
that be of men. (Matthew 16: 23) 
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16.5 Jesus was Tolerant of Non-Christians
Among radical ideas preached and lived by Jesus was 
tolerance of those who had opposing religious views. He 
preached and lived tolerance. 

St. Luke recorded an example of tolerance practiced by 
Jesus:

And John answered and said, Master, we saw one 
casting out devils in thy name; and we forbad him, 
because he followeth not with us.

And Jesus said unto him, forbid him not: for he that 
is not against us is for us.  (Luke 9: 49-50) 

The challenge of religious tolerance poses a critical problem 
among and between various Christian and non-Christian 
religious groups in Nigeria, both of which were imported into 
the territory that became Nigeria through violent religious 
and political imposition. Adherents of indigenous religions 
continue to suffer untold psychological and violent assault 
from these foreign religions.

 But this is not so all over the world. For example, every Friday 
at the Holy Trinity Anglican Church, Mosford Green, 
Barkingside in the London Borough District of Redbridge, part 
of the church is prepared for Moslem worshippers who 
congregate there to worship. The church had offered the use 
of their Church to Moslems to worship every Friday between 
12noon and 3 pm when the Moslem community in the area 
found it difficult to secure a property to use as a mosque. In 
any case, residents of the area would be sure to resist 
converting a private living apartment to a mosque.

In that church, the portraits of Jesus and Mary are displayed 
and there is no quibbling about blocking the Qiblah (the 
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direction towards Kaaba in Mecca that Muslims face when 
praying).

16.6 Jesus Taught Unlimited Forgiveness

Then came Peter to him, and said, Lord, how oft 
shall my brother sin against me, and i forgive him? 
till seven times?
Jesus saith unto him, I say not unto thee, until seven 
times: but, seventy times seven. (Mathew 18: 21-22)

16.7 Jesus Taught Unbounded Love

Master, which is the greatest commandment in the 
law?

Jesus said unto him, thou shalt love the Lord thy God 
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all 
thy mind.

This is the first and great commandment.
And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy 
neighbor as thyself.

On these two commandments hang all the law and 
the prophets. (Mathew 22:36-40)

16.8 Jesus Rebuked Hypocrites
It is fashionable to think of traditionalists, the uneducated, 
prostitutes, petty thieves and the poor as damned. They are 
perceived as “down and out”, lost, or in dire need of 
salvation. However, the humble ones find it easier to achieve 
salvation and are more acceptable to the Lord God than 
haughty hypocrites and braggarts. This is clearly illustrated 
by the parable of the self-righteous Pharisee and the 
repentant tax collector. (Luke 8:9-14).
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Who do we find in the front rows of most places of worship? 
Clearly, it is not the humble and meek, who are loved by the 
Lord God and for whom it is written: “Blessed are the meek 
for they shall inherit the earth.” (Matthew 5:5)

Rather, we find those whose singular life achievements have 
been the destruction of those spiritual values which religious 
bodies ostensibly exist to defend. If this is so, are such 
religious bodies not thereby promoting the values of Satan 
and trampling on the values of God Almighty? How else does 
one serve Satan if not by promoting his values? We promote 
men of no integrity, because they preside over affairs of 
state, men of reputation but no character. Unfortunately, by 
their alliances with the devil, kings and religious bodies bring 
destruction upon themselves and their kingdoms.

As the holy books and sacred traditions of the world religions 
attest, anything evil is under curse of destruction by the 
Almighty.

This has been one of the most dangerous social classes in 
human society for ages; they occupy high positions and use 
those positions to deceive, mislead, oppress and cheat the 
common people. And Jesus directed one of his strongest 
rebukes against this class of people.

Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! 
For ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretence 
make long prayer: therefore ye shall receive the 
greater damnation… 

Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! 
For ye make clean the outside of the cup and of the 
platter, but within they are full of extortion and 
excess…
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Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! 
For ye are like unto whited sepulchres, which 
indeed appear beautiful outward, but are within full 
of dead men's bones, and of all uncleanness. 
(Matthew 23:14, 25, 27) 

16.9 The Continuing Trial
It has been a source of worry to students that such a 
personality that represented the epitome of goodwill and 
peace should be killed by the authorities of his time. History 
teaches that most great social crusaders in history ended up 
being accused of treason by the state. 

thIn the 5  century BCE, Socrates of Athens (470-399 BCE), 
widely recognized as father of modern Western Moral 
Philosophy was condemned for irreligion and made to drink 
poison (hemlock).

Nearly 2,000 years later, William Tyndale (c.1494-1536) was 
accused of heresy, condemned, strangled to death and his 
body burnt for translated the Bible into English Language.
In the recent history of Nigeria, there have also been several 
cases where tyrants who are intolerant of freedom and truth, 
persecuted brave souls seeking liberation of humanity from 
tyrany. One of the most notable was renowned medical doctor 
and prominent pro-democracy activist, Dr. Beko Ransome 
Kuti (1940-2009) leader of the Campaign for Democracy (CD), 
an umbrella of 25 pro-democracy organisations and 
opposition groups that helped bring an end to military 
dictatorship in Nigeria. He was jailed, tortured and subjected 
to the most inhuman conditions on numerous occasions by 
military tyrants in his determined struggle for the 
enthronement of democracy in Nigeria.

Another unforgettable personality in recent Nigerian history 
is foremost human rights activist, anti-corruption crusader 
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and legal luminary, Gani Fawehinmi, SAN, (1938-2009), who 
was imprisoned without trial 39 times by military tyrants, not 
for any offence known to law, but for daring to speak out and 
defend the rights of his fellow-men.

Probably, the most chilling story of human wickedness in 
recent history of Nigeria is that meted to the harmless author, 
television producer, environmental crusader and peace 
activist, Ken Saro-Wiwa (1941-1995). Saro-Wiwa is winner of 
the Rights Livelihood Award for “exemplary courage in 
striving non-violently for civil, economic and 
environmental rights”. He also won the Goldman 
Environmental Prize and is founder of Movement for the 
Survival of Ogoni People (MOSOP). 

He was framed by the Nigerian state, put on trial and 
condemned on October 31, 
1995 by a Kangaroo military 
tribunal process which lead 
c o u n s e l  l a t e  G a n i  
Fawehinmi, SAN, described 
as “political inquisition”. 
He said that the Tribunal 
violated all norms of 
fairness, fair hearing and 
true justice. The verdict of 
the Tribunal was not subject 
to review by Supreme 
Courts or appeal to the 
Court of Appeal or the 
Supreme Court. Saro-Wiwa 
was hanged along with eight 
of his Ogoni Kinsmen on 
November 10,1995, which 

s o m e  O g o n i  a c t i v i s t s  
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described as “judicial murder”. The chilling account of the 
hanging of Saro-Wiwa was narrated by Mallam Shehu Sani, 
civil rights activist, who later became Senator representing 
Kaduna Central 'senatorial District in the Nigerian Senate. 
Sani saw the hanging of Saro-Wiwa and other Ogoni 
environmental crusaders and told the story to Tony Akowe of 
THE NATION newspaper, 

“They were brought in chains and lined up, they sat on a 
bench as if they were waiting for a medical consultant. One 
after the other, they were taken into the gallows and their 
dead bodies were brought out. Ken was the last person to 
be hanged. I watched him from the window of my cell and 
he looked so confident with his pipe. He folded his trousers 
because he had chains on his legs. You could see him giving 
words of encouragement to his colleagues, some of whom 
looked heart-broken and fearful about what was about to 
happen to them. 

“From what I saw from a distance, the hanging of Ken Saro-
Wiwa posed some problems to them, because he went into 
the gallows and came out to sit down again almost three 
times, being the last person to be hanged. We could not 
interact with him because he was two blocks away from 
where we were and they would not allow one to move. We 
could see what was going on because we were at a vantage 
point, and they gave us the courtesy of not closing our cell. 
Perhaps, that was to allow us to see what would possibly 
happen to us if we continued to pose any problem for 
Abacha.

“… I stayed in the prison for a long time and have seen how 
people were hanged, even though a lot of them were 
hanged for criminal reasons. But the hanging of Saro-Wiwa 
was very shocking and I knew very well that it was going to 
plant a seed of violence in Nigeria. I still attribute the 
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current violence in Niger Delta to the failure or inability of 
Nigerian state to appreciate the channel of non-violence. 
As a human being, it was shocking. But we have seen a lot of 
it in prison, to the extent that I felt it more when I came out 
of prison than when I was there. As you peep through the 
window, you see a man you know very well suddenly, his 
soul is out of his body, even though that of Saro-Wiwa was 
very mysterious. The gallows obviously refused to work. 
From my cell, I was thinking and asking myself why 
Nigerians did not take to the streets to challenge it and why 
they allowed Abacha to have his way.” (Tony Akowe, I 
watched from my cell as Saro-Wiwa, others were being 
hanged, Shehu Sani recalls, THE NATION, SATURDAY, 
NOVEMBER 13, 2010, PAGE 16 and 38).

The issue in the continual trial of truth is not about an 
individual, Socrates, Tyndale, Beko Ransome-Kuti, Gani 
Fawehinmi or Saro-Wiwa or any other martyr in history. It is 
about the wickedness of which the human heart is capable 
and the need for good people to speak out against injustice 
and never to encourage tyrants who thrive on man’s 
inhumanity to man.
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Christmas has a  message of love,  tolerance and peace. It  
heralds one of the greatest events in human history. In past 
ages, God intervened in men's affairs through Moses and the 
prophets. The birth of Jesus is one more occasion of God's 
intervention in the affairs of men. This time, He came and 
“dwelt among us.” (John 1: 14)

Christian life is possible because Jesus took human flesh and 
became man. Without the Incarnation, there is no basis for 
Christianity. So, whatever gaps exist in our knowledge of the 
true date of Jesus’s birth would not diminish its significance 
of his birth.

17.1 What is the most obvious message of 
Christmas?
The basic message is joy at the birth of the Saviour because of 
God's love and peace to all men. Although the story is the 
same every year, it is never old. Joy and love can never be old. 
We are called upon to be child-like again as the child in us 
celebrates.

17.2 What are the unspoken messages of 
Christmas for our time?
There are two basic types of messages from the Christmas 
story. The first and most obvious are the spoken messages as 
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recorded in the scriptures. The second type is made up of the 
lessons we learn from the events surrounding the birth of 
Jesus.

First, God did not choose a wealthy family to bring His only 
Begotten Son into the world. Rather, He chose a humble  
carpenter and virtuous woman. God chose a chaste and 
humble family out of all the great and mighty in the world. By 
this, it is clear that spiritual values rather than material 
wealth or privileged education are more important to 
Almighty God.

Secondly, God did not reveal the birth of His Son to prophets 
and bishops in great cathedrals or the political and business 
elite in cosy mansions but to humble shepherds outdoors in 
the field tending their sheep. God went ahead to honour 
these labourers in the fields with the visit of a delegation of 
angels. Through these angels, God informed the shepherds 
that the Messiah had been born in Bethlehem.

Thirdly, God did not send a high powered “ministerial” 
delegation from 'Government House' to visit the Divine baby. 
Rather “three wise men from the East” brought him symbolic 
gifts. 

These deliberate God-inspired events emphasise God's love 
for humble people. By remaining spiritually devout and 
focused, we open ourselves to divine guidance.

Fourthly, Joseph and Mary were law-abiding. In spite of the 
fact that Mary was heavy with child, she travelled with her 
husband Joseph, from Galilee to Bethlehem (about 150 
kilometres away) to be registered as ordered by Augustus 
Caesar.

Fifthly, Joseph and Mary obeyed the tradition of the Jews at 
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that time. About a month after the child's birth, they 
presented him at the temple in obedience to the Mosaic Law. 
It is recorded in Luke 2: 22-24 that they made the less 
expensive offering of “a pair of turtle doves or two young 
pigeons” since they could not afford a ram.

Sixthly, the rulers of this world would always want to kill in 
order to retain their temporal power. They would not hesitate 
to destroy any likely source of challenge to their power. The 
birth of a future “king of the Jews” enraged King Herod. Since 
he found himself disappointed by the Magi and could not 
identify the exact place where baby Jesus was kept, he 
ordered that all infants under two years of age in Bethlehem 
should be killed.

Today, modern-day Herods abound in all spheres of human 
activity. Kill your rival or probable successor in office! That is 
the modus operandi of the modern day Herods – the Nigerian 
business and power elite. They are obsessed with looting of 
public funds, violence, murder and ostentatious living. 

Seventhly, human design would never defeat God's purpose. 
In spite of machinations of Herod, God directed Joseph to 
take the child to Egypt where he eventually grew up and 
escaped the murderous designs of Herod. (Matthew 2: 13-15, 
19-end).

17.3 What treasures must we build up at 
Christmas?
In our workaday lives, we are accustomed to concentrate on 
material treasures. Christmas time is a fitting period to share 
material gifts. Most of us send gifts to friends and family 
members only. But Apostle Paul admonishes us:

Be not forgetful to entertain strangers for thereby, 
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some have entertained angels unawares. (Hebrews 
13: 12)

And I say unto you, let your entertainment of strangers be not 
limited to Christmas season. Do it as a habit.

Christmas is also a time to take account of our spiritual 
treasurers. Unfortunately, we often overlook this deeper 
meaning of Christmas. The celebration of Christmas is one of 
those instances in human affairs where the symbol 
overshadows or takes over from what is actually symbolised.

Let us strive to reflect greater love during the Christmas 
season. Let our love shine with greater intensity. Christmas 
could be a blue print for what life might be when most of 
mankind get liberated from the yoke of materialism and 
selfish greed. How wonderful it would be if people could 
extend the true spirit of Christmas throughout the year.

Message of Peace
Christmas presages a peaceful, warm-hearted period to bring 
individuals and groups together across lines of ethnicity, 
nationality, wealth and political power.

17.4 What is the greatest gift we can share at 
Christmas?
The greatest message of Jesus to mankind is love. Humanity 
has not always heeded this message. Nevertheless, the world 
is better because He came. He is truly the Prince of Peace.

The Law of Moses decreed an eye for an eye, a tooth for a 
tooth, a blow for a blow as well as kindness for kindness. In 
practice, it meant that force should be met with greater force 
while evil should be met with greater evil.
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But Jesus came to establish the Law of Love, to apply in all 
situations. Jesus said: “Love your enemies and pray for 
those who hate you.” Matthew S. 44 

It was quite revolutionary. Jesus went ahead to demonstrate 
the extraordinary power of this spiritual generosity by 
permitting himself to be crucified. Clearly, he could quite 
easily have avoided the supreme sacrifice but he refused to 
fight back on even to simply hide from his accusers.

This event generated a terrific surge of spiritual energy in the 
world. Applying the same principle, his followers easily 
overcame the great Roman Empire by Christianising their 
persecutors and establishing Rome as the official seat of the 
new religion of Jesus Christ.

The Indian Scope, Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948)  applied this 
principle to free India from British rule. According to Edwin O. 
Crawford, “when we use the force of our will and initiative 
to cut across normal lines of emotional behaviour, a 
spiritual current is generated to do good works for us.” This 
means, reacting positively with love when the natural 
reaction would have been negative with hate.

Much like electric generators, men are the machines to 
generate spiritual power in the world. We cannot wait for 
invisible spirits or angels to change the world. We may be 
possessed by different emotions such as fear, grief, joy, love. 
The nature of the emotion we radiate changes as often as our 
thoughts change. We need our will power, understanding and 
faith to apply the law of love. Psychologists may advocate 
proper thinking, right action and self control. These are all 
very beautiful. But Jesus said:

Ye have heard that it hath been said, thou shalt love 
thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy. But I say unto 
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you, love your enemies, bless them that curse you, 
do good to them that hate you, and pray for them 
which despitefully use you, and persecute you.

That ye may be the children of your Father which is 
in heaven.. For if ye love them which love you, what 
reward have ye? Do not even the publicans do the 
same?

And if ye salute your brothers only, what do ye more 
than others? Do not even the publicans so? (Matthew 
5: 43-47)

But I say unto you which hear, love your enemies. Do 
good to them which hate you. Bless them that curse 
you, and pray for them which despitefully use you… 
For if ye love them which love you, what thank have 
ye? For sinners also love those that love them. And if 
ye do good to them which do good to you, what thank 
have ye? For sinners also do even the same. (Luke 6: 
27, 28, 32,33).

As Apostle Paul rightly wrote to the church of Galatia:

All the law is fulfilled in one word, even in this: Thou 
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. (Gal 5: 14)

When we counter our negative feelings with right action, this 
positively activates the spiritual energy to generate an active 
force for good in the society. This is one of Christ's greatest 
gifts.

During Christmas, the deepest sentiments and love in us are 
rekindled. While Christmas lasts, mankind seems ennobled. 
We exchange gifts and send messages of love and goodwill. 
Even warring groups observe the truce. In spite of the fact 
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that various cultures had their cherished festivities, the spirit 
of universal love which Christmas promotes is quite unique.

The main issue today need not be whether the hour selected 
for the celebration of Christmas truly coincides with the 
actual date of the birth of Jesus. Is it not right to call to mind 
the One who brought God's Love and redemption to man?

The best gift that Jesus expects us to share with others at this 
time is the marvellous light of love that he represents. 
Christians constitute the body of Christ. We are the Christ 
that others see today. Therefore, we have a duty to pass on 
the baton of Christ's love.

The message is that man should strive to love his neighbour as 
himself. Man should stop being wolf to his fellow man. This is 
not merely a religious command. Love is the greatest spiritual 
need for the survival of mankind today. Behind the rejoicing, 
happiness and free sharing of bounties is the need to show 
love to our fellowmen. Jesus Christ invites you to quit hating 
and start loving one another.

A lot of people are limited to love of material things. Some are 
in love with things of the mind. But our love must go beyond 
these to embrace things spiritual and indeed all creation, 
particularly the human essence. Such universal love is 
impersonal but expresses itself in personal channels. Such 
love engenders a true feeling of being one with another 
whereby one is immersed in another's existence.

Love is the source of such tender feelings as sympathy and 
compassion. It entails sharing of joys and sorrows. The 
message of Christmas is that we show love to all, including 
strangers and most difficult of all, love to those who do not 
wish us well.
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True love unravels the entanglements of the confused. It is 
soothing and reassuring. It involves a constant attitude of 
gratitude to God or positive prayer of thanksgiving for letting 
you be a channel for good.

17.5 What other great message is conveyed to us 
at Christmas?
Beneath the festivities and songs, the great message of 
Christmas is in Jesus. He said: “I am the Way”. (John 14: 6). 
By this, he meant that the spiritual truths which He revealed 
constitute the path to human salvation. His spiritual life 
constitutes the Way.

At the birth of Jesus, a bright star led the Magi to the place 
where the divine child lay. Today, we still need stars to lead 
men to divine fulfilment but I dare say that the stars that we 
need today are not set in the firmament.

The bright and leading stars that we need today are the great 
souls with great aspirations, great dreams and great deeds 
that are guided by love, for the advancement of human 
society. 

You can easily gauge your contribution to the Spiritual 
Kingdom by the thoughts that habitually occupy your mind 
about your neighbour, your community and your country. 
What are we individually and collectively visualising and 
projecting into the future for our society?

In concrete terms, the spiritual framework gives precedence 
to human thought dynamics, ideas, the mystic vision or 
visualisation, which are then projected into the time-space 
dimension and actualised by well-planned action strategies. 
Conditions are created in the spiritual world before they are 
born in the world of actuality.
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Christmas is a period of celebrating the spirit of Jesus the 
Christ and a realisation of the Christ-consciousness in each of 
us. If Christmas is a time of joy, then the highest joy that man 
can experience is cosmic communion or communication with 
God. The spiritual intimacy must be such that the thoughts in 
His mind become the thoughts in our minds. Our objective 
must be to unite our minds to be one with the mind of the 
Christ, Jesus – to be in at-one-ment with Him.

Christmas celebration serves to renew the source of our 
spiritual faith. May your Joy be complete this Christmas. 
Amen.

17.6 What Is The Universal Church?
Christmas could be viewed as a significant part of the 
continuum of man's spiritual unfolding. It could also be 
related to the spirit of the new millennium and the Aquarian 
Age when truth and universal love would bear sway, thus 
preparing the way for the Universal Church.

The most universal church or place of worship in the world is 
the heart and mind of a benevolent man. “God is a spirit and 
they that worship Him worship in spirit and in truth.” (John 
4: 24)

The ritual in this church consists of good thoughts, good deeds 
and acts of loving kindness to others and indeed to all God's 
creation.

There is never a “too-much” way of doing good.

17.7 Why is Christmas Universal?
Christmas took root from a non-Christian culture. It was 
however appropriated by Christians and made a Christian 
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holiday and gradually became a popular holiday with 
universal appeal.

As an official holiday, it is an opportunity for people to travel 
from cities to their country homes and villages. Let each one 
carry as he travels, His messages hope, love and peace had 
universal appeal

For most non-Christians, Christmas celebration may have no 
religious meaning. It is merely a time to travel, get together 
with friends and relatives and feel good.

Among school children and the younger generation, they all 
embrace Father Christmas even though they may not be 
affiliated to any Christian denomination.

Not all will sing carols or decorate Christmas trees but most 
people give and accept gifts in the spirit of Christmas. The 
important thing is that celebrants accept the spirit of 
Christmas

17.8 Love of Children
Jesus loves children and taught his 
followers to do the same. He 
reinforced this with sanctions 
against those who fail to show love 
for children.

Jesus gave an object lesson on love 
of children when he took up a child 
in His arms at Capernaum and said 
to His disciples: 

And whoso shall receive one 
such little child in my 
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name, receiveth me.

But whosoever shall offend one of these little ones 
which believe in me, it were better for him that a 
millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he 
were drowned in the depth of the sea. (Matthew 
18:5-6)

This is a strong message (with a warning) to all those who, in 
one way or the other, systematically deprive children of what 
they need for healthy growth such as food, health and 
education. Government at Local, State and Federal levels 
must show love for Children in concrete terms by making 
generous provisions in their annual budgets to serve the needs 
of children.

Jesus was a model of the good shepherd that loves his sheep, 
feeds his sheep and is prepared to lay down his life for his 
sheep, (John 10:11-18). Nigeria is full of bad shepherds who, 
instead of feeding their sheep, are being fed by the sheep.

Let us all show love to children at all times. And one of the 
best things that parents can give to their children and family 
at Christmas is to spend quality time with them, telling stories 
and sharing words of wisdom and love. 
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The word inspiration is derives from Latin “inspirate”, 
meaning “to breathe into, to infuse thought or feeling into, 
to animate…” 

Viewed from this perspective, inspiration is an influx of 
spiritual insight and pulsating energy. This arouses the psyche 
or soul personality resident within man as part of the 
Universal Soul or God.

Inspiration induces emotional motivation to perform an act or 
undertake a venture. It arouses within the mind an idea or 
impulse that stimulates understanding or creative action. It is 
generally accompanied by intellectual acuteness, 
exuberance, enthusiasm, will power and enlightenment. An 
inspired idea is highly satisfying and the resultant action 
enjoyable. Generally, an idea or feeling that is not 
accompanied by a pleasant emotional stimulus is not 
inspirational.

In addition to the story of the birth of Jesus as reported in the 
canonical Gospels, thoughtful men and women have added to 
the allure of that unique event over the centuries. It would be 
found to be spiritually rewarding to meditate on the following 
thoughts and derive inspiration of a continual Christmas in our 
lives.
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....... ...... ....... .......
And the angel said unto them, “Fear not! For, behold, 
I bring you tidings of great joy, Which shall be to all people. 
“For unto you is born this day in the city of David 
a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord.  And this shall be a sign 
unto you: 
Ye shall find the babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, 
Lying in a manger.

- Luke 2: 10-12

Glory to God in the highest and on earth, peace, goodwill 
toward men.     - Luke 2: 14).

The Magi, as you know, were wise men – 
Wonderfully wise men who brought gifts to the Babe 
in the manger. They invented the art of giving 
Christmas presents.

- O. Henry , (pen name of American writer, William 
Sydney Porter (September 11, 1862 – June 5, 1910)

Mankind is a great an immense family...
This is proved by what we feel in our hearts at Christmas.

-Pope John XXIII

There are no strangers on Christmas eve.
-Charles Winninger (May 26, 1884 – January 27, 1969) 
(in Beyond Tomorrow, after proposing that the partners 
invite three strangers to dinner  in1940)

A good conscience is a continual Christmas.
-Benjamin Franklin.

Christmas, my child is love in action.
-Dale Evans (1912-2001), American film actress, singer 
and songwriter, Wife of Roy Rogers
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I will honour Christmas in my heart and try to keep it all the 
year.

-Charles Dickens (1812-1870), English author, from A 
Christmas Carol.

This is the message of Christmas. We are never alone.
-Taylor Caldwell (1900-`985), English novelist.

Good news from heaven the angels bring, 
Glad tidings to the earth they sing: 
To us this day a child is given,
 to crown us with the joy of heaven.

-Martin Luther

God becomes man on Christmas day, 
so, great things happen when God mixes with men.

-Joseph Ogorchukwu Biose

From home to home and heart to heart, from one place to 
another, the warmth and joy of Christmas bring us closer to 
each other.

-Emily Matthews

The earth has grown old with its burden of care. 
But at Christmas, it always is young. 
The heart of the jewel burns lustrous and fair
 and its soul full of music, breaks the air 
when the son of angels is sung.

-Philips Brooks (December 13, 1835 – January 23, 
1893), American Episcopal Bishop wrote popular 
Christian carol “O Little Town of Bethlehem'

Christmas is a day of joy and charity. May God make you rich in 
both.

-Phillips Brooks
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Bless us Lord, this Christmas with quietness of mind. Teach us 
to be patient and always to be kind”

-Helen Steiner Rice

It is Christmas in the heart that puts Christmas in the air.
-W. T. Willis

It is the personal thoughtfulness, the warm human awareness, 
the reaching out of the self to one's fellow man that makes 
giving worthy of the Christmas spirit.

-Isabel Currier

Unless we make Christmas an occasion to share our blessings, 
all the snow in Alaska won't make it white.

-Bing Crosby (May 3, 1903 – October 14, 1977) American 
singer and film actor

Christmas waves a magic wand over this world, 
and behold, everything is softer and more beautiful.

- Norman Vincent Peale (1898-1993), American 
protestant religious leader, author

If I could wish for you, 
it would be for peace and happiness not only now,
but for the whole year through.

-Catherine Pulsifer

Christmas, children, is not a date.
It is a state of mind.

-Mary Ellen Chase

My idea of Christmas, whether old-fashioned or modern, is 
very simple, loving others. Come to think of it, Why do we 
have to wait for Christmas to do that?

-Bob Hope
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When we remember a special Christmas, 
It is not the presents that make it special, but the laughter, 
the feeling of love and the togetherness of friends and family, 
that make that Christmas special.

-Catherine Pulsifer

Christmas is doing a little something extra for someone.
 -Charles Schultz (1922-2000) American cartoonist 
'Peanuts'

There's nothing sadder in this world than to awake Christmas 
morning and not be a child.

-Emma Bonbeck

The joy of brightening other lives, bearing each other's 
burdens, 
Easing other's burdens, easing other's loads 
And supplanting empty hearts and lives 
with generous gifts becomes for us the magic of Christmas.

-W. C. Jones

The best of all gifts around any Christmas tree:
 the presence of a happy family all wrapped up in each other.

-Burton Hillis (Better Homes and Gardens)

Whatever else be lost among the years, let us keep 
Christmas still a shining thing: 
Whatever doubts assail us, or what fears, 
Let us hold close one day, 
Remembering its poignant meaning for the hearts of men. 
Let us get back our childlike faith again.

-Grace Noll Crowell

Christmas is a necessity. There has to be at least one day of 
the year to remind us that we're here for something else 
besides ourselves.
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-Eric Sevareid (1912-1992), American newscaster

I wish we could put up some of the Christmas spirit in jars 
and open a jar of it every month.

-Harlan Miller (Better Homes and Gardens)

Christmas is not a time nor a season, but a state of mind. 
To cherish peace and goodwill, to be plenteous in mercy, 
is to have the real spirit of Christmas.

-Calvin Coolidge (1812-1933), American President, 
Presidential Message, December 25, 1927.

A Christmas candle is a lovely thing; 
It makes no noise at all, but softly gives itself away; 
while quite unselfish, it grows small.

-Eva K. Logue

Christmas is the season for kindling the fire of hospitality in 
the hall, 
the genial flame of charity in the heart.

-Washington Irving (April 3, 1783 – November 28, 1859), 
American author, essayist, biographer, author of Rip 
van Winkle

Blessed is the season which engages the whole world in a 
conspiracy of love.

-Hamilton Wright  Mabie (1845-1916), American 
author, essayist and critic

He who has no Christmas in his heart will never find Christmas 
under a tree.

-Sunshine Magazine

Christmas gift suggestions:
To your enemy, forgiveness,
To an opponent tolerance,
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To a friend, your heart,
To a customers, service,
To all charity,
To every child, a good example,
To yourself, respect.

-Arnold Oren

With the first true Christmas, came the birth of joy to our 
world.

-Joseph Ogorchukwu Biose 

At Christmas, all roads lead home.
-Manone Holmes, American writer.

Peace on earth will come to stay, 
when we live Christmas every day.

-Helen Steiner Rice (May 19, 1900 – April 23, 1981), 
American writer of religion and inspirational poetry.

Bless us Lord, this Christmas, with quietness of mind; 
teach us to be patient and always to be kind.

- Helen Steiner Rice 

Christmas is for ever, not just for one day,
For loving, sharing, giving, are not to put away,
like bells and lights and tinsel, in some box upon a shelf.
The good you do for others is good you do for yourself.

-Norman Wesley Brooks
“Let Every Day Be Christmas”, 1976.

To give books – religious or otherwise – for Christmas. 
They're never fattening, seldom sinful, and permanently 
personal.

-Lenore Hershey
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Christmas did not start immediately after the birth of Christ 
while the actual date of the birth of Jesus remains shrouded in 
controversy. Nevertheless, over the centuries, the 
celebration has become so merry and grass rooted such that 
all Christ's faithful and indeed all people of goodwill are 
called to hand it on from generation to generation, not 
merely by professing a faith and engaging in grandiose rituals 
or liturgy, but most importantly, by honest and peaceful 
living, feasts, fraternal sharing and prayer.
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change...”
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